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INTRODUCTION
The llandbook of Noise Ratings has been compiled to provide
information in a concise form describing the multitude of noise
rating schemes which are in use today. Although most of the
information contained herein can be found in other references,
it is l_oped that by describing the noise rating methods in a
single volume the user will have better access to the definitions,
application and calculation procedures of the current noise
rating methods.
The format used in this Handbook divides the measures into four
chapters: I. Direct Ratings of Sound Level, II. Computed
Loudness and Annoyance Ratings, III. Communication Interference
Ratings, IV. Community Response Ratings. The first page for
each noise rating contains the title of the measure, the units
used, the definition of the measure, associated standards, geo-
graphical usage, and purpose. On the following pages, the
additional information on a given noise rating is divided into
such headings as: BACKGROUND, CALCULATION METHOD, EXAMPLE,
EQUIPI_LENT and REFERENCES.
The TITLE for each measure is given in its most complete form;
followed in parenthesis by its commonly referred to abbreviations.
The UNITS are listed in preferred form followed by alternative
forms in brackets. The official measuring unit for direct ratings
is d_e decibel (dB). A shorthand method of identifying the
iii
weighting function that is being used to rate the noise level
is by attaching an additional letter to the abbreviation "dB".
Thus, dB(A) is often used to denote A-weighted sound level.
Reference levels are included when appropriate for the units.
The DEFINITION briefly outlines the scope of the measure and
the parameters that it takes into consideration. STANDARDS
include both existing standards and proposed standards. In
some cases, industrial standards have been used when national or
international standards do not exist. The GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
is included to indicate where the measure is most commonly used.
If a specified country is listed in this section, it does not
necessarily mean that the measure is used exclusively in this
country; nor does it mean that this measure is the only one of
its type used in this country. The PURPOSE describes the reasons
for the noise rating's development and its major uses. The
BACKGROUND provides some indication of the development of the
noise rating as well as a description of the elements of the
calculation procedures for those measures utilizing relatively
complicated techniques. Under the CALCULATION METHOD, a step-
by'step procedure is outlined to enable the user to ideally
calculate the noise rating. The EXAMPLE uses numerical infor-
mation in an effort to simulate a real-life situation. A list
of the equipment necessary for collecting the data, for calcu-
lating the noise rating, or for direct measurement of the noise
rating is included under the heading of EQUIPMENT. Some of the
literature used in writing the measure is listed under REFERENCES.
The appendix entitled ADDITIONAL RATINGS contains a few of the
less frequently used measures. The ABBREVIATIONS section consists
of a simple cross reference index. A GLOSSARY of acoustical
terminology is included for completeness.
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The authors are sincerely grateful to all the people who helped
bring this work to completion. In particular, we are indebted
to Drs. William J. Galloway and David C. Nagel who individually
made many valuable and constructive comments on an earlier draft
of this book. And we owe a special thanks to Richard Horonjeff
who gave much needed advice and encouragement.
Finally, we welcome any comments regarding content, and (if
possible) serious omissions. We hope that the Handbook of Noise
Ratings will prove to be a useful tool in fostering a better
understanding of noise ratings and their implementation.
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CHAPTER I
DIRECT RATINGS OF SOUND LEVEL
I

TITLE
UNIT
DEFINITION
STANDARDS
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
(OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL) (LINEAR LEVEL)
(SPL) (OASPL)(L) (Lp)
dB
Reference pressure: 20 HN/m 2.
The sound pressure level of a sound is 20
times the logarithm to the base i0 of the
ratio of the measured root-mean-square (RMS)
value of the sound pressure to a reference
sound pressure*.
SPL = 20 lOgl0 (Pmeas./Pref.) [l]
*The reference sound pressure for this Handbook
is 20 _N/m z, but often seen is the reference
pressure 20 H Pascal (Pa). Also commonly used
is .0002 microbar. The relationship is that
.0002 microbar is equal to .0002 dyne/cm 2 is
equal to 20 _N/m 2.
Overall sound pressure level is not standar-
dized. Related Standards are:
i) American National Standards Institute
Specification for Sound Level Meters
(Si.4-1971)
2) IEC Recommendation, Publication 179.
Precision Sound Level Meters, 1965
3) IEC Recommendation,Publication 123.
Recommendation for Sound Level Meter,
1961
4) IEC Recommendation_Publication 225.
Octave, half-octave, and third-octave
band filters intended for the analysis
of Sounds and Vibration, 1966
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE Overall sound pressure level is a simple
physical measure of sound which gives
equal weight to all frequencies. It
measures the environmental noise level
but gives little information as to the
human perception of the noise. It is
primarily used by engineers who need a
measure which relates to total noise
energy.
BACKGROUND Overall sound pressure level was used as
one of the first attempts at measuring
the magnitude of noise. Earlier equip-
ment limitations only allowed a narrow
frequency band analysis of the sound
pressure level of a noise. Today, though
no standard exists for the bandwidth of
overall sound pressure level, it is
generally considered to extend from 20
to 20,000 Hz, a range which corresponds
to human hearing. The more recent sound
level meter (SLM) equipment encompasses
a range from i0 Hz to 40,000 Hz.
Sound pressure levels may also be ex-
pressed in terms of fast or slow
response. These terms refer to the speed
with which the S_,I indicator follows
fluctuating sound. The averaging times
are 0.3 seconds and 1.5 seconds respec-
tively. For more detailed information
on the nleaning of the .?,zc£ and s Lom
response, refer to one of the above
listed standards for sound level meters.
CALCULAT lO_i HETHOD
EXAMPLE
Overall sound pressure level can be
determined using a sound level meter, or
it can be calculated from octave or one-
third octave frequency band sound levels.
The procedure is to sum the band levels
on the basis of their squared pressures,
(often referred to as summation on an
c_zc_'jU basis).
An example of QASPL noise calculations for
one-third octave band measurements of an
aircraft flyover noise spectrum is shown
in Table OASPL-I In order to combine
decibels, the band levels'are first con-
verted to relative pressure squared by
dividing by ten and taking the antilog
of the result:
Relative Pressure Squared =
• antilogl0 (level/10)
The relative pressure squared is then
summed and converted back to decibels.
25
OASPL = i0 lOgl0
i=l
Relative Pressure
Squared
[23
[3J
For this example, OASPL = 102.3 dB.
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TABLE OASPL-I
EXAMPLEOF OVERALL SOUNDPRESSURELEVEL CALCULATION FROMONE-
THIRD OCTAVEBAI_DMEASUREMENTSOF AIRCRAFT FLYOVER
One.rhird
Octave Band Band Relative
Center Frequency Level Pressure
Hz d_ Squared
50
63*
80
i00
125"
160
200
250*
315
400
500 *
630
800
i000"
1250
1600
2000*
2500
3150
4000*
5000
6300
8000*
i0000
74.0
76.0
73.0
66.0
77.0
80.0
85.0
83.0
76.0
79.0
79.0
80.0
80.0
82.0
83.0
84.0
89.0
i01.0
90.0
84.0
87.0
77.0
74.0
61.0
2.51 X 107
3. 98 " "
1.99 " "
0 .39 " "
5.01 " "
i0.00 " "
31.62 " "
19.95 " "
3 . 98 " "
7 .94 " "
7.94 " "
10.00 " "
i0.00 " "
15.84 " "
19.95 " "
25.11 " "
79.43 " "
1258.92 " "
i00.00 " "
25 .ii " "
50 .ii " "
5 .01 " "
2.51 " "
0 .12 " "
*Octave Band
TOTAL 1697.505 X 107
OASPL = i0 log (1697.505 X 107 ) = 102.3 dB
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EQUIPMENT i) A sound level meter or equivalent
equipment adhering to the above
mentioned standards (ANSI, IEC)
2) Or, Equipment for determining octave
band or one-third octave band noise
measurements.
REFERENCES i. Beranek, Leo, Acoustic Measurement,
John Wiley & Sons, 1949.
2. Harris, Cyril, Handbook of Noise
Control, McGraw Hill Co., 1957,
New York.
TITLE A-LEVEL
(SOUND LEVEL-A) (AL) (L A )
UN IT dS (A) * (dlBA)
I.,ofcrencc ",ressu'_o.: 20 i_N/m 2
(dB)
DEFINITION A-weighted sound pressure level or A-level
is sound pressure level which has been
filtered or weighted to quantitatively
]-educe the effect of the low frequency noise.
It was designed to approximate the response
of the human
_B
ear to sollnd.
IO
A-level is
m
measured in _ 0
c_
decibels with
-f0
a standard t
sound level _ 2o
{r
meter which
-)0
contains the
weighting net-
work for "A"
shown in Figure
50 aO0 200 500 I000 2000 SO00 _00(
Frequency _ Hz
Figure AL-I A-Weighting
AL-I.
STANDARDS
i0
i) American National Standards Institute
Specification for Sound Level Meters
(SI.4-1971) .
2) IEC Recommendation, Publication 179.
Precision Sound Level Meters, 1965.
3) IEC Recommendation, Publication 123.
Recommendation for Sound Level Meters,
1961.
*The official unit for all the weighted sound
levels is dB, however it is often seen in
literature as dB(A) , dB(B) etc.
4) IEC Recon_endation, Publication 225.
Octave, }Ialf-Octave, and Third-Octave
Band Filters Intended for the Analysis
of Sounds and Vibration, 1966.
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE A-level provides a simple measure that is
found to correlate better than overall or
C-level with people's subjective assessment
of the loudness or noisiness of many types
of sound. A-level is presently used as
single number rating for industrial noise,
aircraft flyovers and traffic noise levels.
BACKGROUND Because overall sound pressure level did
not correlate well with human assessment
of the loudness of sounds, weighting net-
works were added to sound level meters to
attenuate low frequency noise in accordance
with equal loudness contours. One of
these weighting networks was designated "A"
and was originally employed for sounds less
than 55 dB in level. Now A-level is used
for all levels.
The A-weighting is realized by a simple
electrical network which provides the
weighting shown in Figure AL-I. A-level
has been found to correlate well with
people's subjective judgment of the annoy-
ance of many types of noise. Its simplicity
and superiority over unweighted SPL in pre-
dicting people's responses to noise has
made it a widely used measure.
ii
CALCULATION METHOD A-level can be determined using a sound
level meter that contains an electrical
network for A-weighting. A-level also
may be estimated by applying A-weighting
values (Table AL-I, Figure AL-I) to octave
or one-third octave frequency band measures
and summing the bands on the basis of
their squared pressures (often referred to
as summation on an cnergy basis).
TABLE AL-I
A-WEIGHTING CORRECTION FUNCTIONS
One-Third
Octave Band
Center
Frequency
Hz
Octave and
One-Third
Octave Band
Corrections
dB
One-Third
Octave Band
Center
Frequency
Hz
Octave and
One-Third
Octave Band
Corrections
dB
5O
63
8O
i00
125
160
200
25O
315
4OO
5OO
630
8OO
-30.2
-26.2*
-22.5
-19.1
-16 .i*
-13.4
-10.9
- 8.6*
- 6.6
-4.8
- 3.2*
-1.9
-0.8
i000 0.0"
1250 0.6
1600 1.0
2000 1.2"
2500 1.3
3150 1.2
4000 1.0"
5000 O.5
6300 -0.i
8000 -i.i*
i0000 -2.5
12500 -4.3
EXAMPLE
12
*Octave Band Corrections
An example of A-level calculation for one-
third octave band measurements of an air-
craft flyover noise is shown in Table AL-II.
The noise spectrum is first corrected by the
A-weighting response functions given in
Table AL-I.
EQUIPMENT
In order to combine decibels, the corrected
band levels are first converted to relative
pressure squared by dividing by ten and
taking the antilog of the result.
Relative Pressure Squared =
antilogl0 (corrected level/10) [1]
The relative pressure squared is then summed
and converted back to corresponding decibels.
A-level = i0 lOgl0
25
E Relative Pressure [2]
i=l
Squared
For this example, A-level = 103.3 dB(A).
i) A sound level meter or equivalent
equipment adhering to the above
mentioned standards (ANSI, IEC).
2) 0R, Equipment for determining octave
band or one-third octave band noise
measurements.
REFERENCES i .
•
3)
Schultz, Theodore J. , "Technical
Background for Noise Abatement in HUD's
Operating Programs", for U. S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development,
BBN Report No. 2005, (September 1970).
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
"Fundamentals of Noise: Measurement,
Rating Schemes, and Standards", (Dec.,
1971) , NTID300.15.
Young, R. W., "Don't Forget the Simple
Sound Level Meter", NOISE CONTROL 4:
42-43 (1958) .
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NOTES
15
TITLE
UNIT
DEFI_qlTION
B-LEVEL (BL) (LB)
dB (B) (dB)
Reference Pressure: 20 uN/m 2
B-weighted sound pressure level or B-level
is sound pressure level which has been
filtered or weighted to quantitatively
reduce the effect of the low frequency
noise. B-level is measured in decibels
dB , , 0 , , ,
with a stan-
dard sound
level meter
which contains
the weighting
JO
o 0
-IO
network for "B" _ 2o
shown in Figure
BL-I.
50 _00 200 500 I000 2000 5000 |0000
Frequency _ Hz
Figure BL-I B-Weighting
STANDARDS i) _nerican National Standards Institute
Specification for Sound Level Meters
(SI.4-1971)
2) IEC Recommendation_Publication 179.
Precision Sound Level Meters, 1965
3) IEC Recommendation_Publication 123.
Recommendation for Sound Level Meters,
1961
4) IEC Reco]_mlendation_Publication 225.
Octave, Half Octave, and Third-Octave
Band Filters Intended for the Analysis
of Sounds and Vibration, 1966
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
16
PURPOSE B-level was originally intended to be a
measure that would correlate with the
loudness of sounds which ranged between
55 and 85 decibels. Currently B-level
is not widely used.
BACKGROUND Because overall sound pressure level did
not correlate well with human assessment
of the loudness of sounds, weighting
networks were designed into sound level
meters to attenuate low frequency noise
in accordance with equal loudness contours.
One of these weighting networks was de-
signated "B" and was originally employed
for estimation of sounds between 55 and 85
dB in level. The B-weighting is implemented
by a simple electrical network which pro-
vides the weighting shown in Figure BL-I.
Presently B-level is not widely used
because of the popularity of A-level for
all levels of sounds.
CALCULATION METHOD B-level can be determined using a sound
level meter that contains an electrical
network for B-weighting. B-level also
may be estimated by applying B weighting
values (Figure BL-I, Table BL-I) to octave
or one-third octave frequency band measures
and summing the bands on the basis of their
squared pressures (often referred to as
summation on an o_jy basis).
17
TABLE BL-I
B-WEIGIiTING CORIhECTIONFUNCTIONS
One-Thi rd
Octave
Band Center
Frequency
HZ
Octave and
One-Third
Octave Band
Corrections
dB
One-Third
Octave
Band Center
Frequency
Hz
Octave and
One-Third
Octave Band
Corrections
dB
5O
63
8O
i00
125
160
20O
25O
315
400
5OO
630
8OO
-11.6
- 9.3*
-7.4
-5.6
- 4.2*
-3.0
-2.0
- 1.3"
-0.8
- 0.5
- 0.3*
- 0.i
0.0
i000 0.0"
1250 0.0
1600 0.0
2000 -0.i*
2500 -0.2
3150 -0.4
4000 -0.7*
5000 -1.2
6300 -1.9
8000 -2.9*
10000 -4.3
12500 -6.1
*Octave band corrections
EXAMPLE Use Table BL-I and follow the procedure in
the example for A-level (Table AL-II).
EQUlPI4ENT i) A sound level meter or equivalent equip-
ment with a B-weighting network adhering
to the above mentioned standards (ANSI,
IEC).
2) OR, equipment for determining octave band
or one-third octave band noise measurements.
REFERENCES
18
"Bi. Anonymous, & K Handbook", Bruel & Kjaer
Instruments, Inc. (1971).
2. Peterson, Arnold, and E. E. Gross, Jr.,
"Handbook of Noise Measurement", General
Radio Company, (1972) .
NOTES
19
TITLE C-LEVEL (CL) (Lc)
UNIT
DEFINITION
STANDARDS
2O
dB (C) (dB)
Reference pressure: 20 pN/m 2
C-weighted sound pressure level or C-level
is sound pressure level which has been
frequency filtered to approximate overall
sound pressure level for the average range
of human hearing.
decibels with
a standard _e
sound level ,o
meter with _ o
frequency
characteris- _ ,0
tics which
20
m
provide a
response curve
as shown in
Figure CL-I.
C-level is measured in
30 ---L ---. A..... l
_0 IO0 200 500 I000 2000 5000 I000(
Frequency -- Hz
Figure CL-I C-Weighting
l) American National Standards institute
Specification for Sound Level Meter
(SI.4-1971)
2) IEC Recolm_lendation, Publication 123.
Reconunendation for Sound Level
Meters, 1961
3) IEC Recommendation, Publication 179.
Precision Sound Level Meters, 1965
4) IEC Recommendation, Publication 225.
Octave, Half-Octave, and Third-Octave
Band Filters Intended for the Analysis
of Sounds and '.r'ibration, 1966
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE
BACKGROUND
C-level was originally intended to be a
measure that would correlate with the loud-
ness of sounds above 85 decibels. It is now
used as an overall measure of any level of
noise with equal weighting given to levels
at frequencies from 31.5 to 8000 Hz.
As initially conceived C-level was a mea-
sure of the total sound pressure level of
a noise. Even now C-level and overall
sound pressure level (SPL) are usually
thought of as synonymous. However, C-level
does have some weighting factors at the
low-and high-frequency ends. This accounts
for the small differences in level between
applying the C-level curve and the more
nearly uniform response curve of OASPL. In
spite of this limitation C-level still
provides a reasonable approximation of over-
all sound pressure level for most common
sounds.
CALCULATION METHOD C-level can be determined using a sound
level meter whose overall frequency Charac-
teristics provide a frequency response as
shown in Figure CL-I. C-level also may be
estimated by applying the C-weighting values
(Figure CL-I, Table CL-I) to octave or one-
third octave frequency band measures and
sunning the bands on the basis of their
squared pressures (often referred to as sum-
mation o11 an _nc_gj basis). Normally the
summation can be made without the weighting
C-scale since the corrections are relatively
small.
21
TABLE CL-I
C-WEIGIITING CORRECTIONFUNCTIONS
One-Third Octave and One-'1'hird
Octave One-Third Octave
Band Center Octave Band Band Ce1_ter
Frequency Corrcctions Frequency
_[z dB ii z
Octave and
One-Th i rd
Octave Band
Corrections
dS
50
63
80
I00
125
160
2O0
250
315
400
50O
630
8O0
-1.3
-0.8*
-0.5
-0.3
-0.2*
-0.i
0.0
0.0"
0.0
0.0
0.0"
0.0
0.0
i000 0.0"
1250 0.0
1600 -0.i
2000 -0.2*
2500 -0.3
3150 -0.5
4000 -0.8*
5000 -1.3
6300 -2 .0
8000 -3.0*
i0000 -4.4
12500 -6.2
EXAMPLE
*Octave Band Corrections
Use Table CL-I and follow the procedure in the
example for A-level (Table AL-II).
EQUIPMENT i)
2)
A sound level meter or equivalent equipment
with a C-weighting network adhering to the
above mentioned standards (ANSI, IEC).
OR, Equipment for determining octave band
or one-third octave band noise measurements.
REFERENCES
22
i. Beranek, Leo, Noise Reduction, McGraw-Hill,
New York, 1960.
2. Peterson, Arnold, and E. E. Gross, Jr.,
"Handbook of Noise Measurement", General
Radio Company, (1972).
i
NOTES
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TITLE D-LEVEL (DL) (LD)
UNIT dB (D) (dB)
Reference pressure: 20 _N/m z
DEFINITION D-weighted sound pressure level or D-
level is sound pressure level which has
been frequency filtered to reduce the
effect of the low frequency noise and
increase the
effect of
dB
high fre- ,0
quency noise. _"
c
o 0
D-level is
measured in ,0
decibels with
-20
a standard
sound level .3o
meter which
J i
,ooo o'oo.0%0,oooo
Frequency -- HZ
contains a "D"
weighting net-
work with the
Figure DL-I D-Weighting
response curve
shown in
Figure DL-I.
STANDARDS
24
i) A standardized D-weigilting network is
being considered for incorporation in:
IEC Recor, uaendation, Publication 179.
Frecision Sound Level _.leters
2) SAE Committee: Frequency Weighting
Network for Approximation of Perceived
Noise Level for Aircraft Flyover Noise.
ARP 1080
3) IEC Recommendation, Publication 225.
Octave, Half Octave, and Third-Octave
Band Filters Intended for the Analysis
of Sounds and Vibration, 1966
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE
BACKGROUND
D-level was developed as a simple approxi-
mation of perceived noise level (PNL)
(see p. 76).
D-level is similar to A-level in that it
attenuates the lower frequencies in a
manner approximating the behavior of the
human ear. However, D-level was intended
to relate to the relative noisiness of
broadband spectra while A-level was intended
to relate to loudness. D-level replaced
N-weighted sound level (N-level) which was
a much earlier measure for estimating PNL.
The D-weighting network provides a fre-
quency response comparable to the inverse
40-noy contour of equal annoyance. This
network when incorporated into a sound
level meter provides a simple approximation
of the judged perceived noise level (PNL)
for a variety of sounds. PNL can be
estimated from the sound level reading of
D-level by this equation:
DL + 7 [i]
P[qL =
25
Kryter (1970) proposes three different D-
levels: D1, D 2 and D 3 as means of esti-
mating PNL. He notes that the D 2 weighting
is adjusted to take into account relatively
fewer number of critical bands below 355 Hz
than above. It is recon_ended that D-level
be used as an estimator for PNL only for
those sounds having their energy pre-
dominantly above 355 Hz.
CALCULATION METHOD D-level can be determined using a sound
level meter that contains an electrical
network for D-weighting. It also may be
estimated by applying the D-weighting
values (Figure DL-I, Table DL-I) to octave
or one-third octave frequency band measures
and summing the bands on the basis of their
squared pressures (often referred to as
summation on an energy basis). If octave
or one-third octave measurements are
available probably PNL should be calculated
instead of D-level inasmuch as D-level
is only an approximation of perceived
noise level.
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TABLE DL-I
D-WEIGHTING CORI%ECTIONFUNCTIONS
One-Ti_ird
Octave
Band Center
Frequency}Iz
Octave and
One-Ti%ird
Octave Band
Corrections
dS
One-Third
Octave
Band Center
Frequency}]z
Octave and
One-Third
Octave Band
Corrections
dB
50
63
8O
i00
125
160
2OO
250
315
400
500
630
800
-12.8
-10.9"
-9.0
-7.2
- 5.5*
-4.0
-2.6
- 1.6"
-0.8
-0.4
- 0.3*
-0.5
- 0.6
i000 0.0"
1250 2.0
1600 4.9
2000 7.9*
2500 10.6
3150 11.5
4000 ii.i*
5000 9.6
6300 7.6
8000 5.5*
10000 3.4
12500 -1.4
*Octave Band Corrections
EXAMPLE Use Table DL-I and follow the procedure in
the example for A-level (Table AL-II).
EQUIPMENT I) A sound level meter or equivalent equipment
with a D-weighting network adhering to
the above mentioned standards (IEC).
2) OR, Equipment for determining octave or
one-third octave band noise measurements.
REFERENCES i. Kryter, Karl D., The Effects of Noise on
Man, Academic Press, New York, 1970.
2. Peterson, Arnold, and E. E. Gross, Jr.,
"Handbook of Noise Measurement", General
Radio Company, (1972).
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CHAPTER II
COMPUTED LOUDNESS AND ANNOYANCE RATINGS
I

TITLE LOUDNESS LEVEL (LLz)
ZWICKER
UNIT Phons
DEFINITION The Loudness Level is a single number
rating of the loudness of a sound signal
calculated from acoustic measurements
made in octave or one-third octave bands.
STANDARDS International Organization for Standardi-
zation, ISO Recommendation R532. Method
for Calculating Loudness Level (1966)
(Method B)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE Loudness Level was developed in an effort
to provide an acoustic measure that would
correlate highly with people's assessment
of the loudness of a sound.
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BACKGROUND
CALCULATIO_ METHOD
The numerical value of Loudness Level (LLz)
is intended to represent the sound pressure
level (SPL) of a one-third octave band of
noise centered at 1000 Hz judged to be
equally as loud as the sound being rated.
Today, the term Loudnes_ Leue_ denotes
a calculation procedure rather than results
from a judgment test.
The method uses one-third octave band noise
data and can be employed for any type
spectra including those with pure tones.
This is because the Zwicker method more
accurately accounts for effects of remote
masking than does the simpler Stevens'
method (LL S p. 50). These two methods
also differ in other respects and the
results do not always agree. Slightly
higher results are obtained for the same
sounds with the Zwicker method than with
the Stevens method. There may be a com-
puted difference in results as great as
5 phons.
The Zwicker method uses one-third octave
band sound pressure levels to calculate
the loudness of steady complex sounds.
The Loudness Level (LL z) in phons is cal-
culated by means of a formula or from the
nomograph of the formula (Figures LL-I
to I0). z
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The procedure is as follows:
I) Select a graph (Figures LLz-I to 5
for frontal sounds (GF) or Figures LLz-6
to i0 for a diffuse field (GD))which is
appropriate tothe type of sound field
involved and which includes the highest
one-third octave band level measured (in
decibels).
2) For frequency bands above 280 Hz, plot
the measured band levels on the appropriate
graph as horizontal lines so that the cut-
off frequencies of the one-third octave
bands correspond to the abscissa of the
graph and the measured band levels correspond
to the numbering of the stepped curves on
the graph.
3) For frequency bands below 280 Hz, the
one-third octave band data are grouped as
follows to obtain corresponding band levels
LI, L 2 and L 3 before entering them on the
graph.
L 1 Combine all bands with center
frequencies up to 80 Hz.
L 2 Combine the bands with center
frequencies of 100, 125 and 160 Hz.
L 3 Combine the bands with center
frequencies of 200 and 250 Hz.
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The rule of combination is illustrated in
the following example:
L 2 = i0 log Eantilog(Ll00/10) + antilog(L125/10)
+ antilog(Ll60/10) ] [i]
where:
LI00 etc. is the measured one-
third octave band
sound pressure level
for the band with a
center frequency of
i00 Hz.
Plot each of these combined levels as a
horizontal line of the width of the combined
band, so that the levels correspond to the
numbering of the stepped curves on the graph.
4) Where the steps formed by these hori-
zontal lines are rising with frequency, the
adjacent horizontal levels are connected
by vertical lines at the frequency separa-
ting the two bands. When the level in the
next highest frequency band is lower, the
fall is drawn as a downward sloping curve
interpolated between the dashed curves on
the graph, starting from the right-hand
end of the horizontal line.
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The area enclosed by the whole stepped
figure obtained by the previous method
corresponds to the total loudness.
5) The total loudness may be converted
into Loudness Level in phons by utilizing
a planimeter. Transform the enclosed area
on the graph into a rectangle with the same
area and having a base equal to the abscissa
of the graph by means of tracing the area
outline with a planimeter.
The computed height of the rectangle gives
directly the Loudness Level in phons (GF)
or (GD) from the scales on either side of
the graph.
6) The sones (GF) or (GD) corresponding to
the phons may be read from the second scale
on the right or computed from the following
equation:
LL = 40 + i0 log 2 S tz [23
whe re :
S t is the total loudness in sones.
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EXAMPLE
EQUIPMENT
An example of the Zwicker Loudness Level
(LL Z) method using an aircraft flyover
noise spectrum is shown in Figure LLz-II.
First the flyover spectrum is plotted on
the appropriate graph for frontal sounds
(GF) and the connecting lines added accor-
ding to the calculation procedure.
Next the area under the resulting step
curve is determined with the planimeter
and related to total phons. In this case
the Loudness Level Z is calculated at 112.3
phons (GF).
The corresponding sones are:
112.3 = 40 + I0 log 2 S t
log 2 S t = 7.23
S t = 150.12 sones (GF)
i) Tape recorder (necesSary for single event
2) Sound level meter (IEC Standard)
3) Octave or 1/3 octave band analyzer
4) Digital computer optional
5 ) P lanime ter
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REFERENCES I. Zwicker, E., "Lautstarkeberechnung-
sverfahren im Vergleich", ("Comparison
of Procedures for Calculations of
Loudness"), Acustica 17: 278-284 (1966).
2. Zwicker, E., "Uber psychologische und
methodische Grundlagen der Lautheit",
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Methodical Bases of Loudness"), Acustica
8, Beiheft i: 237-258 (1958).
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TITLE LOUDNESS LEVEL
STEVENS MARK Vl
(LL S )
UNIT Phons
DEFINITION The Loudness Level is a single number rating
of the loudness of a sound signal calculated
from acoustic measurements made in octave
or one-third octave bands.
STANDARDS International Organization for Standardi-
zation, ISO Recol_mendation R532. Method
for Calculating Loudness Level (1966)
(Met/nod A)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE In terna tional
PURPOSE Loudness Level was developed in an effort to
provide an acoustic measure that would
correlate highly with people's assessment
of the loudness of a sound.
5O
BACKGROUND The numerical value of Loudness Level in
phons was originally intended to represent
the sound pressure level (SPL) of a i000 Hz
pure tone judged to be equally as loud as
the sound being rated. Today, the term
Loudness Level denotes a calculation pro-
cedure rather than a judgment test.
This method uses octave bands or one-third
octave band noise data and should be em-
ployed only when the sound spectrum is
relatively smooth and contains no pure tones.
Further, this method is only applicable to
diffuse sound fields. Details in the
calculation procedure have been revised
over the years although the basic method
has remained essentially the same. Briefly,
the LL S method converts band SPL's to
loudness in sones (or Loudness Index),
sums the results and converts the sum to
the logarithimically scaled quantity - phons.
In some cases sones are used directly since
they are claimed to constitute a ratio
scale of loudness (e.g., twice as many sones
means twice as much loudness).
CALCULATION METHOD The calculation procedure for Loudness Level
(LL s) is composed essentially of a graph
(Figure LLS-I) and a formula. For a more
accurate estimation of the loudness indices,
additional computations may be made in con-
junction with Table LLs-I. The graph or
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table provides a summation rule for
combining the loudness indices in order
to compute the total loudness.
The procedure is as follows:
l) From Figure LLs-1 convert the sound
level in each band to the proper Loudness
Index in sones.
2) The total loudness in sones is found
by the following summation rule:
24
S t = S m + F (ES - S m)
i=l
whe re :
[1]
S t
is the total loudness of a sound
(in sones)
S
m
F
is the loudness of the loudest
band (maximum Loudness Index)
is the factor which equals:
0.15 one-third octave band measures
0.20 one-half octave band measures
0.30 octave band measures
S is the Loudness Index for frequency
band i
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n equals 24 for one-third octave band
measures
equals 16 for half-octave band measures
equals 8 for octave band measures
3) The total loudness may be converted
into Loudness Level by the following
formula:
LL S = 40 + 10 log 2 S t
[2]
A nomograph giving this relation is included
in Figure LLs-I. The value of LL S so ob-
tained is expressed in phons.
TABLE OF LOUDNESS INDEX (Table LLs-I)
In Table LLs-I values of the Loudness Index
are tabulated for the frequency of 1000 Hz.
Values at other frequencies can be obtained
by means of the following rules. The value
of the Loudness Index is constant on the
contour having a slope of -3 dB/octave.
Above 9000 Hz the contour has a slope of
12 dB/octave. Below a certain frequency
the contour has a slope of -6 dB/octave. The
frequency at which this change of slope
occurs lies on a line having a slope of
-21 dB/octave. This line passes through the
point determined by 1000 Hz and 10 dB band
pressure level.
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EXAMP LE An example of the Stevens Loudness Level
(LL s) method using an aircraft flyover
noise spectrum is shown in Table LLs-II.
Here the one-third octave band levels are
tabulated and converted Loudness Index (in
sones) . Calculated, S = 105 sones and
m
F = 0.15, then from equation [i] it follows
that:
S t = 105 + 0.15 (509.6 - 105)
= 165.69 sones
EQUIPMENT
The total loudness is converted to Loudness
Level in phons by:
LL s = 40 + 10 log (165.69)
= i13.72 phons
1)
2)
3)
4)
Tape recorder (necessary for single
sample)
Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
Octave or 1/3 octave band analyzer
Digital computer optional
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TABLE LLs-II
EXAMPLEOF LLS CALCULATIONS FROMONE-THIRD OCTAVE
BANDMEASUREMENTSOF AIRCRAFT FLYOVER
Band Center
Frequency
Hz
5O
63
8O
i00
125
160
200
25O
315
400
5OO
630
8OO
i000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000
6300
8000
I0000
Band
Level
d_
74
76
73
66
77
80
85
83
76
79
79
80
80
82
83
84
89
i01
90
84
87
77
74
61
Loudness
Index
sones
3.7
5.0
4.7
3.2
7.8
9.9
14.4
13.5
9.3
11.8
12.6
14.4
15.3
18.7
21.4
24.7
38.0
105.0
48.0
33.0
44.0
23.0
20.0
8.2
_S = 509.6
St = 105 + 0.15 (509.6 - 105)
= 165.69 sones
LLS = 40 + i0 log 2 (165.69)
= 113.72 phons
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TITLE PERCEIVED LEVEL (PL)
MARK Vll
UNIT PLdB
DEFINITION The Perceived Level is a rating of the
loudness or noisiness of a noise signal
calculated from acoustic measurements
made in octave or one-third octave bands.
STANDARDS
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
(None) - ,
Limited .....
PURPOSE Perceived Level (PL) was developed as a
measure of the loudness or noisiness of
sounds to provide a compromise between
Perceived Noise Level (see p. 76) and
Stevens' Loudness Level (see p. 50 ).
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BACKGROUND Perceived Level (PL), known also as Mark
VII, is a 1972 revision of the Loudness
Level (Mark VI) developed by S. S. Stevens
to incorporate research done both on loud-
ness and noisiness. The main changes
include:
l) The reference sound is a one-third
band of noise centered at 3150 Hz instead
of a 1000 Hz tone, and this sound at a
level of 32 dB, re 20 _N/m 2, is assigned
a perceived magnitude of 1 sone. This
new reference standard results in a de-
crease in Perceived Level in decibels (PLdB)
of 8 dB as compared to the phon values of
Mark VI.
2) The equal loudness and noisiness con-
tours are changed to incorporate new data
of loudness and noisiness research.
3) Doubling the perceived magnitude (loud-
ness/noisiness) in sones is now accomplished
by raising the signal level by 9 dB instead
of the previously used 10 dB.
4) The masking factor, F, in the calcu-
lation procedure now varies with level
instead of remaining constant.
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CALCULATION METHOD The calculation procedure for Perceived
Level assumes that the noise signal has
been measured in one-third or octave bands.
Summarily, the levels in each band are
converted into a perceived value in sones
and then totaled according to a summation
rule. The total is then converted into a
calculated Perceived Level in decibels (PLdB)
by means of the power function relating
perceived magnitude to sound pressure.
The calculation procedure for PL is the
following:
i) From Figure PL-I or Table PL-I convert
the sound level in each band to the proper
perceived magnitude (loudness or noisiness)
in sones.
2) Using the maximum perceived magnitude,
Sm, find the factor, F, from Table PL-II.
If octave bands are used, subtract 4.9 dB
from the level of the loudest band. Then
find the corresponding sone value which will
be used for obtaining the factor F (Table
PL-II) ; double this factor and use it as F.
3) The total perceived magnitude in sones
is found by the following summation rule:
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140
dB
1"50
120
IlO
I00
60
5O
4O
2O
SsS I969
5 I
I00
FIGURE PL-].
SORES
1500
I000
,oo
400
300
200
150
I00
15
I0
6
4
3
\
2
1.5
\
I,O
0,6
0,4
0,3
2 5 I 2
I000
Frequency
CONTOURS OF EQUAL
SONES AND A NOMOGRAM
PERCEIVED LEVEL IN PLdB
PL dB -- Sones
5 I
I0,000 Hz
150 -
-- 8000
6000
140 4000
5000
130 --- 2000
-- 1500
-- I000
120 - -
-- 800
-- 600
IlO 400
3OO
200I00
-- 150
- I00
90 - 80
60
80-- 40
30
20
70
.-- 15
IO
60 " 8
6
50 4
3
40
2
1,0
3O
PERCEIVED MAGNITUDE IN
RELATING SONES TO
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TABLE PL-_T p_r_,.t,.,,a ,_.i,_ ........
al a function of band prealure level.
Bemd IT
Freq. _O
1 dB
2
3
h
5
6
7
8
9
]0
]I
12
13
17
18
19
2O
22
23
25
26
_?
2B
2}
3O
31
32
3]
35
36
37
38
39
LO
18
63
•O_H
•07R •09T
.0_7 •107
•078 .097 .I18
.OR7 •I07 •129
.078 .097 •fIR ,lh]
.0_7 •107 •129 •153
,09[ .I18 .]hl •]£¢%
.I07 .129 .15] •I_I
•077 .fir •lhl •I(_ .196
• 087 .1_) •153 •181 ,?12
.097 .lhl •166 •196 •230
.i07 .153 .181 •212 .2hq
.076 .I19 .166 .196 .230 ,?69
.006 .130 .lfll •232 •268 •290
.097 .lh3 •196 .230 •269 •31h
.I08 •156 .212 .2h8 •290 •339
.075 •120 •169 .230 •269 .31h •367
.086 .131 ,I_5 .2_0 .290 .339 .396
.097 •lhh .201 .P69 .31h .367 .h2_
.1o8 .158 .219 .Z_o .339 .396 .L63
•07h .121 .173 •237 •311, •367 •I,28 .500
•085 .13 h .19o .256 .330 .396 .L63 .ShO
•097 .lh7 .207 .279 .367 .h28 •500 •5S31
•Ii0 •162 .22b •3o2 •396 .L63 •sho •630
•073 •122 •178 •2_h •329 .h2S •500 .583 .6_0
•005 •136 ,19 h .26T .359 .hg3 .ShO .630 .735
•097 ,lh9 •212 .290 .38h .500 .583 .6_0 •79h
,II0 •155 .233 •316 •h19 .550 .630 .735 .857
.072 .123 •182 .25h .3h5 .h92 •583 .680 •79h •926
,O_h .137 •;'01 •277 .375 .h90 .630 .735 .857 1.00
.09T .153 .221 .30h .h06 .531 .680 .79h •926 1.08
.iii .169 .2hl .332 .hh2 .576 .735 .857 I•00 1.17
.070 .125 .187 .P6h .361 .181 .62h .79h .926 1.08 1.26
•08h •lhO .207 .P90 .396 .523 .676 .857 1.00 1.17 1•37
.097 .156 .228 .319 •h31 .570 .732 .926 1.08 1.26 l.h7
.112 .173 .250 .350 ,bTo .620 .79h 1.00 1•17 1.36 1.59
.o7_%
•097
•107
.129
.lhl
.15]
.1R1
106
.212
.230
.2h_
•269
•290
.31h
•339
•367
.396
.h28
.h63
.500
.ShO
.h83
.',30
.6_0
.735
.T9h
,%5"/
.926
1.00
i .08
_.17
1.26
1.36
l.h7
1.59
I•72
1.85
.078
.0_7
._97
.107
,I18 .078
.I?9 .OCT
,lhl .0o7
.]53 .107
• 166 .i18
• l_l .]29
• 196 .lhl
.P12 .153
,230 .166
,2hfl .181
.269 .196
.790 .2lP
.31h ,230
•339 .2h8
.367 .P69
.]96 .2Qq
.h28 .31h
._63 .337
._00 .367
•5_0 ,396
.583 ._28
,630 .h63
.6_0 .500
• 735 .SLO
,?oh .583
.R57 ._:30
.926 .6BO
1,00 .735
1•08 .79 h
1.17 .857
1.26 .926
1.36 1,o0
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TABLE PL-]" (continue)
Perceived magnitude in sones ts a function of band pressure leve|.
Bma_d iT 18 19 20 21 22 23 2*" 25 26-31 32 33 3 _ 35-)_ _0 _I
'.oo- 115o-
_,,_ 50_ ._63 8o 10o 125 16o 800 250 315 _17_o 1600 2000 25oo ,_e,o¢ V_,'_"o l_._on
'.2
I.3
4b
45
46
'7
48
L9
.112 .173 .250 .150 .h70 .618 .7o_
.136 .193 .277 .3AI .511 .672 ._6¢
.I|,2 .214 .30h .h18 .561 .729 .93!
.160 .237 .337 ._59 .611 .794 1.oi
.079 .178 .262 .370 .504 .665 .664 1.1o
.092 .199 .290 .h06 .55? .727 .938 1.18
.lOT .222 .321 .hh8 .606 .794 1.02 1.28
.121 .2h6 .356 .492 .660 .866 1.10 1.39
-.138 .275 .393 .540 .7_h .945 1.20 1.50
.156 .307 .'.35 .597 .7_h 1.03 1.31 1.6h
50 .072 .176 .341 .481 .655 .871 1.12 1.42 1.77
51 .086 .19T .378 .531 .724 .955 I._3 1.55 1.91
52 .I01 .222 .422 .588 .79 I, l.Oh 1.34 1.69 2.08
53 .117 ,250 .468 .649 .871 1.14 1.46 1.82 _.26
54 .134 .279 .519 .718 .962 1.25 1.59 1.98 2.111,
55 .152 .314 .579 .T9h 1.06 1.37 1.74 2.16 2.64
56 .175 .347 .643 .877 1.17 1.50 1.90 P.35 _._5
57 .197 .390 .714 .970 1.28 1.65 P.06 2.56 3.10
58 .222 .L35 .794 1.07 l.hO i._0 2.?6 2.78 3.35
59 .250 ._88 .882 1.18 1.55 1.97 2.46 3.01 3.65
60 .282 .544 .97T 1.31 I.TO _.16 2.68 3.27 3.94
61 .319 .611 1.09 I.h5 l.B7 2.37 2.9 h 3.56 h._7
62 .358 .686 1.21 1.60 _.06 2.60 3.20 3.88 I,.63
63 .h02 .762 1.34 1.77 _.26 2.83 3.48 4.72 5.00
64 .454 .851 1.49 1.95 _.50 3.10 3.79 h.58 5.hh
65 .511 .952 1.66 2.16 2.74 3.h0 h.16 h.98 5.88
66 .574 1.o6 1.84 2.39 3.01 3.73 4.52 5.4o 6.37
67 .649 1.18 2.05 2.64 3.32 4.09 h.9h 5.88 6.91
68 .7_9 1.33 2.28 2.92 3.65 4.47 5.h0 6.ho 7.48
69 .818 I.b8 2.5_ 3._2 h.02 h.89 5.88 6.96 8.10
70 .921 1.66 2.81 3.56 h.h2 5.36 6.ho 7.55 8.78
71 1.03 1.87 3.13 3.94 h.85 5.88 7.00 8.21 9.51
72 1.16 ' 2.08 3.48 4.35 5.34 6.45 7.64 8.91 10.3
73 1.32 2.33 3.85 4.81 5.88 7.07 8.33 9.70 11.I
T4 1.48 2.58 4.29 5.3_ 6.47 7.70 9.09 10.6 12.1
75 1.66 2.90 h.76 5.88 7.13 8. 46 9.92 11.5 13.1
76 1.87 3.24 5.28 6.50 7.82 9._6 10.8 I_.5 Ih.1
77 2.10 3.63 5.88 7.18 8.61 10.2 11.8 13.5 15.4
78 2.37 h.03 6.53 7.94 9.h8 11.1 12.9 Ih.7 16.6
79 2.66 4.52 7.26 8.78 10.4 12._ 14.0 16.0 18.0
80 2.99 5.05 8.06 9.70 11.5 13.3 15.3 17.3 19.h
81 3.35 5. 64 8.9_ 10.7 1_.6 lh.6 16.6 18.7 21.o
82 3.79 6.31 9.96 11.8 13.8 16.0 18.0 Po.2 22.6
83 h.2_ _.05 11.1 13.1 15.3 17.3 19.h 21.8 2h.h
8_ _.79 7.88 12.3 14.5 16.6 18.7 21.0 2_.5 26.4
85 5.h0 8.81 13.7 1fi.0 18.0 _0._ 22.6 25.4 28.5
86 6.06 9.85 15.2 17.3 19.h 21.8 24.h 2T.l, 30.8
87 6.82 11.0 16.6 18.7 21.0 23._ 26.4 _q.6 33.3
88 7.68 12.3 18.0 _0.2 22.6 25.h 28.5 32.0 35.9
89 8.64 13.8 19.h 21.8 2h.h 27.h 30.8 34.6 38.8
90 9.71 15.h 21.0 23.5 26.k _9.6 33.3 37.3 41.9
!
l.OO] 1.17 1.3E ].5_
1.n_ I I._6 i._7 ]._I
1.1_ I 1.36 1.5o ].g5
1.26| 1.h7 1.71 _.00
1.36 I 1.59 1.85 2.16
1.471 1.71 2.00 _.33
I
1.59 1._5 ?.1(, 2.52
1.71 ?.00 2._ 2.72
1.85
.00
2.16
_.33
2.52
?.72
2.94
3.18
3.1,3
3.70
h .00
I,. 3_
h.6T
5.04
5.hh
5.88
6.15
6.86
7.1,1
8.oo
8.64
9.33
10.1
10.9
11.8
12.7
13.7
14.8
16.0
17.3
18._
20.2
21.8
_3.5
_5.h
2T.h
29.6
32.0
34.6
37.3
h0.3
43.5
47.0
2.16 2._2 2.9 h
?.33 2.72 3.18
?.52 2.94 3.b3
P.72 3.18 3.70
2.94 3.h3 b.o0
3.18 3.70 h.32
3.h3 h.o0 h.67
3.70 h.32 5.04
h.O0 h.67 5.hh
h.32 5.0h 5.A8
h.67 5.hh 6.35
5.04 5.fl8 6.86
5.44 6.35 T.hl
5._8 6._6 _.oo
6.35 7.hi 8.61,
6.86 8.00 9.33
7.hl 8.6h I0.I
R.oo 9.33 lO.9
8.6h i0.I 11.8
9.33 10.9 12.7
10.1 11.8 13.7
10.9 12.7 lh.8
11.8 13.7 16.0
12.7 ih.8 17.3
13.7 16.0 18.7
14.8 17.3 ?0.2
16.0 18.7 _1.8
17.3 20.2 23.5
18.7 21.8 25.h
_n.2 23.5 27.h
21.8 25.4 29.6
23.5 _7.h 32.0
25.4 29.6 34.6 h0.3
27.h 32.0 37.3 h3.5
_9.6 3h.6 40.3 47.0
32.0 37.3 43.5 50.8
3b.6 40.3 hT,O 54.9
37.3 43.5 50.8 59.3
ho.3 h7.o 54.9 64.o
43.5 5018 59.3 69.1
47.o 54.9 64.o 74.7
50.8 59.3 69.1 80.6
54.9 64.0 _h._ 87.1
I._5 1.16 l.OO
2.00 I.LT l.Og
?.16 1.59 1.17
2.33 1.71 1.26
2.52 ].85 1.36
?.72 2.00 1.47
P.gh 2.16 1.59
3.18 2.33 1.71
3.43 2.52 i._5
3.70 2.72 2.00
4.0O _.9h 2.16
_.321 3.z@ 2.33
_,.6T[ 3._3 2.5_
5.oh ] 3.70 2.7_
5.44 [ h.O0 2.94
5.881 4.3_ 3.18
6.35 } h.67 3.h3
6._6 i 5.04 3.70
7.1_I ] 5.hh h.O0
8.00; 5.88 h.32
8.64 I 6.35 h.67
9.331 _._6 5.04
lO.1 7.41 5.hh
I0 9 00 _8
11.8 8.64 6.35
I_.7 I 9.33 _.86
13.7 ) I0.i 7.hilh.8 I0.0 8.00
16.0 11.8 8.64
17.3 ] i_.7 o.33
I
l@.T [ 13.7 I0.i
20.2 I lh.8 lO.9
21.8 ] 16.0 ll.B
23.5 I 17.3 12.7
25.4 [ 18.7 13.7
!
2_.h i_0-2 1_.8
_9.6 I 21.8 16.o
32.O I 23.5 17.3
34.6 I 25.h 18.7
37.3 | 27._ 20._
29.6 21.8
32.0 ?3.5
34.6 25.4
37.3 2T.h
h0.3 29.6
h3.5 32.o
_T.n 3h .6
50.8 37.3
54.9 h0.3
59.3 1'3.5
6_.o 4T.O
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TABLE PL-I (continue)
|_erceJved nlaRnitude in sones as a [.nction of b_na pressure level.
Band 17 18
Lr_: 5o 6_
90 ,:LB9.71 15.h 21.0 P3.5 _6.h 29.6 33.3 37.3 hl.9 hT..
91 lO.9 16.8 22.6 25.h 28.5 32.0 35.9 hO.3 1,5.2 50.
02 lP.3 15.3 _h.h _7.h _0.8 3_,.6 38.8 h_.5 hn.o 51,.
93 ]3.8 19.8 _..h _9.6 33.3 37.3 hl.9 b7.O 52.8 59.
9h 15.6 21.5 28.5 32.0 35.9 hO.3 h5.2 50.8 57.1 6h._
95 17.1 23.3 39.8 3h.6 38.0 h3.5 h8.9 5h. 9 61.6 69.
96 18.6 25.3 31.3 37.3 1,1.9 h7.O 52.8 59.3 66.6 7h.
97 20.3 27.h 35.9 hO.3 h5.3 50.8 57.1 6h.o 71.9 80._
98 22.1 29.8 38.8 h3.5 h8.9 5h.9 61.6 69.1 77.6 87..
99 2&.l 32.3 1,1.9 h7.O 52.8 5%3 66.6 ?h.7 83.8 9h.i
I00 26.3 35.i h5.3 50.8 57.1 6h.o 71.9 80.6 90.6 102
i01 28.6 38.0 h_.9 51..9 61.6 60.1 77.6 87.1 98.0 Ii0
102 31.2 h1,2 52.8 50.3 66.6 7h.7 83.8 9h.l 106 119
103 3h,o hh.7 57.0 6h,O 71.9 80.6 90.6 102 llh 128
lob 37.0 h8.5 61.6 69.1 77.6 _7.1 9a.O ii0 12h 138
105 hO.h 52.h 66.5 7h.7 83.8 9h.l 106 119 133 lh9
106 hh.O 57.0 71.fl S0.6 90.6 102 Ii h 128 lhh 161
107 hS.0 61.8 77.6 87.1 9A.O II0 lPh 138 155 ITh
108 52.3 67.1 83.8 9h.l 106 119 133 lh9 168 188
199 57.0 72.8 90.5 102 llh 128 lhh 161 181 203
Ii0 62.1 78.9 97.8 ii0 12h 138 155 17 I, 196 219
IIi 67.5 85.6 106 119 133 lh9 168 188 211 237
112 73.8 92.9 llh 128 lhh 161 181 203 228 256
113 _0.5 i01 123 138 155 ITh 196 219 2h6 276
llh 87.7 109 133 159 _68 188 211 237 266 299
19 20 21 2_ 23 2h 25 26-31 32 33 3h 35-39 hO hl
bOO- 3150-
80 i00 125 160 200 230 315 1250 1600 2000 2_00 8000 i0.000 12.500
323
3h8
376
h06
h 39
hTh
512
553
597
655
697
752
81]
878
948
0211
ln6
]9h
290
]93
5O5
6,25
756
896
Oh8
212
5h.9 6h.o 7h.7 87.
59.3 69.1 8o.6 9h.
6h.0 7h.7 87.1 102
69.1 80.6 9h.l ii0
7h.? 8T.I lO2
80.6 9h.l II0
87.1 102 119
9h.l II0 128
I0_ 119 138
Ii0 128 lh 9
119 13_ 161
ip8 lh_ 17h
138 161 188
159 17h 203
161 188 219
iTh 203 237
188 219 256
2o_ 237 276
219 256 299
237 276 323
256 299 31,8
276 323 376
299 3h8 ho6
323 376 h39
3h8 h06 hTh
376 h39 512
h06 hTh 553
h39 512 597
h7 I' 553 6h5
512 597 697
553 6h5 752
597 697 813
6h5 752 878
697 813 91,8
752 878 lOPh
813 9h8 11o6
878 1021, lloh
9h8 1106 1290
102h 119b 1393
ii06 1290 1505
l19h 1393 1625
1290 1505 1756
1393 1625 1896
1505 1756 20h8
1625 1896 2212
1756 201,8 2389
1896 2212 2580
20h_ 2329 2787
2212 2580 3010
2389 2787 3251
2580 3010 3511
64.0 h7.0
69.1 50.8
7h.7 5h.9
_o.6 59.3
119 87.I 6h.o
128 9b.1 69.1
138 102 7h.7
lh9 110 80.6
161 119 87.1
17h 128 9h.1
188 13_ 102
203 lh 9 Ii0
219 161 119
237 17h 128
256 188 13_
276 203 lh9
299 219 161
323 237 ITh
3h8 256 188
376 276 203
h06 299 219
h39 323 237
hTh 348 256
512 376 276
553 h06 299
597 h39 323
6h5 hTh 3h8
697 512 376
752 553 b06
813 597 h39
878 6h5 h7h
91,8 697 512
02h 752 553
1o6 R13 597
19h 878 6h 5
290 9h8 697
_93 I024 752
505 1106 813
625 llgh 878
756 ! 1290 9L8
_96 i 1393 102h
Oh8 I 1505 1106
212 11625 llgh
389 11756 1290
580 [1896 1393
78T I 20h8 1505
010 ] 2212 16?5
251 [ 2389 1756
5tl I 2580 1896
792 I 2787 2048
296 [ 3010 2212
115 95.6 119 lhh 161 181 203 228 256 288
116 lOb 12Q 155 ITh 196 219 21_6 276 311
ii7 llh 139 168 188 211 237 266 299 336
118 12h 152 181 203 228 256 288 323 362
I19 135 16h lq6 219 2h6 276 311 3h8 391
]20 147 178 211 237 ?(,b 299 336 376 h22
121 160 103 228 256 2_ 323 362 h06 h56
122 175 209 246 276 311 3h8 3!)1 1_39 h9_
123 190 227 266 2[)9 336 376 h22 h7h 532
12h 207 2L6 287 323 362 1,06 &56 512 575
125 226 267 310 3h8 391 hl_ h93 557 625
126 2b6 290 335 376 1_22 I_71, 579 606 676
127 268 31h 362 h06 b56 512 58h 660 735
i?8 293 3hl 391 h39 h_3 562 635 713 79 I,
129 319 370 h22 h7h 536 616 697 776 86h
130 3h8 hol h56 512 593 670 758 8h5 93h
131 379 h35 h93 566 650 735 825 919 1008
132 h13 h72 5ho 625 713 _06 0o5 i001 1097
133 hSO 512 600 691 788 285 9t35 1089 1185
13 h h90 572 666 76h R6h 970 1072 1176 1290
135 543 640 7LO 81,5 9/,8 106h 1167 1280 1393
136 611 715 823 93 h lOb8 1158 I?PO 1393 1505
137 687 77_ 91h !032 i149 1270 1393 1516 1638
138 773 893 1016 llhO 1270 1393 1517 1651 1769
139 870 998 1129 1261 I_9_ 1528 1663 1797 1925
IbO 979 1115 125& 1393 1528 1676 1810 19hO 20._0
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TABLE PL--1T The [actor F as a function o[ the number of
sones in the 1/3 octave band that is maximally loud or noisy,
The separation between successive sone values corresponds
to 1.0 dB. The value o[ F remains consianl above Zl c} sones.
Sones F Sones F Gones F Sones F
.i_i .i0 i._5 .311, 18.7 .19 h
• 196 .122 2.00 .311 20.2 .193
.212 .iI,0 2.16 .308 21.8 .192
.230 .158 2.33 .301, 23.5 .191
.2h8 .17h 2.52 .300 25. h .190
.269 .187 2.72 .296 27.h .190
•290 .200 2.74 .292 29.6 .190
.31h .212 3.18 .288 32.0 .190
.339 .222 3.h3 .28h 3h.6 .190
.367 .232 3.70 .279 37.3 .190
.396 .21,i h.O0 .275 ho.3 .191
•I,28 .250 I_.32 .270 I'3.5 .191
.h63 .259 IJ.67 .266 1,7.0 .192
• 500 .26[ 5.Oh .262 50.8 .193
.51,0 .27h 5.h I' .258 51L.9 .191;
.583 .281 5.88 .P53 59.3 .195
.630 .287 6.35 .2h8 61,.0 .197
.680 •293 6.86 .2hh 69.1 .199
.735 .298 7.1_i .Pl_0 74.7 •201
•79 I_ .303 P.OO .P35 80.6 .203
.857 .308 _.61_ .23o 87.1= .205
.926 .]12 9.33 ._26 9h.l .208
1.00 .316 i0.I .222 102 .210
1.08 .319 10.9 .217 II0 .212
1.17 .320 11.8 .212 119 .215
1.26 .327 12.7 .202 12_ .217
1.36 .322 13.7 .2CI_ 13_ •219
l.h7 .320 II_.8 .200 lh9 .221
1.59 •31_ i_.O .197 161 •223
1.72 .317 17.3 .195 17 I, .22 I,
188
2O3
219
237
256
•225
•226
.227
•227
.227
I
i
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TABLEPL-m ReI_tion bet,,.'e,.n perceived level in PLdI:_
and perceived naagnit.de in sones.
dP. 0 0•1 0.7 0.3 O.h O•q 0.6 0.7 O. _, 0.9
-3 •O'_c', •ill',
-p .nL3 •O+,s
-I .C';6 •o'_q
0 •0(i7 •0(
1 .078 •079
2 •oq7 •l)"_i
3 •097 .o9[;
h •lO7 •10R
5 .i18 •119
6 .129 .130
7 •il, f ' •lhP
8 .153 .15h
9 .1(6 •l_;_I
i0 .181 ,in?
11 .196 .197
12 •21 "_, .Plh
13 •23o .231
lh .21,8 • 250
15 .269 ,271
16 •2[;0 .2o3
17 .3111 •316
18 •339 .3h?
19 .367 • 370
20 ,396 .399
21 •hPq •I+31
22 .hA3 .h66
23 .500 .501,
2h .5ho .51,1J
25 .5R3 .588
26 .630 .635
27 •680 .6£6
28 •735 .W,O
29 .79 h .800
30 .857 .86&
31 .926 .933
32 i.o0 i.oi
33 1.08 1.09
3h 1•17 1.18
35 1.26 1.27
36 I. 36 i• 37
37 1.1,7 l.h8
38 1.59 I. 60
39 1.72 1.73
1,0 1.85 1.87
I,I 2.00 ,..0_
h2 2 •16 2.1
b3 2.33 2•35
hl+ 2. [,2 2 •5I,
h5 2.72 2.7b
h6 2 .gh 2.96
h7 3.18 3.20
1,8 3•1,3 3.1,6
h9 3.70 3.73
50 6.00 I,•03
.OPh
.it1;
.05o
•h[_')
.r)n3
.l}P[)
•0')')
•110
• ];'0
.131
.lh3
•I ',G
.1d9
.1PI,
.109
•P15
• 233
.252
.;'73
.295
•319
•3 I+5
•372
.h 02
•h 35
• h'(o
.5o7
.51,8
•502
.6ho
.g91
.rh6
.806
.8Tl
,9hO
1 •02
1.10
1.18
i .28
1.38
1.1,9
1.61
1.7h
1.88
? •03
2,19
2. _7
2.56
2.76
2.9 E
3.22
3.h8
3.76
I,.06
•02P,
.DLT
.o60
.070
.0£0
.090
• 10o
• 1t.1
.121
•133
.lhi,
.157
.171
,lJ!5
.201
• P1"l
•P35
.25h
.2f5
.PQ7
,321
.3hy
.375
.J,06
.I,3g
.h73
•511
.552
.597
.61,5
•696
.752
.812
.8 f7
,9h7
1.02
I.i0
1.19
i. P9
1.39
1.5o
I. 62
] .76
1.90
2.05
2.21
2.3 °
P.5,q
2.78
3.01
3.25
3•51
3.79
h .09
.o31
.oF1.
.q72
.091
.091
.i01
•112
.t22
•1 3 h
•166
.lSH
.172
.187
.202
• Pl0
.P37
.256
.277
•300
•32},
•350
.378
.IJ09
.IH,2
•h77
.515
.557
.601
.61,9
.702
.758
.RIB
.88h
.955
1.03 l.Oh
1.11 1.12
1.20 l.Pl
1.30 1.31
1.1,0 1 • hi
1.52 1.53
1.6b 1.65
i .77 1.78
1.91 1.92
2 .o6 2.on
2.23 p.21,
2.!,1 2.1,_
2.gO 2.62
2.81 2.83
3.03 3.06
3.27 3.3O
3.51 , 3.56
3.82 3.85
h .12 h .16
.021
•0+,9
•OL2
.073
.OF2
.n95'
•I r)p
.113
.123
,135
•] l,7
.1Go
.173
.lPff
.20h
.PPl
•239
.258
.279
•302
.326
.353
.3,ql
.hip
.hh 5
.),nl
.518
.561
.606
/'55
. 70"T
.76h
.825
.g91
.962
.0"_6 .02,5 .nL9 .mL]
.r52 .n53 .qsh .Of S
.0'.3 .n_ I, .Or5 .O_(
.07h .n75 .076 .C77
•On'{ ,Or'h ,0_5 .oF6
.09 ] .OOh .005 .006
•103 .lOb .105 .i06
.]11, •115 •116 .117
.125 .126 .127 .128
.136 .137 .138 .lhO
.lh8 .lh9 .151 .152
.161 .162 .]hh .165
•175 .176 .178 .179
.i00 .191 .193 .19 h
.20.5 .207 .209 .210
.PP2 .PPh .226 .228
.2hl .Ph 3 .2hh .2J,6
.260 .262 .261+ .pLY
.2;_2 .281+ .286 .28.8
.301+ .307 •309 .312
,329 ,332 •331+ .337
•35g .358 .3gl .36h
.381+ .387 • 390 • 393
.h15 .h18 .h22 .b25
.hh;'i .h52 .b55 .b59
•),Sh .h88 .h92 .h96
•523 ,527 .531 .536
•565 .570 .57h ,579
.6,11 .615 .620 .625
.g60 .665 .670 .675
.712 .718 .72h .72o
•770 .775 .781 .788
•831 .838 .Sbl, .851
•898 .905 .912 .919
•970 .977 .985 .992
1.05 1.06 1•06 1.07
1.13 1.11, 1.15 1.16
1.22 1•23 1.2b 1.25
1.32 1.33 1.3 I, 1.35
1.h2 1.hh l.b5 l.h6
l. Sh 1.55 1.56 1.58
1.66 1.68 1.69 1.70
1.80 I._i I.B2 l.Sh
1.9 I, 1.95 I.97 1.98
2.10 2.ii 2.13 2.1b
2.26 2.28 2.30 2.32
2.hh 2.h6 2.h8 2.50
2.6h 2.66 2.68 2.70
2.85 2._7 2.90 2.92
3,0a 3.10 3•13 3.15
3.32 3.35 3.3_ 3.bO
3.59 3.62 3.65 3.68
3.88 3.91 3.9 h 3.97
h.19 h.22 11.25 h.29
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TABLE PL-]II (continue)
]_elatio. _ _t'-'.'een p,.rccived l,.v_:l in l_L.dP, and p,-rceived magnitud,' in sones.
dB 0 0.1 0.7' O. ] 0.', n.5 0.6 o.7 0.8 0.9
5,9 I, .0O h .03 h. r£ Ij .0o h. 12 h. ] 6 h. 1o h. 92
51 L.?.2 h._. h. I0 h.;,2 t_.L6 h.h0 h.52 h.r(
52 h.(17 I,, i0 h.7!, t,.7,q I,._1 ;'.'; q I,._) L.o?
53 5.01, 5.on 5.1," 5.1,' _.?o 5.21, 5.?B _,._?
5L' 5.1'h 5.1,9 5.53 5.57 5.61 5,(6 5.70 5.7:,
55 5.8q 5.92 5.OY 6.02 F;.O6 6. I] F. 16 6.70
56 6.35 6.1.c_ 6.h5 6.50 ('.55 L.(,O (,.e,5 6.70
57 6.86 6.91 (,.og 7.02 7.07 7.13 7.18 7.2h
58. 7.h1 7. 1'6 7.52 7.58 7.61_ "T.70 7.76 7.81
59 8.00 8.06 8.]2 g.19 8.25 f_.32 8.38 _.hl_
60 8.6h 8.71 _.7_ 8.8h 8.91 A.98 9.05 9.12
61 9.33 9.1,0 9. h8 9.55 9.62 0.70 0.77 o._5
62 i0.i IN.2 ]0.." 1D.3 lO.h ]0.5 io.(_ ],].6
63 lO.9 11.o Ii.i 11.i 11,2 ii.3 ll.h ll.fi
12.2 12.3 12.b6h 11.8 II.R 11.9 ]7.0 12.I
65 12.7 12.8 12.0 13.0 ]3.1 13.2 13.3 13.}'
66 13.7 i_.8 13.9 lh.O lh.l lh.] ]h.), ]h. 5
67 II,.R lh.9 15.0 15.2 ]5.3 l'i.h }5.5 15.6
68 16.0 16.1 16.2 16.h 16.5 16.6 16.8 16.9
69 17.3 17.h 17.6 17.7 17._ If_.O IR.I 18.2
70 18.7 18.fl 19.0 19.1 19.2 19. h 19.5 19.7
71 20.2 20.3 20.5 20.6 20.8 21.0 21.1 21 .]
72 21.8 21.9 22.I 22.3 22.5 22.6 22.I] 23.0
73 23.5 23.7 23.9 2h.l 2l,.3 2l,.h 2h.6 2h.8
7h 25.1, 25.6 25._ 26.0 26.2 26.h 26.6 26.8
75 27.h 27.7 27.9 2fl.l 2_.3 2R.5 28.7 ?0.0
76 29.6 2'3.9 30.1 3o.3 30.6 30.8 31.o 31.3
77 32.0 32.2 32.5 32.7 33.0 33.3 33.5 3_._
78 3h.6 3h.8 35.1 35. h 35.6 35.9 36.2 36.5
79 37.3 37.6 37.9 3_.2 38.5 3_.8 30.i 39. h
80 1,0.3 ho.6 hO.9 hl.3 hl.6 hl.9 h2.2 1,2.6
81 h3.5 1,3. 9 hh.2 l,h.6 Id,.9 1_5.3 1'5.6 h6.o
82 hT.o h7.l_ h7.8 hS.l 58.5 h;%.9 h9.3 h9.6
83 50.8 51.2 51.6 5;?.0 52.h 52./I 53.2 53.6
84 5_.9 55.3 55.7 56.1 56.6 57.0 57.5 57.9
85 59.3 59.7 60.2 60.6 61.1 61.6 62.1 (,2.5
P_ 6h.o 6h.5 65.0 65.5 66.0 66.5 67.0 67.5
87 69.1 69.7 70.2 70.7 71.3 71.8 72.1, 73.0
88 71_.7 75.2 75.8 76.h 77.0 77.6 78.2 7_.8
89 80.6 81.3 81.9 82.5 83.2 83.8 6h.h 85.1
90 87.1 87.8 88.h 89.1 89._ 90.5 91.2 91.9
91 9h.l 9h.8 95.5 96.3 97.0 97.8 99.5 99.3
92 102 102 lO3 i0 I_ ]05 lOd lO6 lO7
93 II0 IIi Iii 112 113 llh 115 116
9h 119 119 120 121 122 123 12h 125
95 128 129 130 131 132 133 13h 135
96 138 13 ° iljO ]hl lh3 lhh i},5 1 I'6
_7 ih9 I%0 152 ]53 151_ 1_5 15,_ 15 _
9_ 161 I'5 I'$L 165 166 I;._ I':9 170
99 17L 176 177 17_ i_0 l_Jl I_ _ 18h
I00 188 190 191 193 19 h 196 197 199
', • P5 I,. ?q
I, .gO I, .(3
L .06 }.r'3
5._6 5.Lo
5.7o 5 .#3
6.25 _. 70
g.75 6.81
7.29 7.35
7.8f_ 7.9 I,
8.51 8.58
9.19 9.26
n .0 3 i0.0
Io. 7 IO. o
11.6 i] .7
12.5 12.6
]3.5 13.6
1 I,.11 1h.7
15.8 15.9
17.0 17.I
iS.l, i8.5
19.9 20.O
21 .h 21.6
23.2 23.3
25.0 25.2
P7.0 27.2
29.2 29. h
3] .5 31 ._
3h. 0 3" •3
36.5 37.0
39.7 hO.O
1,2.9 h3.2
h6.3 h6.7
50.0 50.h
5 I_. 0 5l,._'
58.1, 58._
63.0 63.5
68.1 68.6
73.5 7 I, .1
79 •I_ 80.0
85.8 86. t'
9.°.6 93.3
I00 lOl
IoR lOO
117 118
126 127
136 137
11,7 lhR
159 16n
172 173
185 157
200 202
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TABLEPL-I_ (confinue)
Relation between perceived level in PLdB and perceived magnitude in sones.
dB 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 O.b 0.5 0,6 0.7 0.8 0.9
i00 188
I01 203
102 219
103 237
104 256
105 276
106 299
i07 323
108 348
109 376
llO h06
ill 1,39
112 &7h
113 512
114 553
115 597
116 645
117 697
118 752
119 _13
12o 878
]21 948
122 1024
123 1106
124 119;*
125 1290
126 1393
127 1505
128 1625
129 1755
130 1896
133 2048
132-' 2212
133 2389
134 2580
135 2787
136 3010
137 3251
138 3511
139 3792
140 1,095
lbl 4423
142 1,777
]43 516o
14_ 5573
145 6019
ih6 6501
147 7022
148 758;*
149 8191
190 191 193 194 196 197 199 2¢0 202
205 206 2;3 210 211 213 214 216 215
221 223 225 226 229 232 2__2 2___ 2._}
23) 2_! gL3 244 266 2-h_ 250 252 254
258 260 262 26h ;'66 269 _70 ;:72 274
279 281 283 285 2R7 200 292 2oh 29(
3Ol 303 3og 308 31o 313 315 318 320
325 328 330 333 335 338 34o 343 3b6
351 35I* 356 359 362 365 368 370 373
379 382 385 388 391 394 397 400 403
h09 h] 3 4 ] 6 4 !9 1'22 1,26 429 h 32 436
1,42 t, 46 I,l, 9 1,53 456 1,60 1,63 467 470
1,7(t 481 1,85 h 89 h93 h96 500 501i 508
516 520 524 528 532 536 51,0 545 51,9
557 562 566 570 575 579 581, 588 593
602 606 61] 616 621 625 630 635 640
650 655 660 665 670 676 681 686 691
702 707 71 3 718 721, 730 735 71,1 747
758 764 770 776 782 788 791, 800 806
819 825 a _12 838 8i, 5 851 858 86b 871
885 891 898 905 912 919 926 934 9hi
955 963 970 978 985 993 1001 1008 1016
1032 1040 101,8 1056 1064 1072 1081 1089 1097
l]lh 112[} ii_2 1140 111,9 1158 1167 1176 1185
1204 1213 1222 1232 1241 1251 1261 1270 1280
1300 1310 1320 1330 1341 1351 1362 1372 1383
140 I' 11'15 i426 1437 141,8 11,59 1471 1482 1493
1517 1528 151,0 1552 1564 1576 1588 1601 1613
1638 1651 1663 1676 1('89 1702 ]715 1729 1742
1769 1783 1797 1810 1824 1838 1853 1867 1881
1911 1925 1940 1955 1970 1986 2001 2017 2032
2064 2080 2096 2112 2128 2145 2161 2178 2195
2229 2,71,6 2263 2281 2299 2316 2334 2352 2370
2407 2426 2hl_5 2561, 21J13 2502 2521 2541 2560
2600 2620 26h0 2661 2681 2702 2723 2744 2765
2808 2830 2_52 2874 280g 2918 201,1 2964 2987
3033 3056 3080 3101J 3128 3152 3176 3201 3226
3276 3301 3327 3352 33711 31,04 3431 31,57 3484
3538 3565 3503 3621 3649 3677 3705 373;, 3763
3821 3851 3nf{l 3911 39;'i 3971 ho0; 4033 4064
4127 I*159 h191 4224 4256 42_9 1,322 1,356 4389
1'I'58 1'I'92 1'527 1'562 45[17 5633 1,668 4704 4741
1,814 4852 1,889 4927 h965 5003 50h2 50RI 5120
5200 521,0 5281 5321 5363 51,04 51,46 5488 5530
5616 5660 5703 5747 5792 5837 5882 5927 5973
6066 6113 616o 6208 6256 6304 6353 6402 6451
6551 6602 6653 6/01, 67 [;6 6809 6861 691 I, 69 ( 8
7076 7131 7186 721,1 7207 7354 7410 7h6_ 7525
76h2 7701 7761 7821 7881 7942 8005 8066 8128
8254 8318 8382 8447 8512 8578 861,h 8711 8779
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i!,
S t = S m
where :
n
+ F (_.S - Sm) Ill
i=l
S t is the total loudness of a
sound (in sones)
S
m
is the loudness of the loudest
band (maximum perceived magni-
tude)
F is the factor which varies by
level of S
m
S is the perceived magnitude
of frequency band i
n equals 24 for one-third octave
band measures
equals 8 for octave band measures
4) The total perceived magnitude may be con-
verted into Perceived Level (PLdB) by find_1_,.j
the S t (in sones) in the body of Table PL-III
and relating it to the corresponding band
pressure level (in dB) in the column on the
extreme left.
For S t levels aboue 20 dB, Perceived Level
may be calculated from this equation:
PL = 32 + 9 log 2 S t [23
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EXAMPLE An example of the Perceived Level (PL)
method using an aircraft flyover noise
spectrum is shown in Table PL-IV. Here
the one-third octave band levels are tabu-
lated and converted to perceived magnitude
(in sones). Computed, Sm = 174 sones and
F = 0.224, then from equation [i] it
follows that:
S = 174 + 0.224 (771.43 - 174)
t
= 307.82 sones
A)
_)
Then from Table PL-III the S is
t
converted to Perceived Level in PLdB
of 106.4 PLdB.
O_,j By equation [2] Perceived Level
equals:
PL = 32 + 9 log 2 (307.82)
= 106.4 PLdB
EQUIPMENT i) Tape recorder (necessary for single
event)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) Octave band or 1/3 octave band analyzer
4) Digital computer optional
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TABLE PL-IV
EXAMPLEOF PL CALCULATIONS FROMONE-THIRD OCTAVEBAND MEASUREMENTS
OF AIRCRAFT FLYOVER
One-Third
Octave Band
Center Fre-
quency Hz
50
63
8O
100
125
160
200
250
315
400
5OO
630
8OO
i000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
40OO
50OO
6300
8000
10000
Band
Level
dB
74
76
73
66
77
Perceived
Magnitude
sones
1.48
3.24
3.85
2.39
8.61
8O
85
83
76
79
79
80
80
82
83
84
89
i01
90
84
87
77
74
61
13.30
22.60
21.80
14 .i0
20.20
20.20
21.80
21.80
25.40
27.40
34.60
59.30
174.00
87.10
54.90
69 .i0
32.00
25.40
6.86
ZS = 771.43
S t = 174 + 0.224 (771.43 - 174)
= 307.82 sones
PL = 32 + 9 log 2 (307.82)
= 106.4 PLdB
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REFERENCES i. Stevens, S. S., "Perceived Level of
Noise by Mark VII and Decibels (E)",
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 51, No. 2 (2),
(February 1972) , p. 575-593.
2. Peterson, Arnold, and E. E. Gross, Jr.,
"Handbook of Noise Measurement",
General Radio Company, (1972).
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TITLE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNL) (LpN)
UNIT PNdB
DEFINITION Perceived Noise Level (PNL) is rating of
the noisiness of a sound signal calculated
from acoustic measurements. PNL is com-
puted from sound pressure levels measured
in octave or one-third octave frequency
bands. This rating is most accurate in
estimating the perceived noisiness of
broadband sounds of similar time duration
which do not contain strong discrete fre-
quency components.
STANDARDS i) Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 1071 issue June 1972
2) International Organization for Standar-
dization, ISO R 507 issue June 1970
3) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certification Procedure FAR Part 36
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE PNL was developed as a measure of the
noisiness of sounds of widely differing
character. Currently it is used mainly
for assessing the disturbance likely to be
caused by _i_'c_aft flyovers.
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BACKGROUND
CALCULATION METHOD
PNL is patterned after Loudness Level except
that equal noisiness curves are employed
instead of equal loudness curves. Discrete
frequency or impulsive type sounds are not
within the scope of PNL. The numerical
value of PNL was intended to represent the
sound pressure level of an octave band of
noise at i000 Hz which would be judged to
be equally as noisy as the sound to be
rated. Equally noisy is intended to mean
that in a comparison of sounds one would
just as soon have or not have one noise as
the other at his home during the day or
night. Perceived noise level is measured
in units of PNdB. These units are the
translation of the subjective Noy scale to
a dB-type scale; an increase of I0 PNdB in
a sound is equivalent to a doubling of its
noy value.
Two methods are available for determining PNL.
One uses Noy tables and is suitable for hand
calculation; the other uses equations and
is adapted for computer calculations.
I. PNL FROM NOY TABLES
i) The sound pressure level in each one-
third (or full) octave band from 50 to i0,000
Hz is converted to anoy value (abbreviated
N) by reference to Table I. One finds the
proper value of Noys, corresponding to each
of the measured levels in the various one-
third octave bands, by entering the table at
the appropriate band center frequency.
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2) These noy values are summed in the
following manner:
OCTAVEBANDS
[k ]= nma x + 0.3 7n - nNTOT i= 1 max
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE BANDS
[k ]NTO T = nma x + 0.15 Zn - ni = 1 max
whe re :
[1]
[2]
n
max
is the number of noys in the
band having the greatest noy
value
_n is the sum of the noy values in
all bands
k equals 24 for one-third octave
bands
equals 8 for octave bands
3) Perceived Noise Level (PNL) in PNdB is
then calculated from the formula:
PNL = 40 + 33.22 log NTO T [3]
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For NTO T values of 1.0 or greater, the PNL
can also be found from Table I by treating
the quantity in the 1000 Hz column as the
noy value and reading SPL as PNL.
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II. PNL FROM EQUATIONS
The procedure for determining PNL with equa-
tions is the same as that used with noy
tables except noy values are determined by
equation as follows:
The value N, in noys, given in Table I for
a particular frequency band is related
to the band sound pressure level, L, by
the equation:
i
[4]
For:
N < 0.I
L > 150
Whe re :
S ,
3
L k
A
depend upon the band
center frequency
L its magnitude is shown in
Table II
For L 1 < L <L 2
N=0.1 (i0
M 1 (L-L 1 )
) 0.i< N <0.3
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For L 2 < L < L 3
M 2 (L-L 3 )
N=I0 0.3 < N < 1.0
For L 3 < L < L
-- c
M 3 (L-L 3 )
N=I0 1.0 <_ N 1 L < 150
For L c < L < 150 M4 (L_L4)
N=I0
Note that for frequency bands having center fre-
quencies from 400 to 6300 Hz inclusive, L 3 =
L 4 and M 3 = M 4 (i.e., one set of values of L k and
M suffice to define noy values for N < 1 and
]
L < 150). The values of Mj and L k are tabulated
in Table II.
EXAMPLE PNL from noy tables
An example of PNL calculations using an aircraft
flyover noise spectrum is shown in Table PNL-III.
Here the one-third octave band levels are tabu-
lated and converted to noy values. Using equation
[2] the total noy value is determined by:
NTO T = 134 + 0.15 (604.63-134)
= 204.59
Then the total noy value is converted to Perceived
Noise Level in PNdB:
PNL = 40 + i0 log (204.59)
84
= 116.8 PNdS
Z
TABLE PNL-III
EXAMPLE OF PNL CALCULATIONS FROM ONE-THIRD
OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCY FOR AIRCRAFT FLYOVER
One-Third
Octave Band
Center Fre-
quency Hz
50
63
80
i00
125
160
200
250
315
400
5O0
630
8OO
Band
Level
dS
76
73
66
77
8O
85
83
76
79
79
8O
8O
Noy
4.46
4.23
3.01
8.29
11.30
18.40
17.10
Ii.00
14.90
14.90
16.00
16.00
One-Third
Octave Band
Center Fre-
quency Hz _
i000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000
6300
8000
i0000
Band
Level
dB
82
83
84
89
i01
90
84
87
77
74
61
Noy
18.40
22.60
31.50
51.00
134 .00
67.20
44 .40
51.00
23.90
15 .80
i 5.24
TOTAL 604.63
EQUI PMENT
NTO T = 134 + 0.15 (604.63-134)
= 204.59
PNL = 40 + I0 log (204.59)
= 116.8 PNdB
i) Tape recorder (necessary for single events)
2) Sound level meter (IEC Standard)
3) Octave or 1/3 octave band analyzer
4) Digital computer optional
REFERENCES i. Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 1071 issue June 1972.
2. International Organization for Standar-
dization, ISO R 507 issue June 1970.
3. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certification Procedure FAR Part 36.
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TITLE TONE CORRECTED PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNLT)
UNIT PNdB
DEFINITION Tone corrected Perceived Noise Level is
Perceived Noise Level (PNL) corrected for
those one-third octave bands which contain
discrete frequency components. Perceived
noisiness of sounds which are of equal
duration but which have pure tone charac-
teristics can be compared using PNLT.
STANDARDS i) Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 1071 issue June 1972
2) International Organization for Standar-
dization, ISO R 507 issue June 1970
3) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certification Procedure FAR Part 36
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE PNLT was developed to aid in prediction of
perceived noisiness for aircraft flyovers
or vehicle noise which contain pure tones,
or have pronounced irregularities in their
spectrum.
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BACKGROUND PNLT was developed in order to assess the
added noisiness of discrete frequency com-
ponents. An adjustment feature was added
to PNL that increased its value when tones
were present in the noise signal. The
various methods used to compute PNLT all
apply the tone correction to the perceived
noise level in PNdB units. The method
adopted by the FAA calculates the PNL of
a sound and then adds a tone correction
based on the tonal frequency and the amount
that the tone exceeds the noise in the
adjacent one-third octave bands.
Another method that was developed before the
FAA method but is not in widespread use at
this time, adds the tone correction to the
sound pressure level of the one-third
octave band containing the prominent tone
prior to the perceived noise level calcu-
lation. This method takes into consideration
multiple tones rather than just the largest
tone.
CALCULATION METHOD In the FAA method the PNL of a sound is
calculated in the usual manner. The band
spectra of the sound are examined to de-
termine the presence of any pure tone
components, which are specified in terms of
a tone-to-background noise ratio. If this
ratio exceeds a certain level, a correction,
in dB, is added to the PNL for
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the sound. The magnitudes of the correction
are a function of the tone-to-noise ratio and
frequency of tone. Only one tone correction
is added to the PNL of that sound, even
though more than one pure-tone might be
present.
The following is a step by step procedure for
calculating PNLT:
Step _
Compute D.. where:
31
i = 1/3 octave band number, and j= i+l.
i = 1 corresponds to the band with center
frequency of 80 Hz
L •
1 = Band sound pressure of the ith frequency
band.
n • •
31
= Arithmetic difference between the level
(L i) in the frequency bands j and i.
Step 2
Encircle those values of Dji
IDji - Dj_l,i_l[
whe re :
> 5 dB
Step, 3
88
A. If the encircled D.. is positive and alge-
31
braically greater than D__l,i_IJ encircle L.].
B. If the encircled D.. is zero or negative]z
and Dj_l,i_ 1 is positive, encircle L i.
Ssep 4
!
For all non-encircled _, set L i = L i
J
B. For encircled values L set L. equal tol l
the arithmetic average of Li_ 1 and Li+l.* If
the SPL value in the highest frequency band
J
is encircled, set L22 = L21+D21,20 .
Step. 5
!
Compute D.. where D .. is the arithmetic
3z 3z
difference between the levels L. in the fre-
1
quency bands j and i.
Step 6
m
Compute Dji as the arithmetic average of
! !
D j-l,i-i ,D'ji and D j+l,i+l"
Where i = i, set D
! !
j-l,i-I equal to D ji.
Where i = 21, Set D
!
j+l,i+l equal to D ji
Step 7
Set _-equal to _. Determine all other values
of _ by adding _ji to -Li.
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S te_ 8
Determine F. where:
1
F i = L i - L i
*Recent experience has shown that this method
of averaging the sound pressure levels of
adjacent bands will result in too low a dis-
crete frequency correction when the presence
of a tone (or tones) influences the sound
pressure levels of two adjacent bands. The
procedure used in the study averaged the
sound pressure levels of the two nearest non-
circZed adjacent bands rather than those of the
two directly adjacent bands.
Step 9
Determine the discrete frequency correction, C,
from the following equations:
C = O F<3 )
C = F/3 3 < F<20)
C = 6.7 20< F )
For one-third octave bands
between 500 and 5000 Hz.
C = 0 F<3 )
C = F/6 3 <F<20)
C = 3.3 20<F )
w
For all other one-third octave
bands in the frequency range
i00 Hz up to 10,000 Hz.
Step i0
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The maximum value of C determined in Step 9 defines
the discrete frequency correction which should be
added to the value for PNL to obtain PNLT.
ili i
!i
EXAMPLE An example of PNLT calculation for an air-
craft flyover noise with a PNL of 104.6
PNdB is illustrated in Table PNLT-I. The
numbers heading each column correspond to
the step numbers in the calculation pro-
cedure. Tone correction is added to PNL
which is calculated in the normal manner
to determine PNLT. Thus PNLT = 104.6
+ 2 = 106.6 PNdB.
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
l) Tape recorder (necessary for single
events) "
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) Octave or 1/3 octave band analyzer
4) Digital computer optional
i. Society Of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 1071 issue June 1972.
2. International Organization for Standar-
dization, ISO R 507 issue June 1970.
3. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certification Procedure FAR Part 36.
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TABLE PNLT-T
ILLUSTRATION OF THE USE OF FAA TONE CORRECTION
Step
i
18
19
20
21
22
PROCEDURE DESCRIBED IN STEPS 1 THROUGH I0
3 1+2 4 5 6 7 8 9
. . , ,, ,,
J g --
fi Li Dj i Li Dj i Dj i Li Fi C.
8O -2 1/3 7O -
i00 67 2/3 -
+3 1/3
125 71 -
+6 2/3
160 77 2/3 2 1/3
+2 2/3
20O 80 1/3 I 2/3
-I 1/3
250 79
-I 1/3
315 77 -
+ 1/3
400 78 2
+1
5oo 79 1
o
63o 79 -
0
8OO 79 -
- 1/3
iooo 78 1 1/3
- 213
1250 78 -
- 1/3
1600 77 -
+ i/
2000 78 1
+i
25o0 79
- 1/3
3150 .... 78 21_ 113
-2 2/:
4000 ....... 76 2
-6 1/3
5o00 69 2/ 1 1/3
-8
63oo 61 2/ -
-8 2/3
8000 53 1
-8
I0000 45 -
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According to Step i0, the discrete frequency correction is 2.
Thus
PNLT = 104.6 + 2 = I06.2 PNdB
NOTES
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TITLE
UNIT
EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL) (LEPN)
EPNdB (PNdB)
DEFINITION
STANDARDS
Effective Perceived Noise Level is a single
number measure of complex aircraft flyover
noise which approximates laboratory annoy-
ance responses. It is derived from PNL,
but it includes correction terms for the
duration of an aircraft flyover and for
the presence of audible pure tones or dis-
crete frequencies (such as the whine of a
jet aircraft) in the noise signal.
i) Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 1071 issue June 1972
2) International Organization for Standar-
dization, ISO R 507 issue June 1970
3) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certification Procedure FAR Part 36
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE
94
Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) takes
into account both the duration and the tonal
components of the spectra for varying types
of non-sonic boom aircraft flyover signals.
This measure is used by the Federal Aviation
Administration in air,raft certification.
BACKGROUND Although there are several methods of
determining EPNL all include both duration
and tone corrections (References). The
tone correction factor increases the magni-
tude of PNL to account for the increased
noisiness of audible discrete frequency
components such as are found in aircraft
flyover noise. The duration correction
increases the magnitude of PNL in an attempt
to account for the increased noisiness of
sounds of long versus short duration.
Effective Perceived Noise Level, in EPNdB
units, is usually obtained by first deter-
mining a time sequence of tone-corrected
Perceived Noise Levels (PNLT) from one-
third octave band noise spectra. EPNL is
then determined by summing (on an energy
basis) the tone corrected EPNL in 0.5-
second time segments.
CALCULATION METHOD Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL)
expressed in EPNdB is determined as follows:
I) The sound pressure level (SPL) for each
of the 24 one-third octave bands having a
center frequency from 50 to 10,000 Hz is
measured for a continuous sequence of 0.5
second time intervals (i in the subscript
designates the sequence number of the .5
second interval) throughout the time period
of the flyover noise.
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2) The Perceived Noise Level (PNL) is
computed for every one-third octave band
th
calculated at each 0.5 second (or i )
time segment defined within the duration
interval (see PNL p. 50).
3) Audible discrete frequencies are de-
tected and tone-corrections are determined
for these frequencies (see PNLT p. 86).
4) PNLT (tone corrected Perceived Noise
Level) is calculated by adding tone-
corrections (T) determined in Step 3 to
the perceived noise level at .5 second (or
• th1 ) interval (Step 2). Thus:
PNLTi = PNLi + T i [i]
5) The computation formula for Effective
Perceived Noise Level, in EPNdB is:
r-
EPNL = l0 log _ antilog ( iO ) - 13 [2-]
i=0
Remember that PNLT is computed from one-
third octave band sound pressure levels
determined at discrete .5 second (or i th)
intervals. The summation process noted in
the formula extends over the duration (d)
of the noise which is defined as the seconds
between the first and last values of tone-
corrected PNL which are a minimum of I0 dB
down from maximum PNLT (see PNLT p. 86).
EXAMPLE Table EPNL-I shows an example of the EPNL
calculation procedure, given PNLT as a
function of time, for an aircraft flyover.
6
EPNL = I0 log (167768.34 X i0 ) - 13
= 99.2 EPNdB
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
i) Tape recorder (necessary for single
events)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) One-third octave band real time analyzer
4) 0r, One-third octave band analyzer plus
graphic level recorder
i. a) Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 1071 issue June 1972.
b) International Organization for Stan-
dardization, ISO R 507 issue June 1970.
c) Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Certification Procedure FAR Part 36.
2. Pearsons, K. S., and R. L. Bennett, "The
Effects of Temporal and Spectral Combi-
nations on the Judged Noisiness of
/
Aircraft Sounds", DOT-FAA Office of Noise
Abatement, BBN No. FAA-NO-69-3, (June
1969).
3. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
"Fundamentals of Noise: Measurement,
Rating Schemes, and Standards," (December
31, 1971) NTID 300.15.
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EXAMPLE OF EPNL
TABLE EPNL-I
CALCULATION FOR AIRCRAFT FLYOVER NOISE
98
Time
(See)
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
i0.0
10.5
ii.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
(PNLT,
PNLT Antilog ,--i_--)
82.8
82.9
83.1
84.9
86.9
87.6
87.7
89.6
88.9
90.3
93.0
94.8
97.3
i00.8
101.9
103.0
103.2
103.8
102.7
101.5
100.2
98.2
97.4
96.4
95.2
93.1
92.9
91.6
90.3
1995.26 x 106
3019.95 "
5370.32 "
12022.64 "
15488.17 "
19952.62 "
20892.96 "
23988.32 "
18620.87 "
14125.38 "
10471.29 "
6606.93 "
5495.41 "
4365.16
3311.31 "
2041.74 ,,
Total : 167768.34 x ]06
EPNL = i0 Log (167768.34 x 106 ) - 13
EPNL = 99.2 PNdB
NOTES
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TITLE
UNIT
DEFINITION
EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEL (Leq
dB
) (SLAQ)
Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) is the
average (i.e., the average on an
energy basis) noise level (usually
A-level) integrated over some specified
amount of time.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE
The purpose of Leq is to provide a single
number measure of time-varying noise for
a predetermined time period.
i00
4_
M
BACKGROUND
CALCULATION METHOD
The early noise assessment measures
estimated the level of a noise for an
instant in time. Some of the measurement
schemes that were developed later allowed
for ratings of fluctuating sounds over a
longer period of time. One of these
measures was an equivalent sound pressure
level. Equivalent signifies that the
numerical value of the fluctuating sound
is equivalent in level to a steady state
sound with the same amount of total energy.
The specified time integration period may
be for varying durations (i.e., 2 minutes,
2 hours or 24 hours, etc.). L differs
eq
from Hourly Noise Level (HNL) in that no
provision is made for a minimum sampling
threshold. If not stipulated, the level
of the noise is taken in A-level, although
other types of weighted frequency spectra
could be employed (i.e., B-level, D-level,
C-level).
L can be determined by two different
eq
methods.
l) CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
For continuous time integration of A-
weighted sound level for a specified
time period, the formula is:
i01
L
eq = i0 log
T
o I antilog (AL) [t]/10)
T
dt
[z]
where :
AL[t] is instantaneous A-level at
time t
dt is At as it approaches 0
NOTE :
T is the specified time period
over which the time integration
process takes place
Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) is time
averaged exposure level (l/T).
2) TEMPORAL SAMPLING
For discrete sampling of A-weighted
sound level for a specified time
period, the formula is:
Leq= I0 log
where:
n
Z antilog (ALi/10)
i=l
n
AL i is the instantaneous A-level
for sample i
[2]
n is the number of samples of AL
in a specified time period
EXAMPLE The following example illustrates one method
of determining Leq. Normally more than
three samples would be taken within a time
period.
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A) TEMPORAL SAMPLING
(for a 45 minute time period)
Given:
L
eq
AL 1 = 67 dB
AL 2 = 74 dB
AL 3 = 76 dB
Then:
67 74 76 i
antilog _-_ + antilog i-_ + antilog _-_
= I0 log 3
= l0 log
(5.01 + 25.12 + 39.81) X 10613
= 73.7 dB
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
i. Continuous Sampling:
a) Special monitoring equipment capable
of integrating sound levels for
long periods of time
2. Temporal Sampling:
a) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standards)
b) Tape recorder
I . Von Gierke, Henning, "Impact Character-
ization of Noise Including Implications
of Identifying and Achieving Levels of
Cumulative Noise Exposure", EPA Aircraft/
Airport Noise Report Study, June, 1973,
Task Group 3.
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TITLE SINGLE EVENT NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL (SENEL)
(SOUND EXPOSURE LEVEL) (SEL)
UNIT dB
DEFINITION SENEL is time integrated A-level of a
single aircraft flyover (which exceeds a
threshold noise level) which is expressed
by the level of an equivalent 1 second
duration reference signal.
STANDARDS i) California Department of Aeronautics,
"Noise Standards," California Admin-
istrative Code, Chapter 9, Title 4,
(Register 70, No. 48, November 28,
1970).
2) SENEL has been renamed by the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
Sound Exposure Level (SEL).
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE State of California
PURPOSE SENEL provides a measure which quantifies
the effect of duration and magnitude for
a single event measured above a specified
threshold. Normally it is used in com-
puting Community Noise Equivalent Level
(CNEL) .
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BACKGROUND SENEL was developed at the same time as
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)
and is used in the CNEL formula for
estimating effects of aircraft flyovers
on airport communities. SENEL is an A-
weighted measure of an individual flyover
which time integrates the level accumulated
during this event with reference to a
duration of one second. Because of this
integration process, SENEL takes into
consideration both the duration as well as
the magnitude of the noise signal.
SENEL is a special case of SEL in that the
computation iS made for those noise signals
which exceed a certain level.
CALCULATION METHOD The Single Event Noise Exposure Level
(SENEL) may be determined by the two
following methods. (SEL may be computed
by the same methods by disregarding the
sampling threshold limitations.,)
i)
SENEL = i0 log
Continuous Integration
For continuous time integration of
A-weighted sound level above a
specified threshold, the formula is:
f antilog (AL[t]/10) d
1
1 second
[L]
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where :
t is time in seconds
dt is At as it approaches 0
AL[t]
t 2
I
t I
is instantaneous A-level in
excess of a specified threshold
at time t
brackets the time during which
the noise signal is within a
minimum of I0 dB(A) down from
its maximum value
2) Temporal Sampling
For discrete sampling of A-weighted
sound level above a specified
threshold, the formula is:
En 1SENEL = i0 log 7. antiiog (ALi/IO)Ati=l
where :
[2]
AL.
1
At
n
is the instantaneous A-level in
excess of a specified threshold
as for sample i
is the time interval between
samples in seconds
is the number of samples for which
the noise is within a minimum of
i0 dB(A) down from its maximum AL.
l
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SENEL is a measure of the noise exposure
of a single event which is in excess of
a specified threshold, and as such the
time limits of the integration process
must be selected to encompass the greater
portion of the sound energy from the
source in question. From a practical
standpoint, the noise samples must be
taken during the time the signal is within
a minimum of i0 dB(A) down from its
maximum value.
SENEL is currently used as a criterion for
identifying excessively noisy aircraft
operations at California airports. Accor-
ding to California Administrative Code
Title 4, no event shall exceed the limits
recommended for takeoff and landings
(Figures SENEL-1 and SENEL-2). These
maximum limit values plotted in the figures
correspond to the noisiest aircraft class
utilizing the airport on a recurrent basis.
A minimum threshold is approximated by
subtracting 30 dB from the respective
maximum values. The noise samples for the
sound energy are taken above this threshold.
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Curve Aircraft Class
A
B
C
D
E
E + 3 dB
4 Engine Turbojet Turbofan (e.g., 707, 720, DC-8)
4 Engine "Jumbo" Turbofan* (e.g., 747)
3 Engine Turbofan and Airbus* (e.g., 727, DC-10, L-1011)
2 Engine Turbofan (e.g., DC-9, 737)
2 Engine Business Jet
4 Engine Business Jet
* High Bypass Ratio Engine
FIGURE SENEL-I.
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12
MAXIMUM LIMITS FOR SINGLE EVENT NOISE
EXPOSURE LEVEL (SENEL)
AIRCRAFT TAKEOFF
I| |
Curve Aircraft Class
Z
Y
X
W
V
4 Engine Turbojet and Turbofan (e.g., 707, 720, DC-8)
2, 3 Engine Turbofan (e.g., 727, 737, DC-9)
4 Engine "Jumbo" Turbofan* (e.g., 747)
3 Engine Airbus Turbofan* (e.g., DC-10, L-1011)
2 Engine Business Jet
V + 3 dB 4 Engine Business Jet
* High Bypass Ratio Engine
FIGURE SENEL-2.
AIRCRAFT LANDING
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EXAMPLE An example of SENEL for a two engine
business jet (Aircraft class V, Figure
SENEL-2) landing at 1 nautical mile from
the landing threshold is shown in Table
SENEL-I. From Figure SENEL-2 it is de-
termined that the recommended maximum
single event noise exposure level is 106 dB.
According to the calculation method, 30 dB
is subtracted from the maximum single event
noise exposure level yielding a threshold
of 76 dB.
In the SENEL example, the sampling interval
was every 0.5 second, and the noise signal
above threshold was measured within i0 dB(A)
down from its maximum value. The resulting
SENEL for the two engine jet aircraft
landing is 97.4 dB which is within the
recommended limits.
EQUIPMENT
ll0
l)
2)
Continuous Integration
a) Special monitoring equipment capable
of integrating sound levels for a
specified duration.
Temporal Sampling
a) If the noise level of the signal is
continuous with very little variation,
a sound level meter (IEC Standards)
may be used.
b) Tape recorder
c) Graphic level recorder or digital
computer with sampling capability.
TABLE SENEL-I
EXAMPLEOF SENEL CALCULATIONSFOR AIRCRAFT FLYOVERNOISE
Time
(sec.)
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
i0.0
i0.5
ii .0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14 .0 ;
14.5 i
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
A-Level
66 .i
66.7
67.5
70.3
73.5
74.5
74.3
77.2
76.3
77.9
81.5
84.1
86.4
88.7
90.0
91.4
91.7
91.6
90.7
89.0
87.7
86.4
84.8
83.2
82.0
80,2
79.8
78.6
76.6
Antilog
5.24 x i0
4.26 " "
6 .]6 " "
14.12 " "
25.70 " "
43.65 " "
74.13 " "
100 .00 " "
138.03 " "
147.91 " "
144.54 " "
117 .48 " "
79 .43 " "
58.88 " "
43.65 " "
30 .19 " "
20.89 " "
15 .84 " "
10 .47 " "
9.54 " "
7.24 " "
4 .57 " "
At
(Sec.)
0.5
II
II
lW
U
II
tt
I!
I!
I!
II
I!
f!
II
II
II
II
II
I!
II
I!
II
TOTAL = i0 log (1102.05 X 107 ) X 0.5
= i0 log (551.02 X 107 )
SENEL = 97.41 dB iii
REFERENCES i. Von Gierke, Henning, "Impact Charac-
terization of Noise Including Impli-
cations of Identifying and Achieving
Levels of Cumulative Noise Exposure",
EPA Aircraft/Airport Noise Report Study,
June, 1973, Task Group 3.
2. California Department of Aeronautics,
"Noise Standards," California Adminis-
trative Code, Chapter 9, Title 4,
(Register 70, No. 48, November 28,
1970).
_I12
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TITLE
UNIT
DEFINITION
STANDARDS
HOURLY NOISE LEVEL (HNL)
(Hourly Level) (HL) (L H)
dB
Hourly Noise Level (HNL) is the average
(i.e., the average on an energy basis)
A-level which exceeds a threshold noise
level and is integrated over a time
period of one hour.
California Department of Aeronautics,
"Noise Standards," California Adminis-
trative Code, Chapter 9, Title 4
(Register 70, No. 48, November 28, 1970).
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
PURPOSE
State of California
The purpose of HNL is to provide a
single number measure of time varying
noise for one hour intervals exceeding
a threshold value.
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i:i
BACKGROUND HNL was developed at the same time that
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL
see P.198) was conceived in order to
establish measures of noise impact for
the State of California.
HNL is implemented by sampling, in A-
level, above a predetermined threshold
noise level. This threshold, according to
the California Administrative Code Title 4,
is a noise level which is i0 dB below the
numerical value of the appropriate criterion
CNEL. The CNEL criterion for airport noise
for both existing and proposed civilian
airports is effectively 65 dB (for detailed
airport noise criteria see California Code
Title 4).
HNL is a special case of Equivalent Sound
Level (Leq) for an hourly period. It is _
also a subset of Hourly Level (HL) (LH).
The difference being that HNL is computed
from samples over a specified threshold.
The difference in results between HNL and
HL becomes negligible when there are three
or four samples whose levels are more than
10 decibels above the threshold because then
these samples become the controlling factor.
I15
CALCULATION METHOD HNL can be determined by three different
methods. (HL can be computed by the same
methods by disregarding the sampling
threshold limitations.)
i) CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
For continuous time integration of A-
weighted sound level above a specified
threshold over one hour, the formula is:
i jHNL = I0 log f antilog (AL[t]/10) dt [i]
3600 seconds
where :
AL[t] is instantaneous A-level in
excess of a specified threshold
at time t
dt is At as it approaches 0
2)
3600 is the number of seconds in
one hour v
TEMPORAL SAMPLING
For discrete sampling of A-weighted sound
level above a specified threshold over
one hour, the formula is:
LF_ antilOgn )IHNL = I0 log l i=l (ALi/10
where:
n is the number of samples of
AL in an hour
[2]
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AL.
l
is the instantaneous A-level
above a specified threshold
for sample i
3) EVENT S_4PLING
For measurement of single events, the
formula is:
L
whe re :
n
SENEL
is the number of samples of
SENEL events in an hour
is the integrated level of
each event
[3]
EXAMPLE
3600 is the number of seconds in
one hour
The following examples illustrate only the
last two methods of determining HNL. Nor-
mally more than three samples would be
taken within a one hour period.
A) TEMPORAL SAMPLING _"
(For a threshold of 65 dB and a one
hour period)
Given:
AL 1 = 67 dB
AL 2 = 74 dB
AL 3 = 76 dB
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Then:
ntilog Tff + angilog l-if + antilog _
HNL = i0 log • 3 "
-'I
= i0 log _(5.01 + 25.12 + 39.81.) X 1061
' L 3 J
= 73.7 dB
B) EVENT SAMPLING
(A one hour period)
Given:
SENEL 1 = 79 dB
SENEL 2 = 86 dB
SENEL =
3
88 dB
• Then : .
la 79 86 88 1
ntilog _-_ + antilog _ + antilog i-O
HNL = 10 log - _3600
_-= 54.8 dB
i18
EQUIPMENT I)
2)
Continuous Integration and Temporal
Sampling
a) special monitoring equipment capable
of integrating sound levels for one
hour
Temporal Sampling
a) for temporal sampling a sound level
meter (IEC Standards) may be used
if the noise level is continuous
with very little variation
3) Event and Temporal Sampling
a) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standards)
b) Tape recorder
REFERENCES • Von Gierke, Henning, "Impact Character-
ization of Noise Including Implications
of Identifying and Achieving Levels of
Cumulative Noise Exposure", EPA Aircraft/
Airport Noise Report Study, June, 1973,
Task Group 3.
• California Department of Aeronautics,
"Noise Standards," California Adminis-
trative Code, Chapter 9, Title 4
(Register 70, No. 48, November 28, 1970).
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CHAPTER III
COMMUNICATION INTERFERENCE RATINGS


TITLE ARTICULATION INDEX (AI)
UNIT (None)
DEFINITION The Articulation Index is a numerically
calculated measure for predicting speech
intelligibility and is based on the
proportion of normal speech signal that
is available to a listener. The magni-
tude of the index ranges from 0 to 1.0.
STANDARDS American National Standards Institute
ANSI S3.5-1969 (January 1969).
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United States
PURPOSE The Articulation Index is used to rate
noise environments or communication
systems for their effect on speech
intelligibility.
BACKGROUND The Articulation Index is based on the
fact that noise masks speech; the more
noise present during speech, the lower the
speech intelligibility. A signal-to-noise
ratio, representing a given speech channel
and noise condition, is the basis for
determining the normal speech signal that
is available to a listener for conveying
speech intelligibility. The Articulation
124
Index has been tested and validated
principally against speech intelligibility
studies using male speakers, therefore,
the same results cannot be assumed for
female or children speakers.
There are two methods for computing the
Articulation Index which have been stan-
dardized. The 20 Band Method (AI-20 band),
developed by French and Steinberg, is
based upon the signal-to-noise ratio of
speech and noise present in each of 20
contiguous frequency bands ranging from 200
to 6100 Hz. These bands (Table AI-I) were
specifically chosen so that in the absence
of noise the speech components within each
band contribute equally to speech intelli-
gibility. Briefly, the value of AI is
determined by the corrected sum (in decibels)
of the difference between peak speech levels
and the noise spectra in each of the 20
corresponding bands. For the exact 20 Band
Method note the Standard listed above.
AI can also be computed from the One-third
Octave Band (AI-1/3 octave band) and the
Octave Band (AI-octave band) Method. These
methods differ from the AI - 20 Band Method
by requiring that appropriate weighting
factors be applied to each one-third or
octave band to account for the relative con-
tribution of each band to speech intelligi-
bility. These methods are less accurate than
the original AI-20 Band Method but more
commonly used as an estimate of speech
intelligibility.
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TABLE AI- I
20 Frequency Bands of Equal Contribution to
Speech Intelligibility
Mid-
I'_;In¢] l,imits Freqmmcy
No, (Ilz) (llz)
I 200-3210 270
2 3:10-,130 380
3 ,130-5(10 ,!90
,I 560-700 (;:10
5 700-840 770
(; 8.10- I000 920
7 1000. I 150 1070
g 1 [ 50-1310 1 "..);_(]
9 l ;11O- l.l_O l,lO0
l 0 l,IS0-1660 1570
I 1 1 (;(;0- l,q;10 1710
12 1g;_0-2020 1920
13 202(1-22 l0 2130
l .l 2210- 25(/0 2;t 70
15 2500-2_2t) 21;I;0
16 2,q20-3200 3000
17 3200-3650 3109
1._1 3_ ;50-,125O 3950
19 4250-5050 ,1(;50
20 5050-6100 5600
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CALCULATION METHOD The calculation procedure for One-third
Octave Bands and Octave Band Methods are
outlined in this section. These methods
should be adequate for estimating speech
intelligibility in most cases except the
fol lowing :
i) Those instances where the difference
between the level of the noise and the
threshold of audibility, i.e., sensation
level, for an octave or one-third
octave band exceeds 84 dB.
2) Sounds which have narrow band components,
i.e., tones.
3) Spectra with discrete frequency com-
ponents or prominent peaks which cause
an upward or downward spread in masking
(ANSI $3.5).
For these exceptions refer to the ANSI $3.5
Standards for the 20 Band Method.
THE OCTAVE BAND METHOD AND THE ONE-THIRD
OCTAVE BAND METHOD
Step _. Plot on the appropriate work
sheets (Fig. AI-I, or AI-2 depending on
the filters used) the band pressure levels
of the speech peaks reaching the listener's
ear. (Figs. AI-I and AI-2 utilize the pre-
ferred frequencies.) The band pressure
levels of the speech peaks may be approximated
by adding algebraically the frequency response
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characteristics (in decibels) of the system
to be evaluated and the idealized spectrum
found on the work sheets (Fig. AI-I, or AI-2,
or Table V).
The frequency response at each center fre-
quency is the difference in decibels (at
that frequency) between the band sound
pressure level at the listener's ear and
the band sound pressure level at the micro-
phone of the talker. Care should be exer-
cised to ensure that the frequency response
properly reflects characteristics of the
transmitting and receiving transducer
elements of the overall system.
The idealized speech spectrum found on the
work sheets (Fig. AI-1, or AI-2, or Table
V) should be raised by an amount equal to
the difference between the overall long-
term rms for speech as measured or estimated
and 65 dB, which is the overall long-term
rms sound pressure level of the idealized
speech spectrum of Fig. AI-I or AI-2.
In the case of loudspeaker presentation of
speech in a non-free-field or non-anechoic
room, the speech level should be lowered by
the number of decibels indicated in Table
AI-II. It should be noted that the
correction given in Table AI-II is not to be
used for speech presented to listeners via
earphones or by a loudspeaker operating in
a free field.
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NOTE: The idealized spectrum in Figs. AI-I,
AI-2, and Table V applies strictly at one
meter from the lips of an ideal talker in an
essentially non-reverberant, noise-free
environment. The shape of the spectrum is
reasonably accurate for speech measured
from a point one inch to one meter in front
of the talker's lips.
Step 2. Plot on the work sheet (Fig.
AI-1 or AI-2) the band levels of the steady-
state noise reaching the ear of the listener.
The rms sound pressures of the noises from
several sources, for example, ambient noise
in the listener's environment and noise, if
any, reaching the listener via the speech
transmission system, should be added together.
Step 3. Determine at the center fre-
quency of each of the bands indicated on
the work sheet (Fig. AI-I or AI-2) the
difference in decibels between the band
pressure level of the speech peaks and the
band pressure level of the noise. Whenever
the difference is zero or less, assign a
value of zero to that difference; whenever
the band pressure level of the speech exceeds
the band pressure level of the noise by 30
or more decibels, assign a value of 30 to
that difference. Write this speech peak-to-
noise difference in Column 2 of Table AI-III
or AI-IV.
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NOTES: (i) The threshold of audibility
curve, in Figs. AI-I and AI-2, or Table V
is to be considered as the minimum equivalent
noise band level wherever the threshold
curve exceeds the noise band level.
(2) Wherever the speech peak curve exceeds
the appropriate maximum tolerable level
(specified in Figs. AI-I and AI-2, or Table
V), the speech peaks should be considered to
be at the maximum tolerable level.
Step 4. Multiply the values for the
respective bands found in Step 3, according
to weighting factors in Column 3 of Table
AI-III or AI-IV.
Step 5. Sum Column 4 on Table AI-III
or AI-IV. The resulting number is the AI
for that particular speech system operating
under the noise conditions and for the
speech level specified.
EXAMPLE Examples of the calculation of an AI by the
One-Third Octave and Octave Band Methods are
given in Figs. AI-3 and AI-4. The AI by the
One-Third Octave Band Method is 0.53, and the
AI by the Octave Band Method is 0.54 (from
ANSI S3.5).
EQUIPMENT
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i)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Tape recorder (necessary for single events)
Sound level meter (IEC Standard)
Octave or 1/3 Octave band analyzer
Digital computer (optional)
Adjustable variable band pass filter
(AI - 20 Band Method)
i
FIGURE _ - 3.
Example of the ('alcul;Lti.n .f an AI hy the One-Third (Iclave Band Method
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0.0024 0.0504
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0.003? 0.0666
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0.0034 0.05 I O
00034 0.0204
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0.0020 0.0240
AI : 0.5357
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REFERENCES i. Acoustical Society of America, "American
National Standard Methods for the
Calculation of the Articulation Index",
Am. Nat. Stds. Instit. $3.5-1969,
January 1969.
2. French, N. R., and J. C. Steinberg,
"Factors Governing the Intelligibility
of Speech Sounds", J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
19: 90-119 (1957).
3. Kryter, Karl D., The Effects of Noise
on Man, Academic Press, New York, 1970.
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TITLE SPEECH INTERFERENCE LEVEL (SlL).
UN IT dB
DEFINITION The Speech Interference Level is a
simplified method of quantifying noise
in terms of its interfering effect on
speech communication. It is calculated
from the arithmetic average of the sound
pressure levels of specified octave bands
within the speech frequency range.
STANDARDS [Both ANSI and ISO are in the process of
writing standards for an approved form of
SIL]
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE International
PURPOSE SIL was developed as a simplified substitute
for the Articulation Index (AI) for which
certain voice levels were assumed. It
was developed initially to evaluate the
effects of aircraft noise on passenger
communication during flight.
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BACKGROUND SIL essentially measures only the noise
background and estimates from a table
(Table SIL-I) or figure the noise level
which will effect communication. The
principal variables that are taken into
consideration for speech intelligibility
are the general voice level and distance
between communicators.
SIL is an arithmetic average of octave
bands in the speech frequency range. It
initially included octave bands 600-1200 Hz.,
1200-2400 Hz. and 2400-4800 Hz. With the
advent of preferred frequencies for octave
bands, the old octave bands were estimated
from plots of new frequency band data.
Later, preferred speech interference level
(PSIL) was introduced which used 500, I000,
and 2000 Hz. octave bands. Currently pro-
posed standards for SIL include 500, 1000,
2000, and 4000 Hz. octave bands (4 Band
Method). To interpret SIL scores, graphs
or tables (Table SIL-I) are used to indicate
conversing distance over which speech is
satisfactorily intelligible (AI=0.4).
The SIL scale gives a reasonably accurate
estimate of the relative ranking of steady
state noises with respect to their speech-
interfering qualities. The SIL procedure
is not very appropriate however for evaluating
the speech-interfering quality of noise with
considerably more energy at high frequencie_
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TABLE SIL-I
RELATIONS AMONGSIL, VOICE EFFORT, AND BACKGROUNDNOISE*
Distance between
talker and listener,
4
6
12
ft (m)
0.5 (0.15)
1 (0.3)
2 (0.6)
(1.2)
(1.8)
(3.7)
_ormal
SIL, dB
73
67
61
55
51
45
Speaker's Voice Effort
Raised _Very loud Shoutin_
SIL, dB SIL, dB SIL, dB
67
61
57
51
79 85
73 79
73
67
63
57
91
85
79
73
69
63
*Corresponding to an articulation index of about 0.40.
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CALCULATION METHOD
than at low frequencies. It is also of
limited usefulness under any of the
following conditions: i) the noise is
not relatively steady state in its
characteristics; 2) the frequency spectrum
of the noise is not smooth; and 3) the
speech and noise are subject to perceptible
echo or reverberation.
The SIL is the arithmetic average of the
sound pressure levels of the noise in the
four octave bands (4 Band Method) with
center frequencies lying between 500 and
4000 Hz.
EXAMPLE Table SIL-II shows an example of SIL calcu-
lation for octave band background noise data.
t
TABLE SIL-II
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS OF SIL FROM OCTAVE
BAND LEVELS (4 BAND METHOD)
Octave
Band
Center
Frequency
Hz
63
125
250
5OO
i000
2000
4000
8000
Background
Noise
(dB)
"4
63
61
60:
62
60
55
45
40
Background
Noise for
Speech Fre-
quency Band
(dB)
62
6O
55
45
TOTAL = 222
222
SIL - = 55.5 dB
4
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The resulting SIL value of 55.5 dB allows
speech communication at a normal voice
level for a distance of approximately 4
feet (from Table SIL-I).
EQUIPMENT i)
2)
Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
Octave band analyzer
REFERENCES i. Beranek, Leo, and H. W. Rudmose, "Sound
Control in Airplanes", Jr. of the
Acoustical Society of America, March,
1947, v. 19, no. 2, 357-364.
2. Beranek, Leo, Noise and Vibration Control,
McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 1971.
3. Burns, William, Noise and Man, J. B.
Lippincot Co., Phil., 1968.
4. Webster, J. C., "Effects of Noise on
Speech Intelligibility", from "Noise
as a Public Health Hazard", Proceedings
of Conference, American Speech and
Hearing Assoc., Washington, D. C.,
February, 1969.
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TITLE NOISE CRITERION CURVES (NC)
UNIT (None) [dB like scale]
DEFINITION Noise Criterion Curves are sets of octave
band levels (as shown in Figure NC-I;
Table NC-I) which were established to
provide a single number rating for octave
band spectra.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United States
PURPOSE NC-curves are used in setting specifications
of acceptable ambient noise levels in
various indoor environments. It is commonly
used for rating noise in offices, auditoriums,
sound studios, and restaurants. Table NC-II
lists some suggested noise criteria for
different types of activity areas.
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BACKGROUND The Noise Criterion rating method was
developed from extensive interviews and
noise measurements of various office envi-
ronments. Initially the NC curves were
known as speech communication (SC) .
criterion. The NC measure has been primarily
used since its introduction in 1957 in
architectural acoustics. This measure
specifies a single number rating number
(i.e., NC-50) which is assigned to a curve
of octave-band sound pressure levels. When
the noise level in a given architectural
space is measured in the required octave
bands of frequency, the sound levels
should not exceed the NC rating curve
recommended for a communication environment
(Table NC-II and NC-III).
The NC method is based both on the Speech
Interference Level (SIL) and the Loudness
Level (LL) measures. The NC curves are
drawn (Figure NC-I) such that computed LL
for each curve is 22 dB (phons) higher than
the SIL. The NC number (e.g., NC-30) which
is assigned to each curve reflects the SIL
value which is obtained from an average
of the levels in the appropriate octave
bands.
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i
TABLE NC-I
OCTAVE-BAND SOUND-PRESSURE LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
1957 NOISE CRITERION (NC) CURVES OF FIG. NC-I*
I!)57
llOi_C
(vh cn ion
('LII'VC_.
N(:-I5
N(:-'..'()
N( :-'.=)5
NC-?,n
N(:-35
N( :- tl)
NC 15
N(:-.')c)
N(: ")',
.k'C-(;(i
N(1-65
I1/ lit I
........... i
17 3(i I
51 lq) I
5l I-I I
:57 -I,_ I
(i() 5L) I
(;l 3(; I
fit 60 I
71 i;l I
7 1 67 ]
77 71 I 67
._i)- 7:5 [ 71
i ,1
23O
11,,
'.2)!)
33
37
I1
13
:,0
51
501)
I1,'
'.2) '2
'26
31
35
.Ill
15
I_)
51
."_X
f;3
6,'-;
I,o00 _,000 -l.nO0
Ill i II,' II/
I
17 I I 12 i
'22 I!1 I 7
27 :21 '2'2 i
31
3h
II
,16
51
36
61
6(; ]
2!) '.2)_
3 l 33
39 1/_
•l l 13
.IY IS
.")1 .')3
5(.) 5s
i; I 63
8.o00
Ib
II
16
21
27
:12
:17
I'2
17
52
57
62
*Beranek (1971)
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TABLE NC-II
RECOMMENDEDNOISE CRITERION FOR OFFICES*
2u 3(_
._u-35
35-4P
41)-50
5U 55
Abmc 55
( :Ol]_ll|lllliC;|llol} ]'_H'vil'l)lllllrllt
iquy q,,i,'t ,dli('e---teh'l'hom" use sat-
i_£.'u)ry--sui_al)k' for la,_, ora-
l
_l't'¢'l!('('_
"(._uh'l'" olEcl': s;di_Iact_Q' f,,," c,m-
I_.'ucl:('c_ at a 15-fl tal?h', n,wmal
'_(_i('_" |_) I(_ _() J'l: tvJcl)hor_e tlS¢
sa lis[a(" tory
•_ll;:,;f;.'lln }" I'_;l ('(n)fel rnrl's al ;I 6- If)
_-[t tilhl¢: Icl('pl|orle tls(' s;_tisF, sc-
Ioly: m)rn!ai '._,icc 6 to 12 ft
NatiJact.ry &,l c.nl'm'el_ccs at a 4- t.
5-ft tahh': Irh'l:lml_v use oceasi,m-
_ll.s" slh.,bfly dil_k',]l : nr),'ma) voice
5 t,, 6 ft: ,'aiscd _.ic(' 6 to 12 fl
L'l_..llisl_.:h.:y r,,,-c,ml'm cu_ce_ t)f m,,re
than tx_,, or ¢1uc¢" pr,,ph': lch.-
[:h.m" u_," _li_htly diltietllt: iIor-
m,,l voice ] to 2 ft: raisrd _.icv 3
I,) 6 ft
_'VI'I'} 11oJ_,%'"; oltk'e ('11%'H'O111111'11| Ull-
._alisl'.lCton'y ; Ich'l)honle use dilli,'uh
Typical Applicati(ms
I{,xeculive omcc_ and Con[crence
ro,,ms &J, 50 people
]q h'alc or _.cmiprivate .I]_('cs. rr-
¢'cplion I'lW'dll_ and s_nall c0n-
DIcnce rooms for 20 people
._l('{Ihnn-sizr(I ,,llic,,s arid h_(lus-
trial busb_('ss ,)flices
],,|1"_(" englnccrhl,_" and drMting
r{lOlllS, CIC.
Svc, ct,u ial ;u'cas (t.vpine _ account-
in¢ area_ (Imdnes_ machines),
l,h.'print _(mms. etc.
Nut _, commench'd for any type of
ollicc
*Beranek (1960)
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TABLE NC-III
RECOMaMENDEDNOISE CRITERION FOR ROOMS*
Type of Space
l;ro., h'ast shldio_
(._l,ncrl'l halls
l.e_ilim,lte th,'aters (5(111scats,
no ;unplil_c;ition)
_ I'Il_it'l'(%l ) II%_
,_choohomu_ (no mnplilication)
Teh.visionstudios
Aparlmrnls and hoh'l_
Av_emhly halls(amplification)
llm'm's(drepin_ a,'eas)
._lotion-pichlre theaters
lh_pitals
Churches (no amplil]catlon)
(_1111'|1'(111111I (nO anllililication)
! ,ihral iel
(kili_mlms fiir _poris only
(amplilic;_ti_m)
RrCOlllnmndcd N( : Curve
N(: ul'lils
t 5 2O
15-2O
211 25
25
25
25
25 30
25 35
25 35 t
30
30
25
25
3o
45
50
C.onlpu tvtl l:.q,.li,, alert l
SI,.M Rca,'ling_
%Vcil4hlin7 .t'4¢alr , I
25- 30
25 -30
31)-35
35
35
35
35 41)
35 -41)
35 -45t
40
4O
35
3o 35
4t) 45
55
611
*Beranek (1960)
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Approximate A-levels are given in Table
NC-III which are computed from the appro-
priate NC curves. This listing is for
comparison purposes only. It is not
recommended that dB(A) readings be sub-
stituted for the NC ratings in determining
specifications for a noise situation.
However, if A-level should be used to
estimate the noise environment suggested
by an NC rating, the A-level reading
from Table NC-III should be reduced by
about 5 dB.
NOISE CRITERION ALTERNATE (NCA) CURVES
When estimation of the levels of the
acoustical environment and the effects of
the low-frequency noise is less critical
(i.e., a storage room versus an auditorium),
NCA ratings are often used. They are
applied in situations which dictate a
compromise between the quality of the
acoustical environment and economical con-
siderations.
Like the NC curves, the NCA measure takes
into account the SIL and the LL. For the
NCA curves (Figure NC-2), the LL-SIL
difference is limited to 30 dB (phons) above
the NCA value. This means there might be
complaints whenever the LL-SIL difference
150
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exceeds 30 dB (phons). In some office
noise situations there are objections
when the low frequency levels of a noise
exceed the value given by the NCA curves,
even though the recommended SIL is low
enough to allow for satisfactory speech
communication. Substantial objections
also arise whenever there are low-fre-
quency noise fluctuations or beats between
the low frequency components. It is
therefore recommended that the NCA curves
only be applied in an industrial noise
situation.
CALCULATION METHOD Noise Criterion (NC) curves as shown in
Figure NC-1 and the equivalent numbers in
Table NC-I are applied to steady state
noises to enable the architect to specify
the maximum noise levels permitted in
each octave band for a specified NC curve.
A NC value is assigned to the spectrum of
noise to be evaluated corresponding to
the highest NC curve to which the spectrum
is anywhere tangent. Thus, the NC rating
is almost always determined by the sound
pressure level at a single octave band
frequency.
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EXAMPLE
EQUIPMENT
In order to determine the NC rating of a
given noise, it is necessary to measure
the sound pressure level in each octave
band for a given spectrum. Table NC-IV
contains the example numerical values.
TABLE NC-IV
NC RATING FROM OCTAVE BAND LEVELS
Band
Center
Frequency
Hz
63
125
250
5OO
1000
2000
4000
8000
Background
Noise
(dB)
63
61
6O
62
60
55
45
4O
Given the octave band values shown in
Table NC-IV and plotted in Figure NC-3,
the NC rating is NC-59. This can be
determined by the level in the fourth band
(500 Hz) which is 1 dB less than the NC-60
curve.
i)
2)
Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
Octave Band Analyzer
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REFERENCES i. Beranek, Leo L., Noise Reduction,
McGraw-Hill Publisher, New York,
1960.
2. Beranek, Leo L., "Noise and Vibration
Control", McGraw-Hill, (1971).
3. Peterson, Arnold, and E. E. Gross, Jr.
"Handbook of Noise Measurement",
General Radio Company, (1972).
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TITLE PREFERREDNOISE CRITERION (PNC)
UNIT (None) [dB like scale]
DEFINITION Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC) curves
are sets of octave band levels (as shown
in Figure PNC-I, Table PNC-I) which were
established to provide a single number
rating for octave band spectra.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United States
PURPOSE PNC-curves are revisions of NC-curves
and are used for similar situations in
rating the noise environments for offices,
auditoriums, sound studios, and restaurants.
Table PNC-II lists some suggested noise
criteria for different types of activity
areas.
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BAC KGROUI,ID After years of practical experience with
the Noise Criterion (NC) method, certain
improvements were desired. The 1971
Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC) curves
were developed in answer to the many
objections made about the adequacy of the
NC curves. Four of the most notable cri-
ticisms were:
i) The NC curves were not properly
adapted from the old octave-frequency bands
(where the low is 20-75 Hz) to the new
preferred frequencies (which centered on
31.5 and 63 Hz).
2) Preferred Speech Interference Level
(PSIL) was introduced and was based on the
levels in new preferred bands centered at
500, 1000, and 2000 Hz.
3) The NC curves did not conform well
to the more recent data on the threshold
of hearing for a continuous noise.
4) The shape of the 1957 NC curves did
not adequately compensate for tone repro-
duction in an architectural space.
In order to improve upon this method for
evaluating tonal quality in a noise situa-
tion, the PNC curves were changed in the
low and high frequencies. This effectively
eliminated the "hissy" and "rumbly" sound
associated with a shaped noise spectrum
equal in octave-band levels to a particular
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TABLE PNC-I
PNC OCTAVE-BAND SOUND-PRESSURE-LEVEL VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
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TABLE PNC-II
PNC NOISE CRITERIA
RECOMMENDEDCATEGORYCLASSIFICATION AND SUGGESTEDNOISE
CRITERIA RANGEFOR STEADYBACKGROUNDNOISE AS HEARD IN
VARIOUS INDOOR FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY AREAS*
Type of space (and ac_uslica] Approximate
requirt'nwnls) PNC curve L.4,dl{..l
(',,not'r[l,a]Is,_perah,)u_es,and lO l- 20 21 to 30
rt'cltaliudl._(for lislcnin_ I.
faint musical sounds)
Br.;,deast and recording sh_- I0 to 20 21 Io.10
,Ih,s (distant micrt*ph,me pick-
llp llsed)
I,arge alldilliriums, large dr;_.ma Ni)t to exceed Not to exceed
Ihe;d£'rs, and churche.s (for ex- 20 30
cellent li.'.leninl¢ conditions)
lff_,a(icast, wlevisi.n,and record- Nt,I to exceed Not to exceed
in_ s/utli.s (close n_icrophq)ne 25 34
pickup .l_ly)
Small au(lil.riums, small tlwa- Not to exceed Not to exceed
ters, s,nall churches, mus[c re- 35 42
hcarsai r.oms, large IllCt'ling
,ll'_d conference room,s (i'or/_ood
listening), ,)r exect, livt: ,ffJees
and conference ro(,n_s for 50
pCOl,lC(n. ami,lificlHon)
]h'drooms, sleeping quarlers, hos- 25 to 40 34 to 47
_ilais, residences, a )arlments
*(,tels, motels, elc. (f.r sleep-
rag, resllng, relaxing)
Frivale or semiprivate offices, 30 to 40 38 to 47
snudl con/erence roams, class-
ro,Hus, lihraries, etc. (far go.d
lislening conditions)
Living rooms anti sitnilar spaces 30 to 40 38 to 47
in dwellings ([or conversing i)r
listenin_ to radio and TV)
I.arge offices, reception areas, re- 35 to 45 42 to 52
tail shops atul st ores, eafclcrias,
restaurants, etc. (for moder-
ately good listening condit ions)
l.ohhies, lal,orat.ry work spaces, 40 to 50 47 to 56
drafling and engineering
ro(lnIs tgeneral secretarial areas
(for fair listening conditions)
Light maintenance shops, t)f- 4.5 to 55 52 to 61
lice aml computer equipment
rooms, kitchcns, and laundries
(ft)r moderately fair listening
condhions)
Sh.ps, garages, power-plant con- 50 to 60 56 to 66
trol rooms, ele. (/or just ac-
CClH;LI)Ic s[)eech and lelel)hont;
comnuu_icati.n). I.evcls al,,)ve
t'N'('-(_) are 11ol rt!COllllr_ell,tIt¢(t
[itr ;in v t)l[iCC or Conlnl_llliCdl ioI1
sil ualit_,ll
I"or w(_rk Sl)aCeS where speech or 6(I to 75 66 to 80
telephone communication is
not required, but where there
must 1)e no risk of hearing
damage
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*Beranek (Ref. 2)
NC curve. The PNC values were made about
1 dB lower than the NC curves in the four
octave bands at 125, 250, 500 and 1000 Hz
for the same curve rating numbers. In the
63 Hz band the levels were 4 or 5 dB lower
and there was a reduction in level in the
highest three bands of 4 or 5 dB. Because
of the steep slope of the PNC curves, the
levels in the highest three frequency bands
were much lower than at the midfrequencies.
The PNC method takes into consideration
both the Preferred Speech Interference
Level (PSIL) and Loudness Level (LL). The
curve number (i.e., PNC-30) reflects the
PSIL value for the sound pressure levels
at the 500, i000 and 2000 Hz octave bands.
The PNC curVes at the two frequency bands
4000, and 8000 Hz were flattened off to
conform with the latest equal-loudness
contour data.
Approximate A-levels are given (Table PNC-II)
which are computed from the appropriate
PNC curves. This listing is for comparison
purposes only. It is not recommended
that dB(A) readings be substituted for the
PNC ratings in determining specifications
for a noise situation. The same A-level
reading may be obtained for a wide variety
of shapes of spectra. Furthermore, it is
important that the engineer or architect
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know the levels in the eight octave bands
in order to make the necessary noise control
design recommendations. However, if A-
level should be used to estimate the noise
environment suggested by a PNC rating,
the A-level reading from Table PNC-II
should be reduced by about 3 to 5 dB.
CALCULATION METHOD The Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC) curves
are applied in the same manner as the NC
curves. Table PNC-I has the number equi-
valents corresponding to the PNC curves
in Figure PNC-I. A spectrum level of a
room, for example, is assigned a PNC
rating depending on its tangential rela-
tionship to the highest PNC curve. Thus,
the PNC rating may be determined by the
sound pressure level at a single octave
band frequency.
EXAMPLE The first step in determining the PNC
rating for a given noise is to measure
the noise levels in each octave band for
the noise spectrum. Table PNC-III con-
tains the necessary numerical values.
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TABLE PNC-III
OCTAVEBAND LEVELS USED IN
CALCULATING PNC RATING
Band
Center
Frequency
Hz
63
125
250
5OO
i000
2000
4000
8000
Background
Noise
(dB)
63
61
60
62
6O
55
45
40
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
In Figure PNC-2 a plot of the noise spec-
trum on the family of PNC curves, shows
that for this noise the PNC rating is
PNC-61. This can be determined by the
level in the fifth band (i000 Hz) which is
1 dB more than the NC-60 curve.
i) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
2) Octave Band Analyzer
le
•
Beranek, Leo L., "Noise and Vibration
Control", McGraw-Hill, (1971).
Beranek, Leo L., Warren E. Blazier,
and J. Jacek Figwer, "Preferred Noise
Criterion (PNC) Curves and Their Appli-
cation to Rooms," Jr. of ACOUSt. Society
of America, v. 50, no. 5 (part i, Nov.
1971, p. 1223.
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CHAPTER IV
COMMUNITY RESPONSE RATINGS

NOTES
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TITLE COMPOSITE NOISE RATING (CNRc)
For Community Noise
UNIT (None) [quantity is expressed by a
"letter" in 5 dB increments]
DEFINITION The Composite Noise Rating is a measure
which uses octave band sound pressure
level data with appropriate corrections
for spectral characteristics, background
noise interference, and time of day.
STAN DARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United States
PURPOSE
CNR C is used to assess the influence of
various noise sources such as traffic,
industrial noise, as well as aircraft
noise on the community.
170
BACKGROUND The Composite Noise Rating (CNR c) was the
first attempt at evaluating community
reaction to noise (1952). In the deter-
mination of community response it is
assumed that the spectra of the noise are
given as sound pressure levels in octave
bands of frequency, and that these values
are obtained by averaging (on an energy
basis) over a reasonable time interval
and over a reasonable number of locations
in the community.
Figure CNRc-I shows a family of curves
that define the noise level rank. The
ranks are designated by the letter a to m
in ascending order. Each rank denotes
the zone between two neighboring curves,
i.e., o - zone, d - zone, etc.
To determine the level rank of a noise
the measured or calculated octave band
spectrum would be superimposed onto Figure
CNRc-I. The noise level rank for the
community noise is given by the highest
zone into which the spectrum protrudes.
The final CNR C is the level rank modified
by six correction factors for: i) dis-
crete frequency components, 2) impulsive
nature of the sound, 3) repetitiveness
of the sound, 4) background noise level
in the community, 5) effect of the time of
day, and 6) previous community exposure to
the noise.
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FIGURE CNR-I.
C
Family of curves used to determine
the noise level rank.
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i
Predicting community reaction to a noise
source originally depended upon each of
the following six categories corresponding
to the CNR C rating. These six descriptors
are: i) no annoyance, 2) mild annoyance,
3) mild complaints, 4) strong complaints,
5) threats of legal action, and 6) vi-
gorous legal action. They were originally
derived from extensive previous experience
with community noise response and a series
of eleven case histories in which measures
of noise level and its operation were
correlated with the community reaction.
Stevens, Rosenblith, and Bolt later de-
veloped a modification of the 1952
CNR (Ref. 3). The changes were in the
extension of the range of consideration
for background noise levels to encompass
a range of +10 to -15 dB; the correction
for repetitiveness from the number of
20-30 second events to the percentage of
time a noise source operated in an 8-
hour period; and an adjustment was made
for seasonal influence on noise. For
example, if the source operated only in
the wintertime a reduction of -5 dB in
the effective noise stimulus was permitted.
The most notable distinction between the
two schemes was a change in the description
of community response. In the earlier
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study six descriptors with the words
annoyance and legal action were used.
In this publication the scale of response
was reduced to the following five des-
criptors: i) no observed reaction,
2) sporadic complaints, 3) widespread
complaints, 4) threats of community
reaction, and 5) vigorous community
reaction.
CALCULATION METHOD
In order to calculate CNRc, the octave
band sound pressure levels of the in-
truding noise source are determined from
measurements or estimation. These levels
may be plotted on Figure CNRc-I to derive
a level rank letter. This level rank is
adjusted according to the community
information and the procedure outlined
in Table CNRc-I (Table CNRc-II , Figure
CNRc-2, 3).
To illustrate, for a level rank of letter
f a -2 adjustment would decrease the
level rank to d which conveniently changes
to capital D as the descriptor of CNR C.
Community response for this illustration
is estimated by the CNR C value of D which
when read from the graph in Figure CNRc-4
would lead to expected responses from a
community somewhere in the range of
"sporadic" and "widespread" complaints.
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TABLE CNR-IC
LIST OF CORRECTION NUMBERS TO BE APPLIED TO NOISE LEVEL RANK
TO GIVE CNR C
Correction
Influencing Factor Number
I, Background noise (see Fig. CNR-2 on
Table CNR-II)
2. Temporal and seasonal factors
a. Daytime only
Nighttime
b. Repetitiveness (see Fig. CNR-3)
c. Winter
Summer
3. Detailed description of the noise
a, Continuous spectrum
Pure-tone components
b. Smooth time character
Impulsive
4. Previous Exposure
None
Some
+2 to-3
-i
0
0 to -6
-i
0
0
+l
0
+i
0
-i
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ii
TABLE CNR-II
C
CORRECTIONS FOR BACKGROUND NOISE
Neighborhood
Very quiet suburban
Suburban
Residential urban
Urban near some industry
Area of heavy industry
correction
Number
+I
0
-I
-2
-3
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EXAMPLE Table CNRc-III provides octave band noise
levels in a suburban community resulting
from a factory that plans to operate con-
tinuously at night from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m. Also shown are background levels
without the factory operating. Time of
year is summer. The noise is impulsive
and contains a whine (pure tone).
TABLE CNRc-III
Octave
Frequency
Band
Hz
20-75
75-150
150-300
300-600
600-1200
1200-2400
2400-4800
4800-10000
Factory
Noise
dB
...... m ,
45
5O
45
41
33
34
27
22
Background
Noise
dB
40
42
39
33
27
20
15
i0
By superimposing the factory noise spec-
trum on the level rank curves as shown in
Figure CNRc-5 , the level rank is deter-
mined to be c. Table CNRc-IV gives the
corrections for the noise and environ-
mental characteristics that will adjust
the level rank c up two letters (+2)
to level rank e.
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Example showing determination of level rank (C)
for factory noise.
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TABLE CNR C-IV
EXAMPLE OF CORRECTION NUMBERS TO BE APPLIED TO NOISE LEVEL
RANK TO GIVE COMPOSITE NOISE RATING.
Influencing Factor
I. Background noise (see Fig. CNRc-6)
2. Temporal and seasonal factors
Nighttime
Repetitiveness (see Fig. CNRc-3)
Summer
3. Detailed description of the noise
Pure-tone components
Impulsive
4. Previous exposure
None
Correction
Number
+i
0
-i
0
+i
+i
0
Total Correction = +2
Thus the level rank with the applied cor-
rections becomes a CNR C of E. This CNR C
of E read on the response curve in Figure
CNRc-4 would predict the response of "wide-
spread complaints" with possibilities of
"threats of community action". If CNR C is
used as a guide in estimating community
response, the factory would do well to adopt
an alternate operation schedule or apply
some noise control procedure.
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i_I i
EQUIPMENT i) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
2) Tape Recorder (optional)
3) Octave Band Analyzer
REFERENCES i. Harris, Cyril, Handbook of Noise Control,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1957.
2. Rosenblith, W. A., K. N. Stevens and the
Staff of Bolt Beranek and Newman inc.,
Handbook of Acoustic Noise Control, Vol.
•
2 Noise and Man. WADC TR 52-204, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio: Wright
Air Development Center (1953).
Stevens, K. N., W. A. Rosenblith and R.
H. Bolt, "A Community's Reaction to
Noise: Can It Be Forecast?", Noise
Control I: 63-71 (1955).
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TITLE COMPOSITE NOISE RATING (CNR A)
For Aircraft
UNIT (None) [dB like scale]
DEFINITION The Composite Noise Rating is a measure
for aircraft noise which uses Perceived
Noise Level (PNL) with appropriate cor-
rections for frequency of operations, time
of day and seasons of the year.
STANDARDS (None)
Related Documents: BBN Technical Report,
"Land UsePlanning Relating to Aircraft
Noise," FAA, October 1964, including
Appendix A, May 1965.
Also published by the Department of Defense
as AFM 86-5, TM 5-365, NAVDOCKS P-98,
"Land Use Planning with Respect to Air-
craft Noise."
PURPOSE Composite Noise Rating is used to determine
the relative impact of aircraft noise near
an airport. It is employed as a guide to
land use planning in areas adjacent to
airports.
184
i14
BACKGROUND The Composite Noise Rating (CNR A) of 1964
placed more emphasis on the influence of
aircraft noise in the community environment
than its predecessor - CNR c (1955) (see
CNRc p.170 ). This improved CNR A evolved
from an Air Force sponsored noisesurvey
which explored both community reactions and
the physical noise levels of the surrounding
areas. Instead of measuring the noise from
a single source, the objective was to
predict the effect of a large number of
separate operations, and to develop a
single noise rating number scale which could
be related to community response.
The original CNR went through a series of
modifications. The most noteworthy change
was the replacement of the letter des-
criptors (a thru m) for the noise level
rank curves with a numerical equivalent
defined by the level of the curve at the
300-600 Hz frequency band (Figure CNRA-I).
Other changes were made which eliminated
the necessity to make adjustments for the
discrete frequencies and the impulsive
characteristics of the noise. These two
factors were discarded because they were
not predominantly present in the military
aircraft used at that time.
The correction for duration (repetitive-
ness) was modified to apply directly to the
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level of the spectrum for summation on an
energy basis rather than the previously
used graphical estimation method. The
averaging of the time-varying signals from
the aircraft flyovers yields the equiuaZent
continuous sound pressure leve_ (Leq) for
the maximum sound pressure level in the
300 to 600 Hz band.
Additional environmental corrections were
added to Leq. One correction factor was
for the seasonal variations of the year,
and the other weighted the three segments
(0600-1800 daytime, 1800-2300 evening, and
2300-0600 nighttime) of a 24 hour period.
The background (ambient) noise correction
followed the same pat£ern as used previously.
This adjustment ranged from +5 dB for quiet
suburban areas to -10 dB for noisy urban
communities.
In this updated version of CNR, an attempt
was made to quantify more specifically the
adjustments for community attitudes and
previous exposure to aircraft operations.
This procedure provided the following
descriptions:
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Community has had some previous exposure
to noise from air base operations, but
little effort is made to foster good
public relations; correction may also be
applied in a situation where the community
has not been exposed to noise from air
base operation previously, but some effort
has been made to foster good public rela-
tions. -5 dB
Community has had considerable previous
exposure to noise from air base operations,
and air base-community relations are good.
-10 dB
With good public relations, the correction
can be applied for an operation of limited
duration: it cannot be applied for an
indefinite period. -15 dB
The value of CNR A obtained from the ad-
justed Leq was translated into descriptions
of estimated community response by Table
CNRA-I.
TABLE CNRA-I
Description of Community Response
Essentially no complaints are
reported: the noise may, however,
interfere occasionally with
activities of the residents.
Some residents in the community
may complain, perhaps vigorously.
Concerted group action is pro-
bably not brought against the
authorities, but the possi-
bility of such action exists.
Concerted group action is brought
against the authorities. The
community action may vary from
strong threats to vigorous action.
Equivalent Continuous
SPL in 300-600 Hz Octave,
Plus Corrections
Less than 45 dB
45 to 55 dB
Greater than 55 dB
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The major innovation at this stage in
the development of CNR was the conceptiol
of a technique which would allow the
user to proceed directly from a series
of operational characteristics of air-
craft to derive a noise rating and
expected community response. This
technique was a preliminary step toward
facilitating the description of the
total operations of an airbase by CNRA
contours.
Several developments took place in 1963
which lead to further changes in CNR.
The most significant factor being the
substitution of PNL calculation for the
counterpart noise level rank of L
eq"
Fourteen sets of PNL contours were deve-
loped for a variety of aircraft. These
contours coupled with additional changes
in corrections for environmental condi-
tions simplify the application procedure
for the average user. The number of
measurement corrections for PNL were
reduced to three: i) weighting for time
of day (daytime 0700-2200, and nighttime
2200-0700); 2) seasonal adjustment;
3) the number of aircraft operations
(with average duration assumed).
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CALCULATION METHOD
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CNR A is determined from PNLma x for aircraft
and the appropriate correction according
to the formula:
CNR A = PNLma x + C [i]
where:
PNL
max
is obtained from measurements
or from graphs for various
aircraft types (see Standard).
C is the sum of the corrections
listed in Tables CNR.-II and III.
Aircraft operations are divided into take-
off, landing and ground run-up groups.
The CNR A for each aircraft type within each
group is computed separately with the
appropriate corrections applied. The
maximum CNR A value for each group is
selected and taken as the descriptor for
take-off or landing operations unless three
or more of the CNRA'S are within 3 units of
this maximum value. In the latter case,
the maximum CNR A is increased by 5 units.
The descriptor CNRA'S for the landing and
take-off operations are compared and the
larger of the two selected to represent
CNR A for the combined set of operations.
CNR A for ground run-up operations are treated
in a Similar manner, but evaluated separ-
ately in determining community response.
The value of CNR for these groups of aircraft
operation just determined may be translated
from Table CNRA-IV to obtain an estimate of
community response.
TABLE CNRA-II
OPERATIONAL CORRECTIONS TO APPLY TO PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS FOR
TAKEOFFS AND LANDINGS
FREQUENCY OF OPERATIONS
Number of Takeoffs or Landings Per Period
Night (2200-0700)
I
Correction
Day (0700-2200)
Less than I0 Less than 5 -5
10-3o 5-15 o
31-100 16-50 +5
More than I00 More than 50 +I0
TIME OF DAY
Time of Day Correction
0700-2200 0
2200-0700 +i0
SEASON OF YEAR
Season Correction
All year O
Winter only -5
Note: For the special situation where the area in question
is an on-base mllitary housing installation, an additional
correction of -5 is suggested.
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@TABLE CNRA-III
OPERATIONAL CORRECTIONS TO APPLY TO PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS FROM
RUNUP OPERATIONS
NUMBER OF RUNUPS
Number of Runups Per Period
Day (0700-2200) Night (2200-0700)
Correction
5 or less 3 or less 0
More than 5 More than 3 +5
L._
DURATION OF RUNUP
Duration in Minutes
Less than 1
Correction
-5
=J,
1 to 5 0
More than 5 +5
TIME OF DAY
Corre ct ionTime of Day
0700-22O0
2200-0700
0
+i0
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TABLE CNRA-_V
CHART FOR _.ST_TI_G COCkilY RESPONSE_ROM CO.POSITENOISE
RATING
Composite Noise Rating
Takeoffs
and
Landings
Less than
I00
i00 to 115
Greater
than
ll5
Runup s
Less than
8O
8o to 95
Greater
than
95
Description of Community Response
Essentially no complaints would be
expected. The noise may, however,
interfere occasionally with certain
activities of the residents.
Residents in the community may
complain, perhaps vigorously.
Concerted group action is possible.
Individual reactions would likely
include repeated, vigorous
complaints and recourse to legal
action. Concerted group action
would be expected.
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EXAMPLE
An example of CNR A at a particular loca-
tion in the summertime for flight opera-
tions and ground runups is shown in Tables
CNRA-V, VI and CNRA-VlI , respectively.
TABLE CNRA-V
EXA/M_LE OF CNR A CALCULATIONS FOR TAKEOFFS
Aircraft
Time of
pay
Civil Turbojet*
> 2000 miles
Civil Turbojet
< 2000 miles
Civil Turbofan
> 2000 miles
Civil Turbofan
< 2000 miles
Civil Turbofan
< 2000 miles
0700-2200
2200-0700
No.** PNL
20 108.
15 106.
35 103.
18 i01.
3 i01.
Corrections
No. * * Time Season CNR
0 0 0 108.
0 0 0
+5 0 0
0 0 0
-5 l0 0
106.
108.
i01.
106.
*The flight range for this type of air-
craft in the example is greater than
2000 miles. The PNL values for this
aircraft are given in previously men-
tioned Standard. It is recommended
that PNL be used to the nearest dB.
**Frequency of operations per time period.
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The maximum CNRAfor this group of air-
craft measured during take-off is 108.
There are three other CNRAValues which
are within 3 units of this maximum.
Thus maximum CNRAiS increased by 5 units
to equal 113 as the CNRAdescriptor for
take-off operations.
TABLE CN_VI
EXAMPLEOF CNRACALCULATIONSFOR LANDINGS
Time of
Aircraft Day
0700-2200Civil Turbojets
and Turbofans
Civil Turbojets
and Turbofans
No. PNL
81 91
Corrections
No. Time Season CNR
5 0 0
2200-0700 i0 91 0 I0 0
96
i01
CN_is computed as i01 for landing
operations at this point in the
community.
Since the CN_of 113 for take-off
operations is greater than the CN_
of 101 for landing operations, the
CN_of 113 is the Composite Noise
Rating for the combined flight
operations.
I
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Table CNR_VII examines the effect of
aircraft ground run-up operations on
the community.
TABLE CNR_VII
EXAMPLEOF CN_CALCULATIONS FOR GROUNDRUN-UP OPERATIONS
Aircraft
Civil Turbofan
Civil Turbojet
Time of
Day
0700-2200
0700-2200
No.
3
6
Duration
of
Run-up
Min.
.5
PNL
(PNdS)
79
73
Correction
No. Dur. Time CNR
0 -5 0 74
s o o 78
Thus the CN_for aircraft ground run-ups
is 78.
Using the values of CN_determined in
this example in conjunction with Table
CN_-IV, the reaction of the community
would be estimated as follows:
For Flight Operations
CNRA= 113 Individuals may complain,
perhaps vigorously. Con-
certed group action is
possible.
For Ground Run-ups
CNR = 78
A
Essentially no complaints
would be expected. The noise
may, however, interfere
occasionally with certain
activities of the resident.
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Thus reactions of the community would be
expected for the flight operations, but
not for ground run-ups.
EQUIPMENT With Field Noise Measurements
i)
2)
3)
4)
Tape recorder (necessary for single
events)
Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
One-third octave band real time analyzer
0r_ One-third octave band analyzer plus
graphic level recorder
Without Field Noise Measurements
a. No equipment is necessary. CNR A con-
tours can be drawn using PNL levels
for different classes of aircraft along
with proposed volume of operations.
b. In the interest of economizing time and
money, use of a high speed digital
computer is recommended.
REFERENCES
•
•
Department of Defense, AFM 86-5,
TM 5-365, NAVDOCKS p-98, "Land Use
Planning with Respect to Aircraft
Noise"•
Stevens, K.N.,Adone Pietrasanta,
"Procedures for Estimating Noise Exposure
and Resulting Community Reaction From
Air Base Operations" WADC Technical Note
57-10, ADril 1957
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TITLE COMMUNITY NOISE EQUIVALENT LEVEL (CNEL)
UNIT dB
DEFINITION The Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)
is the average (i.e., average on an energy
basis) noise level measured in A-level for
a 24 hour period with different weighting
factors for the noise levels occurring
during the day, evening and nighttime periods.
STANDARDS California Department of Aeronautics,
"Noise Standards," California Administrative
Code, Chapter 9, Title 4 (Register 70, No.
48, November 28, 1970).
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE State of California
PURPOSE CNEL is used in the assessment of noise
impact areas around airports. It was deve-
loped for noise surveillance in land use
planning.
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BACKGROUND CNEL was developed to provide a measure
of noise impact for the State of
California airports using a simple
weighting network to account for spectral
distribution of the noise. The A-
weighting was chosen because of its wide
spread acceptance and international stan-
dardization.
CALCULATION METHOD
Evening (1900-2200) and nighttime (2200-
0700) events are increased in level by 5
and i0 dB respectively to account for the
lower tolerance of people to noise during
those time periods.
CNEL may be determined using either of the
following two calculation procedures.
z. Calculations With Field Noise Measurements
i) " CNEL using Hourly Noise Level (HNL)
r j24CNEL = 10 log L_=ii" antilog24 (HNLi/10)
where:
w. is the time of day weighting
l factor
weightin@ time
1 0700-1900
3* 1900-2200
i0 2200-0700
24
*the exact weighting is 3.16
is the twenty-four hours in a
full day
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[l]
j
2) CNEL using Single Event Noise
Exposure Level (SENEL)
CNEL = l0 log
where:
_ w i- antilog ( )I[2]i=l 86400 SENELn/IO
w i is the time of day weighting
factor
n
weightin@ time I
1 0700-19001
3* 1900-22001
I0 2200-0700_
*the exact weighting is 3.16
is the number of events measured
in SENEL
86400 is the number of seconds in a
day
II. Calculations Without Field Noise
Measurements
The Community Noise Equivalent Level
for a given period is weighted de-
pending upon the number of aircraft
flyovers and the time of occurrence.
CNEL = SENEL + i0 log (ND + 3N E + 10N N) - 49.4
where:
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SENEL is the average on an energy
basis
ND is the number of flights duringthe day (0700-1900)
NE is the number of flights during
the evening (1900-2200)
NN is the number of flights duringthe night (2200-0700)
EXAMPLE I. Calculations With Field Noise Measurements
i) CNEL using Hourly Noise Level (HNL)
Table CNEL-I gives the HNL values
for a 24 hour period. The weighting
factor for time of day has been
applied and the CNEL is calculated
at 80.3 dB.
2) CNEL using Single Event Noise
Exposure Level (SENEL)
Given (Table CNEL-II) the SENEL
events and the approximate time of
occurrence during the day, CNEL for
seven events is 64.4 dB.
II. Calculations Without Field Noise Mea-
surements
For the seven SENEL events given in
Table CNEL-III, the average SENEL is
equal to 99.0 dB.
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Time
0000
0100
0200
0300
0400
0500
0600
0700
0800
0900
1000
ii00
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
TABLE CNEL-I
EXAMPLEOF CALCULATIONFOR CNEL USING HNL
HNL
dB
71.3
41.0
42.2
71.9
44.0
40.7
75.8
79 .i
80.3
78.0
74.6
78.2
79.5
83.0
75.5
77.6
70.5
7O.0
73.4
79.0
77.9
81.3
73.5
67.8
Anti log
613.48 X l0
0.012 "
0 . 016 "
15.48 "
0 .02 "
0. 011 "
38.01 "
81.28 "
107 . 15 "
63.09 "
28.84 "
66 .06 "
89 .12 "
199.52 "
35.48 "
57.54 "
ii. 22 "
i0.00 "
21.87 "
79 .43 "
61.65 "
134.89 "
22 .38 "
6 .02 "
Weighting
Factor
w
i0
I!
f!
II
I!
I!
II
1
I|
|1
t!
I!
I!
U
I!
W
l!
n
n
3
I!
II
10
II
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253.0 X 106
TOTAL = i0 log ( 24 )
6
= i0 log (106.41 X l0 )
CNEL = 80.3 dB
TABLE CNEL-II
EXAMPLEOF CALCULATION FOR CNEL USING SENEL
TIME EVENT SENEL ANTILOG
n dB
WEIGHTING
FACTOR
w
0700-1900
1 90.0 i0.00 X 10
2 92.0 15.84 "
3 89.0 7.94 "
1
1
1
1900-2200 4 105.0 316.22 "
5 I00.0 i00.00 "
2200-0700 6 95.0 31.62 "
7 99.0 79.43 "
i0
i0
TOTAL = i0 log (2393.03 X 108 )
86400
= i0 log (276.97 X 104 )
CNEL = 64.4 dB
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TABLE CNEL-III
EXAMPLEOF CALCULATION FOR CNEL WITH-
OUT FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENTS
SENEL
dB ANTILOG
90.0 I0.00 X 108
92.0 15.84 " "
89.0 7.94 " "
105.0 316.22 " "
i00.0 I00.00 " "
95.0 31.62 " "
99.0 79.43 " "
TOTAL = i0 log (561.07 X 108 )
7
Average (on an energy basis)
SENEL = 99.0 dB
The number of flyovers occurring during
the three major divisions of the day
are :
N D = 3 flyovers
N E = 2 flyovers
N N = 2 flyovers
Then:
_NEL = 99.0 + i0 log [3 + 3(2) + i0
= 64.2 dB
(2) ] -49.4
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EQUIPMENT With Field Noise Measurements
i) Tape recorder (necessary for single
events)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
Without Field Noise Measurements
i) No equipment per se is necessary.
CNEL contours can be drawn using
SENEL levels for different classes
of aircraft along with proposed
volume of operations.
2) In the interest of time and money
economics, a high speed digital
computer is recommended.
REFERENCES l. California Department of Aeronautics,
"Noise Standards," California Adminis-
trative Code, Chapter 9, Title 4
(Register 70, No. 48, November 28, 1970).
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TITLE NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST (NEF)
UNIT (dB like scale)
DEFINITION Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) is the total
summation (on an energy basis) over a 24
hour period (weighted for the time of day)
of Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL)
minus the
constant 88
dB. An illus-
trated approxi-
mation Of NEF
contours for
runways at a
major air-
port is
shown in
Figure NEF-I.
¢
Figure NEF-1 NEF Contours
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United States
PURPOSE
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NEF is used to determine the relative noise
impact of aircraft noise near an airport.
It serves as a land use planning tool for
areas near airports to estimate the effect
of various airplane types and operations
on the community.
BACKGROUND The noise exposure forecast uses EPNL
as its basic noise measure for aircraft
flyovers. EPNL together with the number
of operations during the daytime (0700
to 2200) and nighttime (2200 to 0700)
provide the information necessary to
determine NEF at some specified location.
As the number of events increases NEF
becomes larger.
Because of the added disturbance of night-
time versus the daytime operations, the
noise of each night event effectively
increases in the calculation procedure
by 10 dB. That is, for the same average
number of aircraft operations per hour
during the daytime and nighttime periods,
the NEF value for nighttime operation
would be i0 dB higher than for daytime
operations. For ease in determining
NEF for known aircraft types, tables and
graphs showing EPNL versus distance are
available (Ref. i).
The Noise Exposure Forecasts around a given
airport are lowered in absolute value by
subtraction of a constant (88) to avoid
confusion with CNR, CNEL, etc. An example
of NEF contours for a typical airport
configuration is shown in Figure NEF-1.
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CALCULATION METHOD Calculations With Field Noise Measurements
When using field noise measurements with
EPNL calculated for each of the noise
events• the Noise Exposure Forecast can be
found with the following equation:
In n ]NEF = l0 log Z antilog (EPNLi/10) + 16.67 7 antilog (EPNLi/10) -88
Li=l i=l
Daytime Night time
Events Events [ 1 ]
where:
EPNL i
n
is the Effective Perceived Noise
Level of event i
is the number of events
Calculations Without Field Noise Measurements
A) The total noise exposure at a given point
is viewed as composed of noise produced by
different aircraft flying different flight
paths. For a specific class of aircraft,
"i" on flight path, , NEFij"j " the can be
expressed:
NEFi3 = EPNLij + i0 log [NDij + 16.67 (NNij)]
where :
- 88 [2J
i is aircraft class
j is flight path
2O8
NDij
is number of daytime (0700-2200)
events for aircraft class i, flight
path j
!I
NNij
is number of nighttime (2200-0700)
events for aircraft class i,
flight path j
B) The total NEF at a given ground position
is determined by sununation of all the
individual NEFi_ J values on an energy basis.
EXAMPLE
NEF = i0 log Zi Zj antilog (NEFij/10) [3]
Calculations Without Field Noise Measurements
A)
;un example for one NEFij point using
equation [2] is:
Given:
EPNL.. = 90 EPNdB
z3
ND. ' = 30
z3
NNi j = 4
Then:
NEFij = 90 + i0 log [30 + 16.67 (4)] - 88
= 21.85
B) Computations showing the calculations
involving the total NEF value using
equation [3] (i.e., a stu_ of NEF.. values)
is:
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Given:
NEF 1 = 21.85
NEF 2 = 19.71
NEF 3 = 23.36
NEF (total) = l0 log (antilog
21.85
i0
+ antilog 19.7110 + antilog 23.3610 )
NEF (total) = i0 log (153.1 + 93.5 + 216.8)
= i0 log (463.4)
= 26.7
EQUIPMENT With Field Noise Measurements
i) Tape recorder (necessary for single
events)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) One-third octave band real-time analyzer
4) Or, One-third octave band analyzer plus
graphic level recorder
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Without Field Noise Measurements
a. No equipment is necessary. NEF
contours can be drawn using EPNL
levels for different classes of
aircraft along with proposed volume
of operations.
b. In the interest of economizing time
and money a high speed digital com-
puter is recommended.
REFERENCES i. Bishop, Dwight, and Myles A. Simpson,
"Noise Exposure Forecast Contours for
1967, 1970 and 1975 Operations at
Selected Airports", DOT/FAA Office
of Noise Abatement, FA68WA-1900,
September 1970, BBN Report No. 1863.
2. Bisho p , D. E., Richard Horonjeff, "Noise
Exposure Forecast Contour Interpretations
of Aircraft Noise Tradeoff Studies",
DOT/FAA Office of Noise Abatement,
BBN Report No. 1714, (May 1969).
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TITLE WEIGHTED EQUIVALENT CONTINUOUS PERCEIVED
NOISE LEVEL (WECPNL)
UNIT PNdB
DEFINITION
STANDARDS
Weighted Equivalent Continuous Perceived
Noise Level is the average (on an energy
basis) noise level for a 24 hour period.
Appropriate weightings are included for
time of day and night and season of the
year.
International Civil Aviation Organization,
"Aircraft Noise", Annex 16; First Edition,
August 1971.
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
PURPOSE
Limi ted
WECPNL is used to determine the relative
noise impact of aircraft noise near an
airport.
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BACKGROUND WECPNLwas adopted by the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) as a
reference unit for total noise exposure
from aircraft noise. WECPNLuses Effec-
tive Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) as
its basic noise measure for aircraft fly-
overs. EPNL for each of the operations
during the daytime (0700 to 2200) and
nighttime (2200 to 0700) plus monthly
temperature values provide the information
necessary to determine WECPNL. As the
number of events increases WECPNLbecomes
larger. Because of the added disturbance
of nighttime versus the daytime operations,
the nighttime portion of the noise is
increased by 10 dB.
A seasonal weighting factor based on tem-
perature values is also included to adjust
for open windows or closed windows.
CALCULATION METHOD In order to calculate WECPNL, first deter-
mine Total Noise Exposure Level (TNEL) and
then Equivalent Continuous Perceived Noise
Level (ECPNL) for the day and nighttime
periods.
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TOTAL NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL
In 1TNEL = i0 log Z antilog (EPNLi/10)i=l +
(TNEL)
T
i0 log ( °/t o ] [l]
where:
EPNL i is the Effective Perceived
Noise Level of event i
n is the number of events
T
o
is I0 seconds
t o is one second
EQUIVALENT CONTINUOUS PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL
(ECPNL)
ECPNL = TNEL - I0 log (T/t o ) [2]
where:
T is a specified time period, i.e.,
day, month, or year (usually total
time under consideration in seconds)
t o is one second
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WEIGHTEDEQUIVALENT CONTIi'_UOUSPERCEIVED
NOISE LEVEL (WECPNL)
WECPNL= i0 log antilog (ECPNLD/10) + g antilog
+ I0)/i0) I + S(ECPNLN
where :
[3]
ECPNLD is the ECPNL during the day-time hours 0700-2200
ECPNLN is the ECPNL during the night-time hours 2200-0700
S is seasonal variations
TABLE WECPNL-I
Seasonal Weighting Factor, S
dB
Condition
Less than i00 hours per month at or
above 20°C (68°F)
More than i00 hours per month at or
above 20°C and less than i00 hours
at or above 25.6°C (78°F)
More than I00 hours per month at or
above 25.6°C
S
-5
+5
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EXAMPLE An example of the wECPNL calculation pro-
cedure for five flyovers per day during the
summer.
Given: EPNL 1
EPNL 2
EPNL 3
EPNL 4
EPNL 5
= 85 PNdB Daytime
= 90 PNdB Daytime
= 95 PNdB Daytime
= 85 PNdB Nighttime
= 90 PNdB Nighttime
Temperature 80°F for more than 100 hours
per month
Then:
85 90TNELDay = I0 log antilog I-_ + antilog _-_
9s]+ antilog i-0 + 10 log i
= 10 log (3.162 x 108 + 10.0
x 108 + 31.62 x 108 ) + i0
= 106.5
TNELNight = i0 log antilog + antilog I-_
10
+ 10 log-T
- i0 log (3.162 x 108 + i0.0
x 10 8) + i0
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= 101.2
ECPNLD = 106 .5 - i0 log FILI_5x 601 x 60j7
= 59.2
ECPNL N = 101.2- l0 iog[ 9 x 601 x 60 I
= 56.1
WECPNL = i0 log antilog _ + antilog
56.1 +i0 i01 + 5
= I0 log (5.199 + 1.528 x 105 ) + 5
= 63.3
Thus WECPNL for the 5 flyovers per day
during the summer is 63.3 PNdB.
EQUIPMENT i) Tape recorder (necessary for single event)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) One-third octave band real time analyzer
4) Or, One-third octave band analyzer plus
graphic level recorder
REFERENCES International Civil Aviation Organization,
"Aircraft Noise", Annex 16; First Edition,
August 1971.
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TITLE
UNIT
DEFINITION
NOISE POLLUTION LEVEL (NPL) (LNp)
(None) [dB like units]
Noise Pollution Level (NPL) is a noise
rating which takes into account the
equivalent continuous noise level and the
effect of the magnitude of the time
variation of the noise level.
STANDARDS
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
PURPOSE
(None)
United Kingdom and United States
NPL was developed in an effort to improve
upon the other single number noise rating
systems (in particular Equivalent Sound
Level, Leq) which had previously consi-
dered only noise intensity. NPL attempts
to account for the increased annoyance
due to the effect of fluctuations of
the environmental noise level.
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BACKGROUND NPL was introduced by Robinson (Reference
1 and 2) in a further efforE to combine
results from studies on community reaction
and noise level. NPL is essentially
derived from two terms, the first one is
based on the intensity in level of the
intruding noise while the second term is
influenced by the level or fluctuation in
the background noise. Thus, even though
two noise sources have the same equivalent
sound level, the less steady the level
of a noise the greater its disturbing and
annoying quality and the greater the NPL.
NPL is measured upon some scale like A-
level or Perceived Noise Level which has
been related tolsubjective evaluations
of noisiness. Results from studies using
NPL measures have been found to correlate
well with existing survey data (Ref. 3).
However, addi•tionai'investigation is
recommended to validate the effectiveness
of NPL when used directly in a community
survey.
CALCULATION METHOD The basic definition of NPL is given by the
following equation:
i) Continuous Integration
NPL = Leq + ko
[1]
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where :
L
eq
k
is Equivalent Continuous Sound
Level in A-Level (AL) over a
specified period of time (see
Leq p.lO0)
is a constant assuming the value
of 2.56, since this value leads
to the best fit with currently
available studies of subjective
response to noise
is the standard deviation of the
time varying sound level over
a specified period of time
2)
where :
Temporal Sampling
NPL = L + kG [2]
eq
L
eq
k
is equivalent continuous sound
level sampled in instantaneous
level (i.e., AL i) over a specified
period of time (see L p.100)
eq
is a constant assuming the value
of 2.56
is the standard deviation of the
instantaneous level (i.e., ALi)
considered as a statistical time
series over a specified period of
time
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_ _7. (_ - L) 2 = _ Z L2 - (7_ L)
N N 2
L is instantaneous level for sample i
3) An alternate expression for NPL is:
NPL' = L50 + d + (d2/60) [3]
where :
d is (L10 - L90 )
LI0
LS0
L90
are the decile noise levels ex-
ceeded respectively 10%, 50% and
90% of the time during the obser-
vation period
EXAMPLE NPL using the approximation method of
temporal sampling in equation [23 is
as follows:
Given :
AL 1 = 67 dB (A)
AL 2 = 74 dB (A)
AL 3 = 76 dB (A)
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L
eq
Then:
I 67 74 76 1
antilog _ + antilog _-_ + antilog _-_
= 10 log 3
= i0 log [5.01 + 25.12 + 39.81]
3L J
= 73.7
I
L
67 + 74 + 76
3
= 72.33
= _(72.33-67) 2 + (72.33-74) 2 + (72.33-76)
3
= 3.86
NPL 73.7 + 2.56 (3.86)
= 83.6
Thus NPL for the three sound level samples
in time is 83.6.
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EQUIPMENT i) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
2) Continuous Integration: special
monitoring equipment capable of
integrating sound levels for spe-
cified duration
3) Digital computer with sampling
capabilities (optional)
4) Statistical distribution analyzer
may be employed which contains
approximate formulas listed under
the calculation method
REFERENCES i. Robinson, D. W., "The Concept of Noise
Pollution Level", NPL Aero Report Ac38,
National Physical Laboratory, Aero-
dynamics Division, March 1969.
2. Robinson, D. W., "An Outline Guide
to Criteria for the Limitation of
Urban Noise", NPL Aero Report Ac39,
March 1969, National Physical Laboratory,
Aerodynamics Division, Teddington,
England.
3. Robinson, D. W., Towards a Unified
System of Noise Assessment, J. Sound
Vibration 14, 279-98 (1971).
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TITLE DAY-NIGHT LEVEL (Ldn)
UNIT dB
DEFINITION Day-Night Level (Ldn) is the average
(i.e., on an energy basis) A-weighted
noise level integrated over a 24 hour
period. Appropriate weightings are
applied for the noise levels occurring
in the daytime and nighttime periods.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United States
PURPOSE The purpose of Ldn is to provide a single
number measure of time-varying noise for
a specified time period. It was deve-
loped for noise exposure surveillance and
as an aid in land use planning.
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BACKGROUND Day-Night Level (Ldn) was developed as a
single number measure of community noise
exposure. It was designed to improve
upon Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) by
adding a correction for nighttime noise
intrusions. A i0 dB correction is
applied to nighttime (2200-0700) sound
levels to account for the increased
annoyance to noise during the night
hours. Ldn uses the same energy equivaZent
concept as Leq , which is defined as
representing a fluctuating noise level in
terms of a steady state noise having the
same energy content. The specified time
integration period is for 24 hours.
Again, like L there is no stipulation of
eq
a minimum noise sampling threshold.
The noise level is measured in A-weighted
sound pressure level. However, other
weighting functions may be better for
evaluating the effects of noise on human
annoyance (i.e., D-level).
Ldn was not designed as a single source
measure, and therefore it does not account
adequately for tonal components or. impulse
noise. It is recommended that this mea-
sure not be used in determining source
standards or for certification of product
noise. Essentially, Day-Night Level was
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introduced as a simple method for pre-
dicting the effects on a population of
the average long term exposure to
environmental noise.
Recommended Ldn levels of 55 to 60 dB
are projected as the long range goal for
maximum permissible average sound level
with respect to health and welfare.
Results from test data indicated that an
outdoor Ldn of approximately 60 dB or
less is required in order that no more
than 23% of the population exposed to
noise would be highly annoyed.
CALCULATION METHOD Ldn can be determined by two different
methods.
i) CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION
For continuous time integration of A-
weighted sound level for a 24 hour period
(86400 seconds), the formula is:
Ldn = l0 log lo/
86400
w It] •
antilog86400 (AL[t]/10) dt I
where:
Ill
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w is the time of day weighting factor
WEIGHTING TIME
1 0700 - 2200
i0 2200 - 0700
t
AL[t]
dt
86400
istime in seconds
is instantaneous A-level at
time t
is At as it approaches 0
is the number of seconds in a day
2) TEMPORALSAMPLING
For discrete sampling of A-weighted sound
level for a 24 hour time period, the
formula is:
n
Ldn = i0 log Z
i=l w i • antilOgn (ALi/10) I [2]
where:
w i
AL i
n
is the time of day weighting factor
(see equation [13) for sample i
is the A-level for sample i (for
sounds with time varying fluctuations
use Leq)
is the number of samples of AL in
a 24 hour period (or L for
eq
specified periods of time within
24 hours)
EXAMPLE The following example illustrates one
method of determining Ldn. These three
samples are Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)
over specified time periods.
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TEMPORAL SAMPLING
(for 24 hours)
TABLE Ldn-I
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION FOR Ldn
TIME
0700-1000
1000-1300
1300-1600
1600-1900
1900-2200
2200-0100
0100-0400
0400-0700
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
L
eq
(dB)
71
75
70
73
70
70
65
68
ANTILOG
6
12.0 X i0
31.0 " "
10.0 " "
20 .0 " "
i0.0 " "
i0.0 " "
3 .2 " "
6 .3 " "
WEIGHTING
FACTOR
w
i0
II
II
Table Ldn-I gives the measured Leq for
eight 3-hour samples during a 24 hour
period. The weighting factors for time of
day and night have been applied and the
Day-Night Sound Level is:
TOTAL = 10 log [278.08X 106 J
= i0 log (34.75 X 106 )
Ldn = 75.4 dB
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ii
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
Continuous Sampling:
Special monitoring equipment capable of
integrating sound levels for long
periods of time
Temporal Sampling
a. Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
b. Graphic level recorder
c. Tape recorder
d. Statistical distribution analyzer
lo von Gierke, Henning, Draft Report on
Impact Characterization of Noise
Inducing Implications of Identifying
and Achieving Levels of Cumulative
Noise Exposure, Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), Aircraft/Airport Noise
Report Study, June i, 1973, Task Group 3.
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TITLE ISOPSOPHIC INDEX (_)
UNIT ._.:,;. PNdB
DEFINITION
,= o
STANDARDS
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
The Isopsophic Index (N) is an aircraft
noise rating measure based upon the
average (on an energy basis) maximum
Perceived Noise Level (PNLma x) of a flyover.
It takes into account the number of events
and appropriate weightings for time of
• day, evening or night.
Another French measure, termed the Classi-
fication Index, R, is identical in all
respects to N. it is also used in land
use planning and in attempts to predict
people's annoyance with noise exposure.
(None)
France
PURPOSE N is used to determine the relative noise
impact of aircraft noise near an airport.
It serves as a land use planning tool for
areas near airports.
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BACKGROUND The French conducted an extensive social
survey in the community areas around their
four major airports. The results from
the survey were used to derive two attitude
scales, one a nuisance scale related to
aircraft noise, and the other a general
satisfaction scale related to the dis-
trict of residence. The correlation
between the rating of the nuisance scale
and the degree of noise exposure as a
function of N was 0.93.
When night operations are considered in
the Isopsophic Index the nighttime hours
are divided into two periods (2000-0200)
and (0200-0600) with weighting factors
applied to each period much like CNEL.
The first night period is viewed as 3
times more significant than the second
nighttime period. The 10 log summation is
no longer used, the term being replaced by
6 log (3nl+n2)-i where n I and n 2 are the
number of operations in the two nighttime
periods. However, a direct i0 log summation
process can be used when 3nl+n2<64. There
is a simple linear translation of N to
Composite Noise Rating (CNR) where N_CNR-18.
As a result of their work with Isopsophic
Index, the French have established areas for
land use on the basis of the noise exposure.
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Land Planning Zones
AREA A N>96
(CNR>II4)
All buildings prohibited
except those corresponding
to activities associated
with the vicinity of the
airport.
AREA B 89<N<96
(107<CNR<II4)
Development of existing
communities to be restricted
to areas located within the
smallest possible perimeters.
Construction for residential
purposes will be authorized
subject to adequate sound-
proofing. Density limitations
(number of inhabitants to the
hectare) will also be esta-
blished for this type of
residential area. Erection
of public buildings (i.e.,
schools, hospitals, etc.) and
residential buildings should
be avoided. Should the erec-
tion of such public buildings
be considered essential,
soundproofing should conform
to at least a certain given
value and each case should
be studied specifically.
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AREA C 84<N<89
(102<CNR<I07)
AREA D N<84
(CNR<I02)
New residential developments
to be avoided. Density limi-
tations (number of inhabitants
per hectare) will be esta-
blished for all residential
buildings and it will be
recommended that such resi-
dential buildings as well as
public building be provided
with adequate soundproofing,
each case being studied
specifically.
No building restrictions.
CALCULATION METHOD The Isopsophic Index can be computed from
the following equations:
FOR DAYTIME OPERATIONS (0600-2200)
Nday = PNLma x + 10 log N-30
where:
[l]
PNL
max
is the average (on an energy
basis) of maximum PNL's
N is the number of events during
the daytime (0600-2200)
FOR NIGHTTIME OPERATIONS (2200-0600)
Nnight : P--_max + 6 log
where:
(3n I + n 2) - 31 [2]
PNL
max
is the average (on an energy
basis) of maximum PNL's
n I is the number of events during
early night (2200-0200)
n 2 is the number of events during
late night (0200-0600)
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FOR THE 24 HOUR PERIOD
EXAMPLE
N = 10 log [antilog (Nday/10) + antilog (Nnight/10) ]
Given :
[3]
I
PNL
max
I
PNLmaxl 85 Daytime (0600-2200)
PNL
max 2
PNL
max 3
PNL
max 4
PNL = 95
max 5
PNL = 85
max 6
PNL = 90
max 7
Thus for Daytime:
ntilog l-O
= 10 log
= 90 "
= 95 " "
= 90 Nighttime (2200-0200)
II U
" (0200-0600)
II II
+ 90antilog i-_ + antilog3
= 91"7 =[ 3"162 x I08 + I0 x I08 + 31"62 x I08]3
Nday = 91.7 + 10 log 3 - 30
m 91.7 + 4.8 - 30
= 66.5
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PNL
max
-- i0 log
For Ni@httime:
la 90 95 85 90 1
ntilog I-_ + antilog _ + antilog l-_ + antilog _-_
4
= 91.4 = [10 X 108 + 31.62 X l08 +43.162 X 108 + i0 X 10 8 ]
Nnight = 91.4 + 6 log (3 X 2 + 2) - 31
= 91.4 + 5.41 - 31
= 65.8
For 24 Hour Period
N = i0 log [antilog (_)+ antilog (65_8
= 69.2 PNdB
EQUIPMENT l) Tape recorder (necessary for single event)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) One-third octave band real time analyzer
4) Or, One-third octave band analyzer plus
graphic level recorder
REFERENCES l.
•
Galloway, William J., Dwight Bishop,
"Noise Exposure Forecasts: Evolution,
Evaluation, Extensions and Land Use Inter-
pretations", DOT-FAA Office of Noise Abate-
ment, BBN Report No. 1862, (August 1970).
ICAO Special Meeting, "Correlation of
Surveys with the DetJermination of Noise
Areas Around Aerodromes," Presentation by
France, Meeting on Aircraft Noise in the
Vicinity of Aerodromes, Noise 1969-WP/15,
Item 2, Paper No. 2, 6 August 1969.
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TITLE MEAN ANNOYANCE LEVEL (_)
UNIT
DEFINITION
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
PURPOSE
dB
The Mean Annoyance Level (Q) is the
average (on an energy basis) noise level
measured in A-level for a specified time
period.
Germany and Austria
The Q index as a rating of noise impact
is used in Germany to define four zones
of aircraft noise exposure for land use.
The Austrians adapted the Q index to
measure noise fluctuations in homes and
office buildings.
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BACKGROUND Germany
The Mean Annoyance Level (Q) in Germany
was developed for assessing aircraft
noise and land use around airports.
The four zones around an airport which
define land use for occupants are based
on a critical value of Q equal to the
noise level of 82 PNdB.
Land Planning Zones
Zone I Q> 82
Zone II 77<Q<82
n
Zone III 72<Q<77
i
Zone IV Q<72
Nonresidential building,
uninhabitable.
Residential building only
in urgent cases (i.e.,
for airport personnel).
Strong sound suppression
measures are required.
Not recommended for resi-
dences. Sound suppression
measures required if
dwellings must be built
here.
No restrictions, but no
new hospitals, rest homes,
homes for the aged, schools,
churches, or scientific
institutions may be built
in the vicinity of the
boundary to Zone III.
Austria
The Q index value adapted by the Austrians
is based upon the percentage of time the
noise is at a certain level. The concern
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here is with the habitability of dwellings,
office buildings and educational insti-
tutions in areas where there is influence
from traffic noise.
CALCULATION METHOD German_
The Mean Annoyance Level (Q) used in
Germany is the summation of various noise
level samples multiplied by their re-
spective durations (T), then averaged
over a specified time (T), with the result
being multiplied by a constant. The con-
stant in this case is 13.3 which corresponds
to 4 dB increase per doubling of duration.
The expression for computing Q is as follows:
rn 1= 13.3 log _ antilog -T_ [1]L i=l (ALi/13.3)
T
where:
AL ,
l is the sound level for each sample i
(or PNdB may be used)
°
l
is the duration at that level for
sample i
T is the specified time which may be
1 hour, 12 hours, etc.
n is the number of samples
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Austria
The Q index as used in Austria is the
summation of sampled A-level, multiplied
by the percentage of time that level is
maintained within a total specified time
period. A constant is used (13.3) which
corresponds to 4 dB increase per doubling
of duration.
The expression for computing the _ index
is as follows:
= 13.3 log InT. antilog (ALk/13.3)k=l "fk [2]
i00
where:
ALk is the sound level in dB(A) de-
fining each class (k) in the
statistical distribution of
observed noise levels
fk is the percentage of time the
noise level is in class k
n is the number of classes
EXAMPLE Ge rma ny
For the example given in Table Q-I, A-level
has been sampled at one hour intervals for
a total period of 12 hours. However, for
areas which have a great many aircraft
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flyovers the sampling interval T would be
much shorter (i.e., approximately 1
second) .
Thus for five samples of varying durations
the Q index is 76.9 dB. This indicates a
Zone III recommendation for land usage.
Austria
Table Q-II gives an example for the
Austrian Q index. The sampled A-level is
divided into class intervals with the re-
spective percentage of time the level is
maintained in each of the five intervals.
The _ index for this method is 76.9 dB,
the same as the measurement procedure from
Germany.
EQUIPMENT i) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
2) Tape Recorder (optional)
3) Digital Computer (preferably)
Or, Graphic Level Recorder
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wTABLE Q-I
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION FOR MEAN ANNOYANCE LEVEL (Q)
HOUR PERIOD)
GERMANY
(FOR A 12
Samp le
1
2
3
4
5
A-Leve 1
dB
70.0
75.0
80.0
85.0
65.0
T
Duration
Hours
4
2
3
1
2
12 Hrs.
Antilog
7.33 X 105
8 .71 "
31.05 "
24.60 "
i. 54 "
TOTAL = 13.3 lOG (
73.24 X 105
12 )
= 13.3 (5.78)
= 76.9 dB
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TABLE Q-II
EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS FOR MEAN ANNOYANCE LEVEL (Q)
12 HOUR P RIOD)
AUSTRIA
(FOR A
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
H our s
Sampled
4
2
3
1
2
12 Hr.
Percent
Time
%
33
17
25
8
17
1-oo%
Class
Interval
dB (A)
Antilog
70.0
75.0
80.0
85.0
65.0
6.04 X 106
7.40
25.88 "
19 .68
1.31 "
TOTAL = 13.3 lOG (
6
60.32 X 10
ioo )
= 13.3 (5.78)
Q- 76.9 dB
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REFERENCES i. Bruckmayer, F., "Beurteilung von
Larmbelastigung dutch Bezug auf den
Storpegel", (Judgment of Noise Annoyance
by Comparison with the 'Background Noise
Level') Osterreichische Ingenieur-
Zeitschrift, Jg. 1963, p. 315. Also
Paper L-16 in IVth International
Congress on Acoustics, Copenhagen,
August 21-28, 1962.
2. Bruckmayer, F., and J. Lang, "Storung
durch Verkehslarm in Unterrichtsraumen"
(Disturbance Due to Traffic Noise in
Schoolrooms), Osterreichische Ingenieur-
Zeitschrift, II (3): 73-77 (1968).
3. Koppe, E. W., K. R. Matschat and E. A.
Muller, "Abstract of a Procedure for
the Description and Assessment of Air-
craft Noise in the Vicinity of an Air-
port", Acustica 16: 251-253 (1965/66).
4. Lang, Judith, "Verkehrslarm - Messung
and Darstellung" ("Measurement and
Presentation of Traffic Noise"), Fifth
International Congress on Acoustics,
Liege, (7-14 September 1965), paper F-35.
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TITLE NOISINESS INDEX (N-T)
UNIT (dB like scale)
DEFINITION The Noisiness Index, N--_, is the average
(on an energy basis) noise level based
upon a tone corrected A-level for a 24
hour period. Appropriate corrections are
applied for time of day, or night, and
season of the year.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE South Africa
PURPOSE The N-_ rating scheme is another measure
used to relate community response to
aircraft noise exposure.
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I
BACKGROUND Van Niekerk and Muller studied the noise
exposure from aircraft flyovers in South
Africa and developed the Noisiness Index
(N-r). The Noisiness Index is the inte-
grated tone corrected A-level with effec-
tive duration of that level for a twenty-
four hour period. Because of this inte-
gration process, N-T takes into consideration
both the duration as well as the magnitude
of the noise signal. Additional corrections
were introduced to adjust for day, evening,
or night hours, or for various seasons of
the year.
Measurement and analysis of the noise
is done in one-third octave band frequen-
cies. The tone corrections are added to
the third-octave band data before calcu-
lating A-level. The actual tone correction
procedure is taken from the techniques
employed for Effective Perceived Noise
Level (EPNL) or tone corrected Perceived
Noise Level (PNLT). The effeotive duration
is the duration of an equivalent energy
sample with the same maximum level.
The National Institute for Personnel
Research of the South African Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research con-
ducted a social survey to relate community
response to aircraft noise exposure. The
results indicated that about 13% of the
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÷
i
people were disturbed by aiTcraft noise
at an _-f value of 60, about 18% at _f
of 65, and about 45% were disturbed at an
N--[of 70. The _ range between 65 and 70
is thus regarded as the upper limits in
setting noise criteria for a residential
development.
CALCULATION METHOD N-_ may be determined using the following
formula:
_-f- 10 log Z antilog T + I0 log (t/t o) + C + S
i=l . i0
[z]
where : ...... .
: _-_ _- _ . -c.' . ._.'_
•_ . .; • _ _ : • .
- ._ _ .
AL T
t
t
O
C
S
is tone corrected A-level from one-
third octave band data. The pro-
cedure for determining tone corrected
A,level to the same as that for
tone corrected Perceived Noise
Level (PNLT see p. 86).
is effective duration in seconds
is total time in seconds
is the time of day correction
is the seasonal correction
EFFECTIVE DURATION (t)
I) Continuous Integration
t = antilog (ALmax/10) t antii0g (AL(t)/10) dt
[23
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where :
ALmax
t2
is maximum A-level
brackets the time during which
the noise signal is within a
minimum of i0 dB(A) down from
the maximum value (ALmax)
dt is At as it approaches 0
AL(t) is A-level as a function of time
n
t % _
i=l
2) Temporal Sampling
antilog (ALi/10) At/antilog (ALmax/10) ]
where:
AL,
1
is the instantaneous A-level for
sample i
[3]
At is the time interval between samples
in seconds
n is the number of samples for which
the noise is within a minimum of
i0 dB(A) down from its maximum AL i
EXAMPLE An example of the _ calculation procedure
is as follows for a 24 hour time period
(86400 seconds) durinq a season where the
temperature is 80°F for more than 100 hours
per month.
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TABLE NI-I
SUGGESTED VALUES FOR THE DIURNAL
-- WEIGHTING FACTOR C(IN dB)
ime of day C 2 C 3
(hours)
I0700 - 2200 0
2200 - 0700 i0
0700 - 1900
1900 - 2200
2200 - 0700
i
i , m..
i0
Note: C = C 2 if the day is divided into two periods, and
C = C 3 if the day is divided into three periods.
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iTABLE NI-II
SUGGESTED VALUES FOR THE SEASONAL
WEIGHTING FACTOR S (IN dB)
Seasonal Condition S
Less than i00 hours per month
at or above 20°C
-5
More than 100 hours per month
at or above 20°C and less than
100 hours at or above 25.6°C
More than 100 hours per month
at or above 25.6°C +5
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AL T (Tone corrected A-level)
The appropriate tone corrections have
been applied to the spectrum listed in
Table N-I-III according to the procedure
outlined in the measure for PNLT (see p. 86).
Thus, AL T equals 91.6 dB.
t (effective duration)
Approximate effective duration has been
calculated in Table NI-IV. Thus, for
a .5 second interval sampling of the
spectrum given in Table NI-III the effec-
tive duration is t = 3.7 seconds.
I_T (Noisiness Index)
Using the answers calculated for AL T and
t from above, along with the respective
information for some additional samples
the Noisiness Index is determined as
follows:
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TABLE N-T-IV
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE DURATION (t)
Time
(sec.)
9.5
10.0
10.5
Ii.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
A-level
dB (A)
76.3
75.4
77.0
80.6
83.2
85.5
87.8
89.1
90.5
90.8
90.7
89.8
88.1
86.8
85.5
83.9
82.3
81.1
79.3
78.9
77.7
75.7
Antilog
7
4.27 X i0
3.47 "
5.01 "
Ii. 48 "
20.89 "
35.48 "
60.26 "
81.28 "
112.20 "
120 .23
117.49 "
95.50 "
64 .57 "
47.86 "
35.48 "
24.55 "
16.98 "
12.88 "
8.51 "
7.76 "
5.89 "
3 .72 "
TOTAL =
t ..
(895.76 X 107 ) X 0.5
120.23 X 107
3.7 sec.
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Given:
ALTI
ALT2 =
ALT3 =
ALT4 =
ALT5 =
*From calculations above
= 90.6* t = 3.7* sec. Daytime
95.7 t = 5.2 sec. Daytime
87.9 t = 2.8 sec. Evening
93.3 t = 4.3 sec. Night
85.4 t = 2.2 sec. Night
Then:
c
N-T = i0 log |antilog 90.6 + i0 log (3.7/86400) + 0 + 5
t i0
+
antilog 95.7 + i0 io@ (5.2/86400) + 0 + 5
i0 +
antilog 87.9 + i0 log (2.8/86400) + 5 + 5 +
i0
antilog 93.3 + i0 log (4.3/86400) + i0 + 5 +
i0
7
85.4 + I0 log (2.2/86400) + i0 + 5 |
antilog
10 J
= i0 log [(1.55 + 7.08 + 2.00 + 38.02 + 2.82) X l05]
= l0 log (51.46 X l05)
m
NI = 67.1
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Thus, the Noisiness Index (N-_) for five
flyovers during the summer is N-[ = 67.1,
which puts it in the marginal region for
residential acceptability.
EQUIPMENT i)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Tape recorder
Sound level meter (IEC Standard)
One-third octave band real time
analyzer
Or, Graphic level recorder
Digital computer with sampling
capability (optional)
Continuous Integration
Special monitoring equipment
capable of integrating sound
levels for a specified duration
REFERENCES i. Galloway, William J., Dwight Bishop,
"Noise Exposure Forecasts: Evolution,
Evaluation, Extensions and Land Use
Interpretations", DOT-FAA Office of
Noise Abatement, BBN Report No. 1862,
(August 1970).
2. van Niekerk, C. G., and Muller, J. L.,
"Assessment of Aircraft Noise Distur-
bance," J. R. Ae. Soc. w73, 383-396 (1969) .
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TITLE TOTAL NOISE LOAD (B)
UNIT (None)
DEFINITION
r
The Total Noise Load (B) is the average
(on an energy basis) noise level measured
in A-level. Appropriate corrections are
made for number of aircraft flyovers and
for the time of day. B is numerically
equal to the "mean relative nuisance"
percentage.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE Netherlands
PURPOSE Total Noise Load is used to determine
the relative noise impact of aircraft
noise near an airport.
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BACKGROUND Total Noise Load was developed following
an extensive study done by the Committee
on Noise Nuisance of the Netherlands.
One thousand interviews were done in
the communities surrounding the airport
in Amsterdam resulting in a "mean
relative nuisance" scale. Physical
measurements of noise produced by about
I000 aircraft flyovers were also ob-
tained to establish the noise exposure
in the communities.
The Dutch scientists then developed a
concept which combined the number of
events with the respective A-levels.
The resulting expression places a
different emphasis on the effect of the
variations in level or number of aircraft
as compared to the other community
measures.
The Total Noise Load is the number equal
to the percentage of "mean relative
nuisance" obtained in the Dutch social
survey. The Dutch authorities have
chosen a B rating of 45 as the "limit of
admissibility" which is equal to a
45% "mean relative nuisance" score.
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CALCULATION METHOD The equation for the Total Noise Load
is as follows:
in ]B = 20 log Z w • antilog (ALi/15) - Ci=l
where:
[1]
C is 157 for noise measurements made
for 1 year
is 106 for noise measurements made
for 1 day
AL i is the A-level for event i
w is the time of day weighting factor
n is the number of events
TABLE B-I
HOURLY WEIGHTING FACTOR
Weighting
Time Factor w
0000-0600 i0
0600-0700 8
0700-0800 4
0800-1800 1
1800-1900 2
1900-2000 3
2000-2100 4
2100-2200 6
2200-2300 8
2300-2400 10
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EXAMPLE The example of calculations for the
Total Noise Load (B) for eight flyovers
during the time period of one day is
shown in Table B-II. A B of 50,6 for
the flyovers is equivalent to the 50%
"mean relative nuisance" score.
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
l) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
2) Tape recorder (optional)
3) Digital computer
Or, Graphic level recorder
%
i. Bitter, C., "La Gene due au Bruit des
Avions" ("Disturbance Due to Airplane
Noise"), presented at a Colloquium
on the Definition of Human Requirements
with Regard to Noise, 18 & 19 November
1968, Paris; published in Revue
d'Acoustique, _ (i0): 88-96 (1970).
2. Schultz, Theodore J., "Technical Back-
ground for Noise Abatement in HUD's
Operating Programs", for U. S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development, BBN
Report No. 2005, (September 1970).
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TABLE B- I I
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION FOR TOTAL NOISE LOAD FOR 1 DAY
T ime
0000-0100
0100-0200
0200-0300
0300-0400
0400-0500
0500-0600
0600-0700
0700-0800
0800-0900
0900-1000
1000-1100
1100-1200
1200-1300
1300-1400
1400-1500
1500-1600
1600-1700
1700-1800
1800-1900
1900-2000
2000-2100
2100-2200
2200-2300
2300-2400
Events
(in ALma x)
None
I!
N
I!
I!
80.0
95.0
98.0
None
11
11
11
11
85.0
93.0
None
!l
11
95.0
99.0
None
11
11
85.0
None
11
II
Antilog
5
2.15 X i0
21.54 "
34.14 "
4.64 X 105
15.84 "
21.54 X 105
39.81 "
4.64 X 105
Weighting
Factor
10
1!
W
U
II
I!
I!
n
8
4
1
N
H
N
II
II
N
N
W
N
11
2
3
4
6
8
10
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TOTAL = 20 LOG (67.88 X 106 ) -106.0
= 156.63 - 106.0
B = 5O.6
NOTES
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TITLE
UNIT
RATING SOUND LEVEL (Lr)
dB
DEFINITION Rating Sound Level (Lr) is a procedure
that provides a numerical value for sounds
of different spectral and temporal para-
meters using corrected A-level or equivalent
A-weighted sound level (Leq). The assessed
L r for the intruding noise is compared
with a Noise Criterion which takes various
environmental features into account.
STANDARDS
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
International Organization of Standardi-
zation. Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1996 -
Noise Assessment with Respect to Community
Response (Document ISO/TC 43 (Secretariat -
452) 529 E).
United Kingdom
PURPOSE L r is always used in conjunction with a
Noise Criterion as specified in ISO 1996.
Together they provide a means of assessing
the impact of noise on a community.
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BACKGROUND The Rating Sound Level (Lr) and the Noise
Criterion are used together in an effort
to refine predictions of community re-
sponse to an intruding sound. L r uses
A-level or Leq depending on the fluc-
tuating characteristics of the sound. A
correction term is added to these measures
to account for impulse noise, tonal con-
tent, and duration of the noise. (Table
Lr-I).
Noise Rating (NR) curves (see p.271) or
Composite Noise Rating (CNR) (see p. 184)
methods are employed when the sound pressure
levels are measured in one-third or octave
band frequencies instead of A-level.
The Noise Criterion is used with Lr as a
means of describing projected community
response. The basic noise criteria it-
self is related to the pre-existing
background level which should be esta-
blished according to the living habits
of the people of the community in question.
It has been suggested for residential areas
that a suitable background criteria is in
the 35-45 dB(A) range. Correction terms
for time of day (Table Lr-II) and for
different zoning specifications (Table Lr-III)
are applied to the basic noise criteria.
The community reaction to a noise source is
approximated bythe amount that the Rating
Sound Level (Lr) exceeds the Noise Criterion.
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TABLE Lr-I
CORRECTIONS TO THE MEASURED SOUND LEVEL IN dB(A)
Characteristic features of the noise
Impulsive noise
(e.g. [rom hammering)
Peak factor
Audible tone components
Spect rum character (e.g. wldne) prese=
Duration of the noise w/th
sound level LA as a
percentage of the relevant
time period
l_t weerl ;
]00 and
and 18
18 and 6
6 and 1.8
1.8 and 0.6
0.6 and 0,2
Less than O. 2
Cor_rectlon
d_A)
+5
+5
i i
0
-5
-I0
--15
.-. 20
-25
-- 30
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TABLE L -I I
r
CORRECTIONS TO BASIC CRITERION FOR DIFFERENT TIMES OF DAY
Time of day
Daytime
Evening
Nighttime
Correction to basic criterion
dB (A)
0
-5
-i0 to -15
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CORRECTIONS TO BASIC
DIFFERENT ZONES
TABLE L -III
r
CRITERION FOR RESIDENTIAL PREMISES IN
Type ofdistrict
Rural residential,, zones of hospitals,
recrcatlon
Suburban residcntial, little road traffic
Urban residential
Residcntlalurban with some workshops or
with business,or with main roads
City (business, tradc, administrallon)
Predominantly industrial area (heavy
industry)
Correction to basic
cr/tcrlon
dD(^)
=,,
0
+5
÷ I0
+15
+ 20
+ 25
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CALCULATION METHOD Rating Sound Level
The Rating Sound Level (L r) for most types
of sounds can be determined from the
following formulas:
a) Impulsive Noise or Tones
L r = LA + correction*
b) Noises of Fluctuating Level
L r = Leq + correction*
*Refer to Table Lr-I
Noise Criteria Procedure
After choosing the basic Noise Criterion
according to the zoning definition for
a specified community (i.e., 35-45 dB(A)
for a residential area), the corrections
for time of day and type of district
(Table Lr-II and III respectively) are
applied.
Community Response
Community response to the intruding
noise is then categorically estimated
in Table Lr-IV by the amount that the
Rating Sound Level exceeds the Noise
Criterion.
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TABLE Lr-IV
ESTIMATED COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO NOISE
,Amount In dB(A) by which the
rating sound ]eve] Lr exceeds
the noise criterion .
0
5
I0
15
20
Category
- :. +.
None
Little
Medium
Strong
IVery _rong
.--L.
Estimated commurdty response.
Description
No observed reaction
Sporadic complaints
Widcsprcad complaints
Threats of commurdty action
Vigorous community action
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EXAMPLE The RatingSound Level measure (Lr) and
the Noise Criterion are used together
to assess estimated community reaction
during the evening hours for the following
model urban residential district with
these specified noise sources:
Noise Source_
Transformer
Industrial
Traffic
dB
45 dB (A)
60 dB (A)
45 dB (A)
Description
Continuous s_eady
state with tonal
components
Includes both im-
pulsive and audible
tone components
occurring about 10%
of the time
Fluctuating noise
measured in L
eq
Evaluate L r
Transformer Noise
(audible tone + steady state)*
Lr = 45 + 5 .
= 50 dB(A)
Industrial Noise
(tone + impulsive + duration)*
Lr = 60 + 5 + 5 - i0
= 60 dB(A)
Traffic Noise
(fluctuating noise) *
L = 45 + 0
r
= 45 dB(A)
*Refer to Table Lr-I
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The Noise Criterion
The basic noise criteria for the urban
residential zone is ideally 40 dB(A).
Now look to Table Lr-II for the correction
as to time of day; and to Table Lr-IiI
for the zoning correction.
Noise Criterion = 40 - 5 + 10
= 45 dB(A)
Community Response
The projected response of the community
to the evaluated noise sources is deter-
mined by the amount that the Lr exceeds
the Noise Criterion (Table LE-IV). Thus,
for the transformer noise which is 5 dB(A)
greater than the criteria there might be
"sporadic complaints". The industrial
noise will probably elicit the most reaction
with "threats of community action" due to
the excess of 15 dB(A) over the criteria.
Whereas the traffic noise is merely part
of the background noise.
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EQUIPMENT For Steady State Sounds
Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
REFERENCES
For Fluctuating Sounds
Special monitoring equipment capable
of integrating sound levels for long
periods of time (usually 1 hour or 1 day)
i. International Organization of Standardi-
zation. Draft ISO Recommendation No. 1996 -
Noise Assessment with Respect to Commt_nity
Response (Document ISO/TC 43 (Secretariat -
452) 529 E).
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TITLE NOISE RATING CURVES (NR)
UNIT (None) [dB like scale]
DEFINITION The Noise Rating Curves are sets of
octave band levels (as shown in Figure
NR-I, Table NR-I) which were established
to provide ratings for octave band
levels of community noise.
STANDARDS International Organization of Standardi-
zation. Draft ISO Recommendation No.
1996 - Noise Assessment with Respect to
Community Response (Document ISO/TC 43
(Secretariat - 452) 529 E).
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United Kingdom
PURPOSE NR curves are used in conjunction with
a Noise Criterion as specified in ISO
1996. Together they provide a means of
assessing the impact of noise on a
community.
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BACKGROUND Noise Rating Curves (NR) are used in con-
junction with a Noise Criterion in an
effort to improve predictions of community
response to an intruding sound. For this
method the noise from the sound source is
measured in octave bands and the spectrum
is compared to the noise rating curves.
It may be advisable to determine the
Equivalent Sound Level (Leq see p.100) for
sounds with time-varying characteristics.
A correction term is added to the octave
band levels to account for impulse noise,
tonal content and duration of the noise
(Table NR-II).
Rating Sound Level (Lr) differs from the
Noise Rating Curves only in the initial
measurement of an intruding sound. L r
measures the noise in A-weighted sound
pressure level instead of octave band
frequency analysis (NR).
A Noise Criterion is used with NR as a
means of describing projected community
response. The basic noise criteria it-
self is related to the pre-existing back-
ground level which should be established
according to the living habits of the
people of the community in question. It
has been suggested for residential areas
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TABLE NR-I
OCTAVE BAND PRESSURE LEVELS
CORRESPONDING TO NOISE RATING NUMBER NR
NR
0
5
1(}
15
2U
25
30
35
40
45
SO
55
bU
05
7U
75
8,%
qfJ
9G
100
105
110
115
12U
125
13O
Octave b,_nd sound pressure level (dl.]) for cent re-frc, quenctes (llz)
31.5
55.4
58.8
62.2
65.6
5q. 0
72.4
75. H
79.2
82.0
86.0
89.4
92.9
9_. 3
'90.7
101. I
l¢)h, 5
I(Y), 9
i13.3
116.7
120. I
123.5
126,9
130.3
133.7
137. !
140.5
143.9
63
35.,5
39.4
43.4
47.3
51.3
55. 2
,50.2
63.1
67.1
71.0
75.0
78.0
82. o
86.8
90.8
94.7
VH. 7
;02.6
106.6
110.5
114.5
118.4
122,4
126.3
130,3
125
220
26.3
30.7
35,0
39.4
43.7
48.1
52.4
56.8
61.1
65.5
69.8
74.2
78.`5
82.9
87.2
91.6
95.9
100.3
104.6
109.0
113.3
i17,7
122.0"
126.4
12.0
16.6
21.3
25.9
3[I. 6
35.2
39.9
44.5
49.2
53.6
58, 5
63, 1
67.8
72.4
77.1
81.7
86, 4
91.0
95.7
100.3
I05.0
109.6
114.3
118.9
123.6
134.2
138.2
130.7
135.1
128.2
132,9
4.8
9,7
14.5
19.4
24.3
29.2
34.0
35.9
43.8
48.6
53.5
`58.4
63.2
1,8. !
73.0
77.9
82.7
87.6
92.5
97.3
102, 2
107, I
Ill,9
118.8
121.7
126.6
131.4
!000
0
5
10
15
20
25
3U
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
8U'
85
90
95
I00
105
I10
115
120
125
130
I 2000
-3.5
+1.0
.0.6
11.7
16.8
21.9
26 y
32, (1
37. I
42.2
47.2
,_2.3
h7.4
62.5
67.5
72,6
77,7
82.8
87.8
92.9
98.0
103, I
108. 1
111.2
118.3
123.4
128.4
4000
-6.1
-1.0
44.2
..3 I
144
i
1'). 5 i
24.7
2q. H
34. q
40.0
45.2
5(). 3
55.4 i
60.5
h5.7
4
I
70x l
75.9 l
81.0
86.2
91.3
96.4 I
lOl. S
1Da, 7
111.8
116.9 i
i
122,0 1
127.2
I
-8
-2
7
126
17
22 q
28 O
33 2
38 I
43 5
414 6
53
58 It
_4 I
Oq 2
=14 4
70 5
84 7
89 8
'J5 0
1001
105
110,4
1150
120.7
125,9
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TABLE NR-IT
CORRECTIONS TO THE MEASURED SOUND LEVEL IN OCTAVE BANDS
CharacteHsdc
Peak factor
$pcc(n]m character
Duration of the noise with
features of tl_c noise
I repulsive noise
(e.g. from hammering)
sound level as a
pcrce.tage of ihe relevant
time period
Audible tone componenUI
(e,g, wldne) prese_
Between •
100 and 56
56 and 18
18 and 6
6 and I. 8
_.8 and 0.6
0.6 and 0.2
Less than O. 2
..... \
Correction
dB(A)
+5
+$
0
-5
-10
-15
,-, 20
-25
-30
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that a suitable background criterion is in
the 30-40 dB(A) range. Correction terms
for time of day (Table NR-III and for
different zoning specifications ('_?able
NR-IV ) are applied to the basic noise
criteria.
CALCULATION METHOD
The community reaction to a noise source
is approximated by the amount that the
Noise Rating exceeds the Noise Criterion.
NR
m
The Noise Rating, NR, for most types of
sounds can be determined for corrected
octave band levels using Figure NR-I.
The formulas for correcting the octave
band levels are as follows:
a) Noises of Constant Level
Corrected octave band levels =
Octave band level + correction*
b) Noise of Fluctuating Level
Corrected octave band levels =
Leq for octave band level + cozrection*
*Refer to Table NR-II
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TABLE NR-II I
CORRECTIONSTO BASIC CRITERION FOR DIFFERENT TIMES OF DAY
Time of day
Day time
EvcaJng
Night time
Correction to basic criterion
0
-5
- 10 to - 15
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i:
CORRECTIONS TO BASIC
DIFFERENT ZONES
TABLE
CRITERION
NR-IV
FOR RESIDENTIAL PREMISES IN
Type of cLIstrlct
r :,
Rural resldentlsl, zones ol hospitals,
rec rest ion
Suburban reslderlial, I/tile road traffic
Urban residential
Re_|dentfa! urban with some workshops or
wlth buslness, or with math roads
City (business, trade, admin/_ration)
Predominantly Industrial area (heavy
Industry)
. ,L. ,I
Correction to basic
cr/terion
0
+5
÷I0
+15
+ "20
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Noi se Cri terl a Procedure
After choosing the basic Noise Criterion
according to the zoning definition for a
specified community (i.e., 30-40 dB(A) for
a residential area), the corrections for
time of day and type of district (Table
NR-III and IV respectively) are applied.
Community Response
Community response to the intruding noise
is then categorically estimated in Table
NR-V by the amount that the Noise Rating
exceeds the Noise Criterion.
EXAMPLE Evaluating NR
The Noise Rating (NR) and the Noise
Criterion are used together to assess
estimated community reaction during the
evening hours for the following model
urban residential district with the
industrial sound as the intruding noise
source.
The industrial noise includes both im-
pulsive and audible tone components,
and occurs about 10% of the time. The
corrections for these parameters are in
Table NR-II. The total correction to
be applied to euoh octave band is as follows:
28O
Total Correction = tone + impulsive + duration
=5+5-10
= 0
The corrected octave bands are in Table
NR-VI and plotted on Figure NR-2. The
highest NR value is 55 which occurs in
the 2000 Hz octave band.
NR = 55
The Noise Criterion
The basic noise criteria for the urban
residential zone is ideally 35 dB(A). Now
look to Table NR-III for the correction
as to time of day; and to Table NR-IV for
the zoning correction.
Noise Criterion = 35 - 5 + i0
= 40 dB(A)
The Community Response
The projected response of the community to
the evaluated industrial noise source is de-
termined by the amount that NR exceeds the
Noise Criterion (Table NR-V). In this case
the industrial noise will probably elicit
the response of "threats of community action"
due to the excess of 15 dB(A) over the
criterion.
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TABLE NR-V
ESTIMATED COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO NOISE
Amount by which the
NR exceeds the noise
criterion
r r
0
5
i0
15
20
Estimated community response
Category Description
None
Little
Medium
Strong
Very strong
No observed reaction
Sporadic complaints
Widespread complaints
Threats of community action
Vigorous community action
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TABLE NR-VI
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS FOR CORRECTED OCTAVE BANDS*
Octave
Frequency
Bands
Hz
31.5
60.5
125
25O
5OO
i000
20OO
4000
8000
Factory Noise
dB
60.0
63.0
68.0
61.0
55.0
51.0
52.0
45.0
40.0
Total
Correction
0
n
i!
ii
I!
II
ii
II
ii
Corrected
Octave
Bands
dB
60.0
63.0
68.0
61.0
55.0
51.0
52.0
45.0
40.0
*Plotted on Figure NR-2
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EQUIPMENT For Stead_ State Sounds
i)
2)
Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
Octave band analyzer (IEC Standard 225)
For Fluctuatin_ Sounds
i)
2)
Special monitoring equipment capable
of integrating sound levels for long
periods of time (usually 1 hour or
1 day)
Octave band analyzer (IEC Standard 225)
REFERENCES lo International Organization of Standar-
dization. Draft ISO Recommendation
No. 1996 - Noise Assessment with Respect
to Community Response (Document ISO/TC
43 (Secretariat - 452) 529 E).
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TITLE NOISE AND NUMBER INDEX (NNI)
UNIT (dB like scale)
DEFINITION NNI is a composite measure which uses
average (i.e., on an energy basis)
Perceived Noise Level in combination with
the number of aircraft heard within a
specified period.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United Kingdom
PURPOSE NNI is used to determine the relative
noise impact of aircraft on the
surrounding community.
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BACKGROUND NNI was derived from an extensive inter-
view and physical measurement program
within the area of London's Heathrow
Airport. Aircraft flyover noise was
measured at 85 locations within 10 miles
of the airport and approximately 2000
people living in the same area were inter-
viewed concerning their general satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with their living
environment.
The outcome of this study revealed 14
variables related to the noise environment
and 58 socio-psychological variables.
These were then intercorrelated and found
to be reducible to two parameters: i) the
average (i.e., on an energy basis) maximum
Perceived Noise Level, and 2) the number of
aircraft heard during the day or night.
The term 15 log N in the formula for cal-
culating NNI was derived from the estimate
that doubling the number of events was
equivalent to raising the noise levels by
4.5 dB. The constant of 80 was subtracted
from the total noise exposure figures on
the basis that the derived annoyance scale
was zero at about 80 PNdB.
A survey of NNI levels shows that a level
of 50 to 60 NNI is unreasonable during
daytime and an NNI of 30 to 45 is in-
tolerable during the nighttime.
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CALCULATION METHOD NNI is determined by the following formula-
NNI = N_ma x + 15 log N - 80
where:
[z]
N is the number of aircraft heard
in the specified time period, i.e.,
1 day or 1 night
P--K_max = I0 log [ Z antilog (PNLmaxi/10)
L i=1
where :
[2]
PNL is the peak noise level in PNdB
occurring during the passage of
each aircraft
EXAMPLE NNI is calculated for three aircraft
flyovers.
Given:
PNLmaxl -- 99 PNdB
PNLmax2 = 105 PNdB
PNL = 107 PNdB
max 3
N = 30 per day
28.8
99 105 107 1
antilog _-_ + antilog _ + antilog
_max = i0 log 3
[(0.794 + 3.162 + 5.012) X 101°-
I 10 log L 3
- 104.8 PNdB
Then:
• NNI = 104.8 + 15 log 30 - 80
- 104.8 + 22.2 - 80
= 47
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
1) Tape recorder (necessary for single
sample)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) Octave or one-third octave band analyzer
1. Galloway, William J., Dwight Bishop,
"Noise Exposure Forecasts : Evolution,
Evaluation, Extensions and Land Use
InterF_etations", DOT-FAA Office of
Noise Ahe tement, BBN Report No. 1862,
(August 19 70).
2. "Noise", Final Report of the Committee
on t'_e Problem of Noise, Cmdn. 2056,
H. M. Stationary Office, London, (1963).
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TITLE TRAFFIC NOISE INDEX (TNI)
UNIT (None)
DEFINITION Traffic Noise Index (TNI) is a noise
rating which takes into account the amount
of level variability in A-weighted sound
pressure level.
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE United Kingdom
PURPOSE TNI is used predominantly in evaluating
the impact of traffic noise on the
community.
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BACKGROUND
CALCULATION METHOD
The Traffic Noise Index was developed
to take into consideration the variability
of noise levels in an effort to improve
the correlation between the noise level
measurements and subjective questionnaire
data. TNI rates noise measured outdoors
in A-weighted sound pressure level. It
is based upon the cumulative distribution
of noise levels measured over a specified
period of time. Two sound levels, LI0
and L90, are determined from the cumulative
function. These represent the levels which
were exceeded 10% and 90% of the time.
Thus, the 10% level is an average "peak"
level while the 90% level is an average
"background" level.
The0TNI is a weighted comparison of L10
and L90 and is defined as:
TNI = 4 (LI0 - Lg0) + Lg0 - 30 [l]
The first term expresses the range of the
noise environment (i.e., sound levels ex-
ceeded I0 and 90 per cent of the time) and
describes the "variability" of the noise.
The second term represents the background
noise level; the third term is a constant
used in an effort to yield more convenient
numbers.
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EXAMPLE An example for TNI calculation is:
Given:
Then:
LI0 = 80
L90 = 70
TNI = 4 (80 - 70) + 70 - 30
= 8O
EQUIPMENT
REFERENCES
I) Tape recorder (necessary for single events)
2) Sound level meter (IEC Standard)
3) Distribution analyzer
4) Digital computer optional
I. Griffiths, I. D., and F. J. Langdon,
"Subjective Response to Road Traffic
Noise", J. Sound and Vibration 8
(I) : 16-32 (1968).
2. "Noise", Final Report of the Committee
on the Problem of Noise, Cmdn. 2056,
H. M. Stationary Office, London, (1963).
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APPENDIX I
ADDITIONAL RATINGS
i

fi_ r_
TITLE
UNIT
ANNOYANCE NOISE LEVEL
dB
(ANL)
DEFINITION
STANDARDS
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE
PURPOSE
The Annoyance Noise Level is a single-
number rating of the annoyance of a noise
signal calculated from acoustic measurements
in one-third octave bands.
No direct standard.
Related standard: Air-Conditioning and
Refrigeration Institute,
ARI 275-69
United States
ANL was developed in the hope of improving
upon the existing measures such as Loudness
Level and Perceived Noise Level in the
prediction of the annoyance of sounds.
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BACKGROUND ANL was developed by Wells (1969) in an
effort to improve the perceived noise level
(PNL) rating scheme especially for sounds
containing pure tones. ANL uses equal
"annoyance" curves which are similar to
the curves used in calculating PNL. The
calculation procedure is basically that
used in PNL or Loudness Level except that
a correction is made for the bandwidth of
noise. ANL results for most sounds are
approximately equal in magnitude to those
obtained with PNL or Loudness Level.
CALCULATION METHOD ANL methodology is very similar to that of
PNL (see p. 76). First the Rating Indices
are determined for the one-third octave
band levels of a given spectrum using the
following formula and the method provided
in Table ANL-I.
Rating Index (RI) = antilogl0 m (L-L O) [i]
where:
L is the one-third octave band sound pressure
level for each frequency of a given noise
spectrum; and m and L o are given in Table ANL-I.
(Because the methods for determining the tone
correction and combining the rating indices
are currently under revision they are omitted
at this time.)
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Band
Center
Frequency
(Hertz)
5O
63
8O
100
125
160
200
250
315
4OO
5OO
630
8O0
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000
6300
z
8000
: 10000
12500
TABLE ANL-I
COEFFICIENTS m AND L
O
COMPUTATION OF RATING
Lower Segment
L <tab.
values m
91 0.04348
85 0.04057
85 0.03683
79 0.03683
79 0.03534
75 0.03333
73 0.03333
74 0.03205
94 0.03068
64
60
56
53
51
48
46
44
42
Full Range of L
47
50
61
Lower Segment
0.04229 38
0.04229 41
0.04013 46
FOR
INDICES
Upper Segment
L >_ tab.
values m U o
91 0.03010 52
85 0.03010 50.8
85 0.03010 48.8
79 0.03010 47
79 0.03010 45.8
75 0.03010 44.8
73 0.03010 43
74 0.03010 41.8
94 0.03010 40.8
47
50
61
0.03010 40
0.03010 40
0 03010 40
0 03010 40
0 03010 39.8
0 03010 38.9
0 02996 37.6
0 02996 35.7
0 02996 32.9
0 02996 30.6
0.02996 29.1
0.02996 29.8
0.02996, 31.6
Upper Segment
0.02996 33.8
0.02996 36.8
0.03010 40.6
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EXAMPLE (Omitted for reasons given in Calculation
Method).
EQUIPMENT i) Tape Recorder (necessary for single
events)
2) Sound Level Meter (IEC Standard)
3) Octave or 1/3 octave band analyzer
4) Digital Computer (optional)
REFERENCES I. Wells, R. J., "A New Method for
Computing the Annoyance of Steady State
Noise Versus Perceived Noise Level and
Other Subjective Measures", 77th meeting
of the Acoustical Society of America,
Phil., (April, 1969).
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TITLE E-LEVEL (EL) (LE)
UNIT dB (E) (dB)
Reference pressure: 20 _N/m 2
DEFINITION E-weighted (Ear) sound pressure level
or E-level is sound pressure level which
has been frequency filtered to reduce
the effect of the low frequency noise and
increase the
effect of
high fre-
quency noise.
An approxi-
mation of the
"E" weighted
response curve
is shown in
Figure EL-I.
-I0
Q
-20
_0 iO0 2 0 BOO IO00 2000 S I0 0
Fr*qutney -- Hx
Figure EL-1 E-Weighting
STANDARDS (None)
GEOGRAPHICAL USAGE (None)
PURPOSE E-level is suggested as a simple approxi-
mation of perceived level (PL) (see
page 60) .
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BACKGROUND E-level is similar to D-level in that it
attenuates _he iQwer frequencies in a
manner approximating the behavior of the
human ear. However, E-level was intended
to relate to the loudness curve rather
than the noy contour. C_nceived by
Stevens, the E-scale is approximately the
inverse of the 20 sone contour of the
perceived level calculation method. At
this time the E-weighting scale has not
been standardized and is no# available in
any sound level meter.
CALCULATION METHOD E-level may be estimated by applying the
E-weighting curve (Figure EL-I), to octave
or one-third octave frequency band measures
and summing the bands on the basis o$
their squared pressures (often referred to
as summation on an energy basis). If
octave or one-third octave measures are
available, it is suggested that perceived
level be calculated instead of E-level
since E-level is only an approximation
of PL.
EXAMPLE The exact E-level correction spectrum is
not available at this time.
EQUIPMENT Equipment for determinin 9 octave or one-
third octave band noise measurements.
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APPENDIX II
ABBREVIATIONS
i

ABBREVIATIONS
AI
AL
ANL
ANSI
B
BL
CL
CNEL
A
CNR c
dB
DL
ECPNL
EL
EPNL
HL
HNL
IEC
ISO
L
LA
LB
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Articulation Index
A-weighted sound pressure level (see LA)
Annoyance Noise Level
American National Standards Institute
Total Noise Load
B-weighted sound pressure level (see L B)
C-weighted sound pressure level (see L c)
Community Noise Equivalent Level
Composite Noise Rating for Aircraft
Composite Noise Rating for Community Noise
Decibel. The decibel is one-tenth of the bel.
D-weighted sound pressure level (see LD)
Equivalent Continuous Perceived Noise Level (see WECPNL)
E-weighted sound pressure level (see LE)
Effective Perceived Noise Level
Hourly Level (see HNL)
Hourly Noise Level (see HL, L H)
International Electrotechnical Commission
International Organization for Standardization
Sound Pressure Level (see OASPL, SPL, Lp)
A-weighted sound pressure level (see AL)
B-weighted sound pressure level (see B-level) (BL)
L C
L D
Ldn
L pN
Leq
L H
LL
LL S
LL Z
Lp
LpN
L r
N
NC
NCA
NEF
NI
NL
NNI
NPL
NR
OASPL
PL
C-weighted sound pressure level (see CL)
D-weighted sound pressure level (see DL)
Day-Night Level
E-weighted sound pressure level (see EL)
Effective Perceived Noise Level (see EPNL)
Equivalent Sound Level (SLAQ)
Hourly Level (see HNL)
Loudness Level
Loudness Level - Stevens
Loudness Level - Zwicker
Noise Pollution Level (see NPL) .,
Sound Pressure Level (see OASPL, SPL, L)
Perceived Noise Level (see PNL) •
Rating Sound Level ._
Isopsophic Index
Noise Criterion Curves
Noise Criteria A-curves (see NC)
Noise Exposure Forecast _ • ,
Noisiness Index
N-weighted sound pressure level (see D-level)
Noise and Number Index
Noise Pollution Level
Noise Rating Curves
Overall Sound Pressure Level
Perceived Level according to Stevens Mark VII, PLdB
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PNC
PNL
PNLT
PNLTmax
PSIL
Q
R
RMS
SEL
SENEL
SIL
SLAQ
SLM
SPL
TNEL
TNI
WECPNL
Preferred Noise Criteria Curves
Perceived Noise Level (see Lpn)
Tone Corrected Perceived Noise Level (PNL + T)
Maximum Tone Corrected Perceived Level
Preferred Speech Interference Level (see S_L)
Mean Annoyance Level
Classification Index (see N)
Root-Mean-Square
Sound Exposure Level (see SENEL)
Single Event Noise Exposure Level
Speech Interference Level
Equivalent sound level A-weighted (see Leq)
Sound Level Meter
Sound Pressure Level
Total Noise Exposure Level (see WECPNL)
Traffic Noise Index
Weighted Equivalent Continuous Perceived Noise Level
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! APPENDIX III
GLOSSARY
GLOSSARY
ACOUSTICS -- Acoustics is the science of sound, including its
production, its transmission and any effect that it may
cause.
AMBIENT NOISE -- Ambient noise is the all-encompassing noise as
associated with a given environment, usually comprising
sounds from many sources near and far.
ANSI -- American National Standards Institute.
BACKGROUND NOISE -- The total of all noise in a system or
situation, independent of the presence of the desired signal.
BAND CENTER FREQUENCY -- The designated (geometric) mean frequency
of a band of noise or other signal. For example, 1000 Hz is
the band center frequency for the octave band that extends
from 707 Hz to 1414 Hz, or for the third-octave band that
extends from 891 Hz to 1123 Hz.
BAND PRESSURE (OR POWER) LEVEL -- The pressure (or power) level
for the sound contained within a specified frequency band.
The band may be specified either by its lower and upper cut-
off frequencies, or by its geometric center frequency. The
width of the band is often indicated by a modifier (e.g.,
octave band, third-octave band, 10 Hz band).
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GLOSSARY (CONTINUED)
CYCLES PER SECOND -- See Frequency.
DAMAGE-RISK CRITERION (HEARING-CONSERVATION CRITERION) --
Recommended maximum noise levels not to be exceeded for a
given exposure time in order to minimize the risk of hearing
damage to persons exposed to the noise.
DECIBEL -- The decibel (abbreviated "dB") is a measure, on a
logarithmic scale, of the magnitude of a particular quan-
tity (such as sound pressure, sound power, intensity, etc.)
with respect to a standardized reference quantity.
ENERGY BASIS -- This is familiar terminology that is used when
referring to the procedure of summing or averaging sound
pressure levels on the basis of their aquared pressures.
This method involves the conversion of decibels to pressures,
then performing the necessary arithmetic calculations, and
finally changing the pressures back to decibels. This
procedure is also referred to as energy summation, average
energy, or energy averaging.
E_UlVALENT LEVEL -- Equivalent level is averaged sound pressure
level over the total integration time.
EXPOSURE LEVEL -- Exposure level is the summation of sound
pressure level over any length of time divided by a constant
reference time (e.g., 1 sec., or 1 hour). This is differen-
tiated from equivalent level which is averaged sound pressure
level over the total integration time. See EQUIVALENT LEVEL.
l
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GLOSSARY (CONTINUED)
FREQUENCY -- The number of oscillations per second (a) of a
periodic wave sound, and (b) of a vibrating solid object;
now expressed in Hertz (abbreviation Hz), formerly in cycles
per second (abbreviation cps).
HERTZ -- See FREQUENCY.
IEC -- International Electrotechnical Commission. One of the
international bodies that provides specification for use by
manufacturers of noise measuring instruments.
IMPULSE NOISE -- Impulse noise is noise of a transient nature
due to a sudden impulse of pressure like that created by a
gunshot, or a balloon bursting.
ISO --International Organization for Standardization. One of
the international bodies that provides specifications for
use by manufacturers of noise measuring instruments.
LEVEL -- In acoustics, the level of a quantity is the logarithm
of the ratio of that quantity to a reference quantity of the
same kind. The base of the logarithm is commonly 10. The
reference quantity and the kind of level must be specified.
The unit is generally the decibel.
LOUDNESS -- Loudness is the intensive attribute of an auditory
sensation, in terms of which sounds may be ordered on a scale
extending from soft to loud. Loudness depends primarily upon
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GLOSSARY (CONTINUED)
the sound pressure of the stimulus, but is also depends
upon the frequency and wave form of the stimulus. The unit
of loudness is the sone.
MASKING -- i) Masking is the process by which the threshold of
audibility for one sound is raised by the presence of another
(masking) sound. 2) Masking is the amount by which the
threshold of audibility of a sound is raised by the presence
of another sound. The unit customarily used is the dB.
NOISE -- Noise is any undesired signal.
any undesired sound.
In acoustics, noise is
NOY -- Noy is a unit used in the calculation of Perceived Noise
Level. It is the noisiness of a noise for which the perceived
noise level is 40 PNdB. The noisiness of a noise that is
Judged by a subject to be n times that of a l-noy noise is
n noys.
OCTAVE BAND -- An octave band is a frequency band with lower and
upper cut-off frequencies having a basic ratio of two. The
cut-off frequencies of 707 Hz and 1414 Hz define an octave
band in common use. See also BAND CENTER FREQVENCY.
OCTAVE BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL -- Octave band sound pzessure
level is sound pressure level of the noise contained in an
octave band. See SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL.
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PEAK SOUNDPRESSURE-- The peak sound pressure for any specified
time interval is the maximumabsolute value of the instan-
taneous sound pressure in that interval.
PHON -- The unit of measurement for Loudness Level.
PURE TONE -- A pure tone is a sound wave whose waveform is a
simple sinusoidal function of the time. It is also described
as a sound sensation characterized by its singleness of pitch.
SONE -- Sone is a unit to measure loudness. It is (I) equal to
40 phons, or (2) one sone is equal to a 1000 Hz tone at 40
dB. The loudness of any sound that is judged by a listener
to be n times that of a 1-sone tone equals n sones.
SONIC BOOM -- The sonic boom is the pressure transient produced at
an observing point by a vehicle that is moving past (or over)
it faster than the speed of sound.
SOUND -- Sound is an oscillation in pressure, stress, particle
velocity, etc., in an elastic medium, or the superposition
(combination) of such oscillations. By extension, sound has
also come to be associated with the auditory sensation evoked
by this type of oscillation.
SOUND LEVEL -- Sound level is a weighted sound pressure level ob-
tained by use of a sound level meter having standard frequency-
filters (weightings of A, B, or C, ANSI SI.4-1971) for
attenuating part of the sound spectrum.
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SOUND LEVEL METER -- A sound level meter is an instrument com-
prised of a microphone, an amplifier, an output meter, and
frequency weighting network used for the measurement of noise
and sound levels. Weighting networks usually include "A",
"B" and "C" weightings.
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL -- i) The sound pressure level of a sound
is 20 times the logarithm to the base i0 of the ratio of
the measured root-mean-square (RMS) value of the sound pressure
to a reference sound pressure. 2) The reference sound
pressure for this Handbook is 20 pN/m 2, but often seen is
the reference pressure 20 Pascal (Pa).
SPECTRUM -- The spectrum of a sound wave is a description of its
resolution into COmponents, each of different frequency and
usually different amplitude and phase.
SPECTRUM LEVEL -- The spectrum level of a specified signal at a
particular frequency is the level of that part of the signal
contained within a band 1 Hz wide centered at the particular
frequency.
STEADY-STATE SOUNDS -- These are sounds whose average character-
istics remain constant in time. Possible examples of steady-
state Sounds are an aircraft ground run-up, a stationary car
engine, and electric blender.
THIRD-OCTAVE BAND -- A frequency band whose cut-off frequencies
have a ratio of 2 1/3, which is approximately 1.26. The cut-
off frequencies of 891 Hz and 1123 Hz define a third-octave
band in con%mon use (I000 Hz center frequency). Refer to
BAND CENTER FREQUENCY.
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THRESHOLD OF AUDIBILITY (THRESHOLD OF DETECTABILITY) -- The
threshold of audibility for a specified signal is the
minimum effective sound pressure level of the signal that
is capable of evoking an auditory sensation in a specified
fraction of the trials.
THRESHOLD SHIFT -- Threshold shift is an increase in a hearing
threshold level.
TRANSDUCER -- A transducer is a device capable of being actuated
by waves from one or more transmission systems or media and
supplying related waves to one or more other transmission
systems or media. Examples are microphones, _ccelerometers,
and loudspeakers.
TRANSIENT SOUNDS -- Transient sounds are those whose averave
properties do not remain constant in time. Examples are
an aircraft flyover, a passing train, and a sonic boom.
WAVELENGTH -- Wavelength for a periodic wave (such as sound in
air), is the perpendicular distance between analogous points
on any two successive waves. The wavelength of sound in air
or in water is inversely proportional to the frequency of
the sound. Thus the lower the frequency, the longer the
wavelength.
WHITE NOISE -- White noise is noise that is uniform in power-per-
hertz-bandwidth over a very wide frequency range (equal
energy in every cycle). The slope of the pressure spectrum
level of white noise is zero dB per octave.
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APPENDIX IV
NOISE RATINGS COMPARISONS
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